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E1 BAKERS DOZEN PARCELS
Price per parcel is f 1.00, but if you order 12 you get
one extra free.
All the parcels listed below are brand new components.
Unless marked s.h.

1 - 5 13 amp ring main junction boxes
2 - 5 13 amp ring main spur boxes
5 - 3 flush electrical switches
7 - 4 in flex line switches with neons
8 - 2 80 watt brass cased elements
9 - 2 mains transformers with 6V 1 A secondaries

10 - 2 mains transformers with 12V 3A secondaries
11 - 1 extension speaker cabinet for 63" speaker
12 - 5 octal bases for relays or valves
13 - 12 glass reed switches
14 - 4 OCP 70 photo transistors
16 - 4 tape heads, 2 record, 2 erase
17 - 1 ultra sonic transmitters and 1 ditto receiver
18 - 2 15000 mfd computer grade electrollics
19 - 2 light dependent resistors
20 - 5 different micro switches
21 - 2 mains interference suppressors
22 - 2 25 watt crossover units 2 way
23 - 1 40 watt 3 way crossover unit
28 - 1 6 digit counter mains voltage
30 - 2 Nicad battery chargers
31 - 1 key switch with key
32 - 2 humidity switches
33 - 2 aerosol cans of ICI Dry Lubricant
34 - 96 x 1 metre lengths colour -coded connecting wires
36 - 2 air spaced 2 gang tuning condensors
37 - 2 solid diaelectric 2 gang tuning condensors
38 - 10 compression trimmers
41 - 6 Rocker Switches 10 amp mains SPST
43 - 5 Rocker Switches 10 amp SPOT Centre Off
44 - 4 Rocker Switches 10 amp DPDT
45 - 1 24 hour time switch mains operated (s.h.)
46 - 1 6 hour clock timeswitch
48 - 2 6V operated reed switch relays
49 - 10 neon valves - make good night lights
50 - 2 x 12V DC or 24V AC, 4 CO relays
51 - 1 x 12V 2C 0 very sensitive relay
52 - 1 12V 4C relay
53 - 2 mains operated relays 3 x 8 amp changeovers
55 - 1 locking mechanism with 2 keys
56 - Miniature Uniselector with circuit for electric jigsaw
57 - 5 Dolls' House switches
60 - 5 ferrite rods 4" x 5/16" diameter aerials
61 - 4 ferrite slab aerials with L & M wave coils
62 - 4 200 ohm earpieces
63 - 1 Mullard thyristor trigger module
64 - 10 assorted knobs 1 spindles
85 - 5 different thermostats, mainly bi metal
66 - Magnetic brake - stops rotation instantly
67 - Low pressure 3 level switch
69 - 225 watt pots 8 ohm
70 - 2 25 watt pots 1000 ohm
71 - 4 wire wound pots - 18. 33. 50 and 100 ohm
73 - 4 3 watt wire wound pots 50 ohm
77 - 1 time reminder adjustable 1-60 mins
78 - 5.5 amp stud rectifiers 400V
85 - 1 mains shaded pole motor i" stack - shah
86 - 2 5" alt fan blades fit 1" shah
87 - 2 3" plastic fan blades fit 1" shaft
88 - Mains motor suitable for above blades
89 - 1 mains motor with gear box 1 rev per 24 hours
91 - 2 mains motors with gear box 16 rpm
93 - 4 11 pin moulded bases for relays
94 - 5 B7G valve bases
95 - 4 skirted 89A valve bases
96 - 1 thermostat for fridge
98 - 1 motorised stud switch Is. h.)

101 - 1 21 hours delay switch
103 - 1 6V mains power supply unit
104 - 1 41V mains power supply unit
105 - 1 5 pin flex plug and panel socket
107 - 1 5" speaker size radio cabinet with handle
109 - 101" spindle type volume controls
110 - 10 slider type volume controls
112 - 1 heating pad 200 watts mains
114 - 1 1W amplifier Mallard 1172
115 - Wall mounting thermostat 24V
118 - Teak effect extension 5" speaker cabinet
120 - p.c.b. with 2 amp full wave and 17 other recs
122 - 10 mtrs twin screened flex white p.v.c. outer
132 - 2 plastic boxes with windows, ideal for interrupted

beam switch etc
155 - 3 varicap push button tuners with knobs
188 - 1 plastic box, sloping metal front, 16 x 95mm, average

depth 45mm
241 - 1 car door speaker (very Oat) 61" 15 ohm made for

Radiomobile
243 - 2 speakers' 6" x 4" 15 ohm 5 watt made for

Radiomobile
266 - 2 mains transformer 9V }A secondary split primary so

OK also for 115V
267 - 1 mains transformers 15V 1A secondary p.c.b.

mounting
330 - 2 6V 0.6V mains transformer .3A p.c.b. mounting
350 - 40 double pole leaf switches
365 - 1 7uf 660V 50hz metal cased condenser
453 - 2 21in. 80ohm loudspeakers
454 - 2 21in. 8ohm loudspeakers
463 - 1 mains operated relay with 2 sets c/o contacts
464 - 2 packets resin filler/sealer with cures
465 - 3 5A round 3 pin plugs will fit item 193
466 - 4 7 segment I.e.d. displays
470 - 4 pc boards for stripping, lots of valuable parts
473 - 1 5" 4ohm speaker with built in tweeter Radiomobile
480 - 1 3A double pole magnetic trip, saves repairing fuses
498 - 4 1000uf 25V axial electrolytic capacitors

TELEPHONE BITS
Master socket (has surge arrestor -ranging condenser etc) and takes
B.T. plug £3.95
Extension socket £2.95
Dual adaptors 12 from one socket) £3.95
Cord terminating with B.T. plug 3 metres £1
Kit for converting old entry terminal box to new B.T. master socket,
complete with 4 core cable, cable clips and 2 BT extension
sockets £11.50
100 mtrs 4 core telephone cable E8.50

COMPACT FLOPPY DISC DRIVE EME-101
The EME-101 drives a 3" disc of the new standard which despite
its small size provides a capacity of 500k per disc, which is
equivalent to the 33" and 5,i" discs, We supply the Operators
Manual and other information showing how to use this with popular
computers: BBC, Spectrum, Amstrad etc. All at a special snip price
of f 27.50 including post and VAT. Data available separately £2,
refundable if you purchase the drive.

EVERLASTING BATTERIES!
Well not quite, but if you don't switch non, the lithium battery has an almost Indefinne
shelf life, which mates it suitable for emergency, standby 8 similar applications, also for
quartz clocks and instruments that draw only microscopic currents. The lithium battery

we have is 3V and about as big and thick as 2p coin. Puce 2 for f I re BD 558 Note
these plug into Dil socket our ref B0553

3 POLE MODEL MOTOR
Will operate from as low as 1.5V and speed will increase steadily as the voltage is
increased. at 9V however a governor takes over and the speed remains constant - and
ideal motor for models Size approx 28mm x 40mm easily reversible and with good

length spindle 60p each our ref BM30

CASSETTE STEREO TAPE HEADS
With mounting brackets and with tape guides pairs. one record/playback and the other
erase f 1 pair ref 8054 1.

OPTO INTERRUPTER
Consists of a IR emitter mounted close to light dependent resistor when light or IR is

interrupted the change of resistance can be made to switch or operate a relay - useful
for counting, motor slopping etc Price 2 for El ref 80545

VENNER TIME SWITCH
Mains operated with 20 amp switch. one
on and one off per 24 hrs. repeats daily
automatically correcting for the
lengthening or shortening day. An
expensive time switch but you can have it
for only £2.95 without case, metal case
- £2.95, adaptor kit to convert this into
a normal 24hr. time switch but with the
added advantage of up to 12 on/offs per
24hrs. This makes an ideal controller for

Ex -Electricity Board the immersion heater. Price of adaptor kit
Guaranteed 12 months. is £2.30.
12 volt MOTORS BY SMITHS
Made for use in cars, etc. these are
very powerful and easily reversible. Size
31" long by 3" die. They have a
good length of j" spindle -
1/10 hp £3.45
1/8 hp £5.75. 1/61113E7.50

SOUND TO LIGHT UNIT

1 aaaafiJ
Complete kit of parts for a three channel sound to light unit
controlling over 2000 watts of lighting. Use this at home if you
wish but it is plenty rugged enough for disco work. The unit is
housed in an attractive two tone metal case and has controls for
each channel, and a master on/off. The audio input and output are
by sockets and three panel mounting fuse holders provide
thyristor protection. A four pin plug and socket facilitate ease of
connecting lamps. Special price is £14.95 in kit form.

This Month's Snip
9" VDU OR MONITOR deal to work with computer or video camera uses Philips
black and white tube ref M24/306W Which tube is implosion and X Ray radiation
protected YEW is brand new and has a time base and EHT comity Requites only a
16V do supply to set it going It's made up in a lacquered metal framework but has
open sides so should be cased lit you are handy with a drill and file you could make
a case out of two of our 6j" speaker cabinets) The VDU comes complete with
circuit diagram and has been line tested and has our six months guarantee. Offered
at a lot less than some firms are asking for the tube alone, only f 16 plus f 3 post.
We also have some that failed the line test, again brand new but offered without
guarantee at f8 plus E3 post. We do a kit for the 16V 2A psu to operate this moni-
tor price is f 3 our ref 3P26

SLIDE SWITCHES
Sub miniature sue only lOmm x Imm single pole change over or on/off Price 5 for f 1 ref
B0553

LOW VOLTAGE RELAY
OMRON 3.5V coil, plug in dil sockets, 5a c/o contacts. Brand new offered at a silly price 2
for £1 ref 80548

POLARISED RELAY
Depending upon its direction do Current as low 14 Ma makes this open circuit, so it could
be used to protect delicate instruments or as on earth leakage. or reverse voltage trip etc
2 for f I ref 80549

SLOTTED OPTO SWITCH
Infra red emitter and sensor mounted in slotted moulding, so that the emitter beam when
broken makes a contactless watch, ran be used in electronic ignrtion, speed sensing etc
etc Price 2 for f 1 ref 80545

24hr TIME SWITCH
Beautifully made with West German precision. Just under 4" square with 15amp c/o
contacts can be set anywhere around 24hr dial to the nearest 15 mins also with a overide
switch Ref 8P4 but hurry we hav eonly 300. Price E8.

COMPUTERS
The Acorn "Election" as used in many schools for games and serious jobs. Works
into colour or Black and White TV Proper price was £199. our Price, tested and
working E45 +f 3 post, tested but slightly faulty E36 + E3 post and lastly tested
but not working £20 + f3 post, all are new and complete with mains P S.U. 300
page handbook, TV lead, and starter cassette Full range of Software also in stock
at very low prices.

TELEPHONE LEAD
3 mtrs long terminating one end with new BT, flat plug and the other end with 4 correctly
°lowed coded wires to fit to phone OF appliance. Replaces the lead on old phone making n

suitable for new 85 socket. Price f 1 ref B0552 or 3 for E2 ref 2P164

POWERFUL IONISER
Generates enema 10 times more IONS than the ETI and similar circuits Will
refresh your home, office, shop, work room etc. Makes you feel better and work
harder - a complete mains operated kit, case included £9.50 f2 P&P.

J & N BULL ELECTRICAL
Dept. E.E., 250 PORTLAND ROAD, HOVE,

BRIGHTON, SUSSEX BN3 511T
MAIL ORDER TERMS: Cash, P.O. or cheque with order. Orders
under £20 add f 1 service charge. Monthly account orders accepted
from schools and public companies. Access & B/card orders
accepted. Brighton 0273 734648 or 203500.

NEW ITEMS
Some of the many described in our current list which you will receive with your parcel.

£2 POUNDERS*
2P120 - 1 combined clockwork switch and thermostat for boiler control
2P122 - 1 30e rotary switch, surface mounting with pointer knob
2P123 - 1 25a rotary swrtch, surface mounting, cover engraved. high, medium low and

off
2P124 - 1 28kv 001mtd block condensor
2P127 - 1 30a bridge rectrber assembly on hear sinks
2P129 - 1 lOrpm motor 115V so supplied with adaptor for 2305
2P131 - 1 Croiszet motor 2301 frts the Croquet gearbox
2P132 - 1 ceiling heal-stat for fire warning or orotertion
2P133 - 1 Circuit breaker 20a, Crabtree ref C5C
2P134 - 1 9V 500mA psu, plugs into 13e sock ot
2PI35 - 10m 10 conductor intercom cable
2P136 - 1 2 jkw element made for tangential blowers
2P137 - 1 Thermo couple. stainless steel hope, for measuring imernal near
2P138 - 1 Mains transformer 20V -0-20V la taught mounting
2P141 - 1 rechargeable battery D size 14 AHI solder tag ended
2P142 - 10m 4 pair intercom cable White PVC outer
2P144 - 1 mans operated relay with 4 x 8a c,o contacts
2P145 - 1 10.000 of 70V d o smoothing capacitor
2PI46 - 1 7,800 of 150C do smoothing capacitor
2P147 - 1 lOw 100ohm bra matching transformer
2P148 - 1 Technical information on 3" EDO ref indable if you bun fdd
2P149 - 5 diff battery operated model motors
2P150 - 1 PSU chassis with all components for 24V 2A d c unwired
2PI51 - 1 Metal box 144 x 14 x 4 with lid add £2.00 post
2PI52 - 1 Motor Van capacitor 800 250V
2PI53 - 1 Two station intercom unused but lint reject
2P154a - 1 Wad charger - plug into 13a sachet 5.2V 7U4 output
2PI54b - 1 Nicad charger - plug into 13e socket 6V .9VA outpo t
2PI55 - 1 Mains transformer giving 16, 17, 1E 8 20V 60W
2P158 - 1 Oven thermostat with temp calibrated knob
2PI59 - 1 911 500ma cased with mains lead and output lead
2P160 - 1 13a plug adaptor fused takes 3 x 13a plugs
2P161 - 1 8" diagonal side cutters
2P102 - 1 Stereo Matrrt PCB mounting deempf asis 635
2P163 - 1 AC Working capacitor 12uf 660V AC or 15009 do
2P163a - 1 AC Working capacdor 140 350V AC or 800V do
2P164 - 3 Phone leads 3 mire long tags one end B T plug other end

£3 POUNDERS
3P1 - 1 DC voltage. doubler or halver for 121 to 244 12 to 64 24 to 12V
3P8 - 1 24hr time switch Sangamo. new coeddion Guarantees I year
3P9 - 12V 500mA psu plugs in 13a socket
3P10 - 1 Mains transformer 50V 2A with 6.3 pilot light winding, upright mounting.

fully shrouded
3pl3 - 1 Noise filter to fit in mains lead of appliance up to 25e
3PI5 - 1 waterproof case will take 200 watt transformer
3P16 - I signal box 3 lamps on face plate of metal box six 5 j x 3 j
3P17 - I choke and starter to work 8" fluorescent tube at 125W
3P18 - 1 22V 3a mans transformer with bridge rect fined on top panel
3P20 - 1 0-5a ammeter 3j ac/dc ex equipment
3P21 - 1 pm' factor correction condenser 35orf 350ac
3P22 - 1 200va - auto transformer 230 to 115V tortadal encapsulated El 50 post
3P23 - 1 36V -0-36V tapped 20V -0-20V 103va
3P24 - 1 3" floppy disc for Amstrad etc
3P25 - 1 7" Electricians pliers

£4 POUNDERS*
4P11 - 1 Car Radio moat
4P12 - 50m low loss coup 15ohm f 1 pos7

4P13 - 3 Hortsman time and set switches 15amp
4P14 - I 150w mains transformer o core 434 3 54 secondary
4P15 - 1 powerful motor 2" stack fined woh gearbox final speed 6Orpm mains

operated, could operate door opener etc
4P17 - 1 Uniselector 3 pole 25W. 50V coil standard size
4P18 - 1 Volt meter with digital display (DIGIVISOR/
4P19 - 1 124 do motor will In to gearbox 4P20
4P20 - 1 Gear train giving speed reduction

£5 POUNDERS*
5P86 - 1 Transformer upright mounting 230/2401 primary 2 x 100 la secondary
5P88 - 1 Transformer in waterproof metal her 24V 54 add E2 post
5P89 - 1 4 bank heating element each 2kw ideal convector hater
5P90 - 1 18" long tangential blower with motor at one end
5P91 - 1 14" blower, motor in middle
5P92 - 10m Audio co -ax double screened 75o hm super low loss for IV
5P93 - 1 6" Alarm bell 14V do or ac
5P94 - 1 Current transformer 14V out wrth la do input
5P95 - 1 Vintage photo cell
5P97 - 1 Impedance matching transformer 0-4-5-8-160 ohm 100 add f 150 most
5P98a - 1 0-90a ammeter for mounting outsize control panel
5P98b - 1 0-180a ammeter for mounting outade control panel
5P99 - 1 Mains operated blower centrifugal output sae app x 1

5P100 - 1 Mains splitter 45a witch 3 x 15a fused °nuns
5P101 - I Model motor 1 rpm from 6V reversible

£7 POUNDERS*
7P1 - I Instant heat solder gun - mains with renewable tip and lob fight

£8 POUNDERS*
8P1 - 1 Charger transformer 10a upright mounting 230/240 primary 16v 10,

secondary
8P2 - 16" underdome alarmbell sortable for a fire alarm or burglar alarm mains

operated
8P3 - 1 heat sink big powerful so ideal fon power transmitter
8P5 - I 7, hp motor 900 rpm capacitor run
8P6 - 1 24hr time switch - 2 on offs 16a c/o contacs 3" x 3" x 1 j"
8P7 - 1 Silent sentinel invistble ray kit
8P8 - 1 Papst fan 34 x 31 xlj 2304 metal bodied

£10 POUNDERS
10P13 - 1 reversible motor with gearbox 104rpm Parvialux
10P14 - 1 100a time switch I on/off per 24hr extra riggers f I poor

10P15 - 1 Max demand meter 230 ac mains
10P16 - 1 powerful air moves 2 small type blowers with motor in middle
10P18 - 1 mains operated klaxon
10P19 - 1 124 alarm bell really loud, mains operated, in iron case + E5 post
10P21 - 1 super metal boo sue 19" x 20" x 7" deep lockable + f3 post
10P22 - 1 sensitive volt meter relay
10P23 - 1 fruit machine heart 3 fruit wheels each stepper motor petaled
10P24 - 1 big panel meter face sue 41 x 2 j 200u0 movement scaled 1-10
10P25 - 1 100W audio transformer 50-0-50W primary 6 ohm secondary
10P26 - 1 "Secretary" phone auto -dialler complete untested sold as such
10P29 - 1 12V engine cooling fan
10P30 - 1 instrument psu on pcb has 4 outputs I21/ 5V 64/12V 5A/5V 5A
10P31 - 1 7 day time switch 16a c/o contacts sep switches for each day
10P32 - 1 68 rpm 1/6th hp mmor 'eversible

£15 POUNDERS*
15P1 - 1 IM lot 115W hi fi amp
15W - 1 lot for psu to supply one or two 15P1 amps
15P3 - 1 time switch battery or mains operated - 16a c/o contacts. 7 day

programmable has 36ht reserve

£25 POUNDERS"
25P1 - 1 1500 PSI hydraulic pump 24V do motor, made for operating aircraft under

carriage etc

LIGHT CHASER KIT motor driven switch
bank with connection diagram, used in
connection with 4 sets of xmas lights
makes a very eye catching display for
home, shop or disco, only £5 ref 5P56.
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NOISE GATE by Ian Coughlan 472
Amplify the sound not the noise

PERSONAL STEREO AMPLIFIER by Owen Bishop 476
Mobile mini amplifier for your personal player

ELECTRONIC ANALOGUE/DIGITAL MULTIMETER
by Mark Stuart 490
Easy to build test meter for the workbench

BURST FIRE MAINS CONTROLLER by Andy Flind 500
Interference -free control of soldering irons, electric blankets and
flashing lights

SIMPLE NAND GATE AND FLIP-FLOP 504
An "Exploring Electronics" project
CAR OVERHEATING ALARM by T. R. de Vaux-Balbirnie 508
You won't get overheated if you listen to this alarm
LIGHT PEN 512
Low-cost project for Beeb Micro owners

series
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ON SPEC by Mike Tooley BA 486
Readers Sinclair Spectrum page

AMATEUR RADIO by Tony Smith 488
New frequency allocations; Amateur Radio for the Handicapped
ACTUALLY DOING IT by R. A. Penfold 496
Making your own front panels

EXPLORING ELECTRONICS by Owen Bishop 504
Part Fifteen: Investigating logic circuits
BBC MICRO by R. A. & J. W. Penfold 512
Regular spot for Beeb fanatics
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NEWS 498
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FOR YOUR ENTERTAINMENT by Barry Fox 507
Time warp; Speak Easy; Bi-Grounding

BOOK SERVICE Our own service to readers of EE 514
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Circular Movit R/C Kit

489

Our October 1987 issue will be published on
Friday, 18 September 1987. See page 469 for
details.
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OMEGA ELECTRONICS
252A HIGH STREET, HARLESDEN, LONDON NW10 4TD.

TEL: 01-965 5748 MAIL ORDER & RETAIL SHOP
TELEX: 265871 MONREF G Quoting 72: MAG31197

40008 CMOS 4068811 D.13 7905 0.40 IC SOCKETS
4000131' 0.13 4069UBP 0.13 7908 0.40 8PIN 005
40016P 0.13 4070130 0.113 7912 0.40 14PIN 0.0E
400281' 0.13 40718P 0.13 7915 0.40 16PIN 0.06
40068P 0.28 407281' 0.13 7918 0.40 18715 0.12
400787 0.13 40738P 0.13 7924 0.40 20710 0.16
40088P 0.28 40758P 0.13 78105 0.28 22PIN 0.1;
40098P 0.13 40768P 0.37 78108 0.28 24P1N 0.19
401081' 0.18 40771311 0.21 78112 0.28 28PIN 0.22
4011BP 0.13 40788P 0.13 78115 0.28 40FIN 0.26
40128P 0.13 40818P 013 78124 0.28
401313P 0.19 4082BP 0.13 79105 0.40 BRIDGE RECTIFIERS
40148P 0.28 4013581' 0.24 79112 0.45 W005 0.23
40158P 0.28 408981' 1.00 7915 0.48 W01 0 26
4018131' 0.11 4093/31' 0.16 LM317K 2.55 W02 0.32
40178P 0.21 409481' 0.49 1M3177 1.50 W54 0.3E
40186P 0.27 4095E11' 035 W06 041

4019131' 0.21 4096131' 0.85 ZENERS WOB 0 45
4020131' 019 409881' are
413211311 0.24 409981' 0.37

COM BZY88 RANGE TRANSISTORS
4022131' 0.29 45028P 0.45 207 to 56V 0.5

BC107 0.11
413231311 0.13 45038P a40 1.3W EIZY85 RANGE

BC108 0.11
4024131' 0.23 450880 0.70 303 50 750 0.10 8C109 0.11
402580 0.13 451681' 0.30 8C182 0.06
40260P 0.72 4511811 0.45 COMPUTER IC'S

BC1821 0D6
40278P 0.16 4512811 0.34 4116 0,75 80183 0.06
402880 0/4 4514131' 0.61 4164 0.99 BC1831 0.06
40298P 0.29 451581' 0.61 41258 330 BC184 0.06
403087 0.13 451881' 0.34 41464 3,90 BC1841 0.06
403187 0.90 45188P 0.34 SP0256Al2 5.00 BC212 0.06
40358P 0.90 4520817 0.34 2800 CPW 1.80 FIC2121 0.06
40381311 0.70 452281' 0.82 280A LTC 2.50 BC213 0.06
404080 0.30 452681' 0.34 ZBOA DMA 7.50 8C2131. 0.08
4041131' 0.50 452887 0.30 AIDA P10 2.50 BC214 046
404280 0.23 453287 0.47 780A sio 5.00 BC214L 0.06
4043131' 0.31 45348P 3.50 BC237 0.10
4044EI1' 0.31 45368P 2.55 RESISTORS 1 WATT 8C238 0.10
40458P 0.80 45388P 0.39 87239 0.10
4134681' 0.47 45398P 0.36 16-10M 0:01 BC237 0.15
4047131' 0.39 45438P 0.39 8C238 0.15
404961' 0.16 45558P 0.31 MIN PRESETS BC546 0.10
405061' 0.16 455687 0.40 Hopi 0.10 BC547 0.10
405181' 0.31 45728P 0.20 96ip 010 8C548 010
405281' 0.31 45848P 0.34 BC549 0.10
405381' 011 45858P 041 DIODES BC550 0.12
405481' 0.52
405561' D50 VOLTAGE REGULATORS N4001 0.03 HUNDREDS MORE

405681' 0.55 7805 0.35 N4002 0.03 IN STOCK

4060131' 0.51 7812 0.35 N4004 0.04
4063131' 0.55 7815 5.35 54006 0.06 SPECIAL OFFER

406601' 0.19 7818 0.35 N4007 0.06 TRANSFORMERS

4067BP 100 7824 0.35 N4148 0.02 6VA 0-60-0-60 2.00

PLEASE PHONE FOR UNLISTED ITEMS AS WE

VISA STOCK OVER 3000 ITEMS. PLEASE ADD 75p P&P +
15% VAT. OVERSEAS NO VAT ADD £2.00.

MULTIMETERS

DM105 £21.50
A meter to suit all pockets,
including the one that holds the
wallet! Full complement of
ranges; 2V - lkV DC,
200V -750V AC, 2mA-2A DC
current and 2k -2M resistance
range. Basic accuracy 0.5%.

CjildBYt
Affordable

Accuracy
A comprehensive range of
quality Multimeters at very
competitive prices
DIGITAL
All models feature full ranges, 31/2 digit
0.5 in LCD, low battery indication, auto
zero and auto polarity, strong ABS
casing, 10 Amp range (except DM105),
overload protection. Prices from £21.50
to £52.50. Battery, spare fuse, test leads
and manual included with each model.

ANALOGUE
A choice of four meters with prices
ranging from £5 50 to £21 00 All
models include battery, test leads and
manual

Please add 15% VAT to all
prices and 70p for post and
packing

Ac U

Phone or write for full
Cirkit Distribution Ltd. catalogue price f1.20 to

Park Lane, Broxbourne, Herts EN10 7N0.
Telephone (0992) 444111.

Cirki

TOTAL ENERGY DISCHARGE

ELECTRONIC
IGNITION

IS YOUR CAR AS GOOD AS IT COULD BE ?
* Is it EASY TO START in the cold and damp? Total Energy Discharge will give

the most powerful spark and maintain full output even with a near flat battery.

* Is it ECONOMICAL or does it "go oft" between services as the ignition
performance detonates? Total Energy Discharge gives much more output to
fire lean fuel mixtures.

* Has it PEAK PERFORMANCE or is it flat at high and low revs. where ignition
output is marginal?Total Energy Discharge gives a more powerful spark from
idle to the engines maximum (even with 8 cylinders).

* Is the PERFORMANCE SMOOTH? The more powerful spark of Total Energy
Discharge eliminates the near "misfires" whilst an electronic filter smoothes
out the effects of contact bounce etc.

* Do the PLUGS AND POINTS always need changing to bring the engine back
to its best? Total Energy Discharge eliminates contact arcing and erosion by
removing the heavy electrical load. The timing stays "spot on" and the
contact condition does not affect the performance either. Larger plug gaps can
be used, even wet or badly fouled plugs can be fired with this system.

* TOTAL ENERGY DISCHARGE is a unique system and the most powerful on
the market - 3.5 times the power of inductive systems - 3 times the energy
and 3 times the duration of ordinary capacitive systems.Send for full technical
details

* ALSO FEATURES
EASY FITTING, STANDARD/ELECTRONIC CHANGEOVER SWITCH,

STATIC TIMING LIGHTand DESIGNED IN RELIABILITY (14 years experience
and a 3 year guarantee)

* In KIT FORM it provides a top performance system at less than half the price
of a comparable ready built unit.The kit includes: pre -drilled fibreglass PCB,
pre -wound and varnished ferrite transtormer,I* quality 4tt discharge
capacitor, case, easy to follow instructions, solder and everything you need to
build and fit to your car.All you need is a soldering iron and a few basic tools.

£17.95 { Prices Include VAT
ASSEMBLED READY TO FIT £23.90 Add E1.00 P&P
TOTAL ENERGY DISCHARGE KIT

ALSO AVAILABLE: Other Ignition systems and electronic car alarms

Order now or send for further details:

EtECTRONIZE DESIGN tel 021 308 5877
2 Hillside Road,Four Oaks, Sutton Coldfield B74 4DQ

Cof3 c.,'S

"5c" 2 ii,,, kvii, 6b,,
-,... 4,.,

_\e.5 '04, '741,
"C 0--' 0

N. -.r Per ....... E:s.-- I r.4 --c t.
Se THE MALTINGS, HIGH STREET, WEM

VISA SHROPSHIRE SY4 5EN.
DEPT. EE9

ELECTRONIC COMPONENT MAIL ORDER COMPANY - ESTABLISHED 1972
100. PAGE CATALOGUE AVAILABLE - SEND Cl FOR YOUR COPY.

SEPTEMBER SPECIAL OFFER
HOBBY VICE ONLY £4.75 : Tv,: VAT
DIECAST ALUMINIUM WITH POLISHED JAWS.

CAPACITY 50 MM.

STANDARD ABS BOXES
HIGH IMPACT ABS
COLOUR: BLACK.
INTERNAL
DIMENSIONS (SAM) . ,,,

A B C 1+ '.
76 58 35 Bax/MB1 E1.04 98p
95 71 35 Box/MB2 E1.14 61.05

115 95 37 Box/MB3 £1.34 61.24
140 90 55 Box/MB5 f 1.88 f 1.70
207 122 77 Box/MB4 f 3.130 f 340
213 142 57 Elor/M68 £2_70E2.60

ELECTRONIC
BUZZERS
MINIATURE 6V or 12V
AIM/BUZ/13V - 75p /,msµ
AUO/BUZ/120 - 75p
PIEZO ELECTRIC ', 
SUPER SLIM 1
AUO/BUZ/P12 - 75p
MUSICAL It))

TUNES /SEVEN AMERICANAUO/BUZ/MUS/LME11

- f2.30
PIEZO ELECTRIC SIREN
AUD/SIR/SP12 - f5.95 f _.

SUB -MINIATURE
TOGGLE SWITCHES
HIGH QUALITY. SOLDER
TERMINALS. 24002A.
MOWING HOLE 521/61 1. 10+

SPST (2 TAW 8x5x7 55p 52p

M113 TAGS) 8x5x1 60p 57p

(PDT 16 TAGS) 8,7,7 688 Eli

MINIATURE TOGGLE
SWITCHES
SOLDER TERMINALS.
240V IA. MOUNTING
HOLf 6.2MM
SPST 12 TAGS) I3x9x8 50P 40P

SPOT 13 TAGS) 13x9x8 55P 730
MT 18 TAR 13,9,12 59p 55p

SPOT CE11111 OFF 13x9x8 60p 58p

OPDT CENTRE OFT 13x9xI2 66p 62p

I.Twin Fluorescent Lamp . ,..
:lr Double Tube sp

f5.50
,

KMWTIVE

SPU DIFFUSER. 011/01T
SWITCH. '317:ABP:
TIIMISISTOPSED CO.
WRY KETIPLE FM

.

ELECTRONIC SIREN 1. , a
AUO/SIR/ELT - E7.50 Iiit 1
ELECTRET MICRO-
PHONE INSERT
10MM DIAM. 6.5MM THICK

600 OHM
23:i:20008 1:TYPI, .41'' e
Auo/micii 601:, '

SOLDER AT A RIDICULOUS-
LY LOW PRICE!
A 500g REEL OF
22 SWG MULTI -

CORE SOLDER

/ 44 '70 X 8W ni8E
380x a2 14 31100

PORTABLE GAS SOLDERING

12V RECHARGEABLE UNIT
10 x 0 SIZE NI -CADS (4 Ah)
ENCAPSULATED IN A BLACK
PLASTIC CASE. FUSE HOLDER.

IRON Ivri::::::A
£14.50 i:-,
SPARE TIPS £4.50
SIZE 2.4. 3.2 & 4.8mm

60% TIN 40%
ALLOY. NON -CORROSIVE

ONLY £4.99
(10 + £3.75)GIVES 12V OUTPUT CHARGED.

EX -EQUIPMENT. FULLY
GUARANTEED. 245 x 75 x 75m,
£5.99 . f1.55 PAP

BATTERY CHARGER
SUITABLE FOR AAA, AA,
C, 0 AND PP3 NI -CAD £4.50
BATTERY CHARGING.

DESOLDERING PUMP
f 2 99

ANTEX SOLDERING
25W XS IRON f6.00
18W CS IRON f5.90
15W C IRON f 5 70
ST4 STAND £2.20
SPARE BITS £1 20
ELEMENTS FROM £3.20
DIGITAL TEMPERATURE CON -
TROLLED STATION TCSV-Df 72.50

+ 15% VAT
CHARGING UNIT FOR THE ABOVE 12V UNIT
Alontitartued by See a*. dee, .1, 141.4 '01 a. M°.

,1 I kte,el PC. los *art* n tre May mu  o f w Kim" -pg.
0) -rbe cherour an ea. as len clap ulna" txn . to prolog*.
Irte e the pate yeo Iva rivalled ttion 1d. standard Mm. NI

lj W U 1.1

raga 0 tre aade n oared saw 10-12 Ilan levemW
ew000 Sowood =Oda malt num MI ml Mike MIIINd
rro . 4 al 004 18 pri Mg anion mitt um Berl.

111,900 ...ow... then dopy an
treed end {au a .....d.
um, 35 . 260 x Ise.:as

i',., p. I 1.
«61 85 PAP  16% VAT

N -CAD BATTERIES
AAA -C1.25 (10+ f 120 each
AA -90p (10+ 85p each)
C -E2.10 HO+ 61 90 each)
D-E2a0 110+ £2.20 each)
PP3-E4 10 110+ f 3.90 each)
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WEL
GREENWELD

ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS

443D Mil!brook Road, Southampton
501 OHX. Tel. (0703) 772501/783740

All prices include VAT, lust add top P&P

(£2 sale items!  ,
MM Access order £5. Official EE
orders from schools etc, wel-

come - min invoice charge f 10.
Our shop has enormous stock of components and is open

9-530 Mon -Sat. Come and see us"

1987 CATALOGUE

Out now!! Bigger and better than ever -
80 pages packed with components and
equipment, from humble resistors to high
tech scopes! Bargain List, Order Forms
and £1.50 Discount Vouchers all included
for just £1.00 inc. post.

ENTERPRISE
SIX T Y F OUR
Although we have now sold out of the
complete computers and Z601 boards,
we do have the following:

Z657 As Z601 (see previous ads for
details) complete, but probably not fully
functional (customers returns). Supplied
with demo cassette, 2 booklets, + com-
prehensive data & cct £12.00
Z658 As above, but NICK or DAVE chip
and ROM missing £9.00

LOGIC PROBE
For TTL, CMOS etc. LED and sound
indication Pulse enlargement capability

Max f = 20 MHz 4-16V. I/P Z: 1M £9.99

SOLDER SPECIAL!!!

\er
1117111/12/ R(5255, In,.,dfo

* 15W 240Vac soldering iron
* High power desolder pump
* Large tube solder

NEW THIS MONTH
CREAM DISPENSER

Z801 Coin operated machine for dis-
pensing hand cream. Cabinet 620 x 365
x 200mm, wt 10kg, contains coin mech,
PCB, counter, pump mech consisting of
high torque geared 6V motor driving cam
that pumps cream, and sensing compon-
ents, all powered by internal 6V 2.6A
rechargeable battery £15 + E5 carr.

SPEECH CHIP
Z733 SP0256A + index chip + ULA chip
as used in Currah micro -speech. Cct and
info for using SP0256 with Spectrum,
2X81, BBC, VIC & C64. No info on other
2 chips. All 3 for £3.00

AUTO DIALLER
Sloping front case 240 x 145 x 90/50
contains 2 PCB's: One has 4 key -pads
(total 54 switches) + 14 digit LED display,
2 x ULN2004, ULN2033 & 4067; the
other has 12 chips + 4 power devices etc.
Case contains speaker. 8 core cable 2m
long with plug. For use with PABX.£9.00

COIN OPERATED MECHANISM
Made by Coin Controls, this will accept
various size coins by simple adjustment
of 4 screws. Incorporates various securi-
ty measures - magnet bent coin release
etc. Microswitch rated 5A 240V. Front
panel 115 x 64. Depth 130mm. Cost
£10.85 Our price £4.00

MICROVISION
We have a quantity of these units in
varying states. From labels attached to
some of the PCB's it seems after assem-
bly on the production line they did not
function correctly. No attempt has been
made to repair them, though - instead
the following parts were removed:

a) RF Tuner
b) Vol control & switch
c) ZN401E chip

Z666 2 PCB's in good condition + 2
CRT's + comprehensive data (replaces
2555) £6.95
Z556 PCB in good condition with CRT
that has been removed, but maybe repair-
able. Conductive paint (15w! bottle
£3.45) will probably be needed to remake
contacts £3.95
Z558 CRT in 'as seen' condition -
possibly repairable £2.00
Z559 PCB in good condition without
CRT £2.50
Z560 Circuit diagram and notes: 7 pages
detailing tech. spec., description, cct op-
eration, fault diagnosis & repair, aid to
fault-finding chart, picture set up proce-
dure, PCB layout, info on the various
possibilities. £2.00
RF Tuner £6.95; ZN401 chip £9.95;
Vol control + switch with knob £1.00

TELETEXT + PANELS
Z622 Teletext Unit Keyfax T100 manu-
factured for the US market, hence 120V
ac supply (but Tx can easily be changed
for 240V model). Chassis with Rx/de-
coder circuitry, Mullard VM6700 module,
channel display, i/p & o/p skts. Believed
to be new & working, but no data. Size
410 x 250 x 60mm £15.00

Z620 68000 Panel. PCB 190 x 45 be-
lieved to be from ICL's 'One per Desk'

computer containing MC68008P8 (8MHz
16/8 bit microprocessor, + 4 ROM's, all
in skts; TMP5220CNL, 74HCT245, 138,
LSO8, 38 etc. £5.00

Z625 32k Memory Board. PCB 170 x
170 with 16 2kx8 6116 static RAM's.
Also 3.6V 100mA memopack nicad, 13
other HC/LS devices, 96W edge plug, 8
way DIL switch, R's, C's etc £4.80

Details of other similar PCB's in latest list.

JUST ARRIVED!!
A major electronic distributors discontin-
ued lines, all being sold off at LESS THAN

PRICE!! -Boxes, cases, connectors,
LED's switches, DIP boards, cable ties
etc. All goods detailed in a 16 page
supplement available now FREE.

SPEAKERS
Z578 Sub -min speaker 30 x 30 x 3mm
thick by Fuji. 16R 0.4W. 60p ea; 10
£3.70; 25 £7; 100 £22, 1000 £180.
Z575 70 x 45mm 45R 0.5W 55p ea; 10
£3.30; 25 £6. 100 £20

SOLDER
500g reels resin cored. 18g £5.95
500g reels resin cored 22g £7.95

SUMMER SALE
Up to 66% off our already low, low prices!!
Dozens of half price items!!
But stocks are limited, so it's first come, first served!

ALL BELOW ARE SALE ITEMS:
I PRICE PANELS

Z914 1W Mono Amp 75p
Z915 1W Stereo Amp £1.75
Z916 Am Tuner 75p
Z925 Relays 95p
Z926 Relay/Triac 92p
Z927 Reeds 30p
Z918 Inver -ter £1.25
Z919 Inverter £1.10
Z912 RF Panel 75p
2910 RF Panel 75p
Z911 RF Panel 35p
Z913 RF Panel 35p
Z942 Joystick Interface f1 .00
Z974 Mixer Amp £1.25
Z469 10W Amp Panel £1.25
Z955 'Simon' Panel 50p
Z497 AM/FM Tuner £6.45

7 SEG DISPLAYS-
MAN6740 40p; 10/£3.00
Others on P.78 of Cat. 30p; 10/£2.00;
100/£15.

FIBRE OPTICS -66% OFF!!
20m coils lmm core -
single £4.00 £2.00
twin £6.00 £2.00

COMPUTER BOOKS -up to 90%
off!! £9.95, £6.95, £5.95
Now 10 for £6!

UHF Modulator 50% off!
Aztec UM 1286 £6.00 £3.00

MUST END SEPT 12th!!
SEND FOR YOUR FREE SALE LIST NOW!!

ORDER NOW to be sure of your share!!
Our SALE list and Bargain Lists are FREE!!
Our 80 page Catalogue costs just £1, with vouchers worth 1.50.

MIN ORDER VALUE £10 + £2 POST
PRICE PACKS

K547 Zener diodes £4.50 £2.25
K544 Mullard polyesters £4.75 £2.35
K556 Fuseholders £2.00 £1.00
K557 Terminal strips £2.40 £1.20
Z525 Vero offcuts £3.80 £1.90

25% OFF PACKS
K548 Tantalum caps £6.50 £4.85
K549 Variable caps £5.75 £4.30
K546 Mica/ps/cer caps £2.75 £2.05
K554 Thermistors £8.00 £6.00
K555 Fuses £3.95 £2.95
K538 Diodes £2.50 £1.85
K541 PCB Panels £7.00 £5.25
K542 Reed Relays £4.30 £3.20
K530 Polyesters £3.95 £2.95
K518 Disc Ceramics £1.00 75p
K503 Wirewound Resistors£2.00 £1.50
K505 Pots E1.70 £1.25
W4700 Push button banks £2.95 £2.20
K526 Heatsinks £5.50 £4.10
K527 Hardware £4.00 £3.00
K534 Sleeve Pack E1.00 75p
K536 74 Series Pack £4.00 £3.00
K537 I.C. Pack £6.75 £5.05
K538 Diode Pack £2.50 £1.85
K539 L.e.d. Pack E5.95 £4.45
K540 Resistor Pack £2.50 £1.85
K535 Spring Pack E1.70 £1.25
K524 Opto Pack £3.95 £2.95
K525 Preset Pack £6.75 £5.05
K528 Electrolytic Pack £3.95 £2 95
K531 Precision resistors £3.00 £2.25

K532 Relays £6.00 £4.50
£2.75 £2.05
£2.50 £1.85
£2.00 £1.50

K517 Transistors
K523 Resistors
K520 Switches

'NEWBRAIN' PANELS
Z494 Motherboard microprocessor
panel 265 x 155mm. Complete PCB for
computer. Z80, char EPROM, etc. 68
chips altogether + other associated com-
ponents, plugs, skts, etc. £4.00
Z495 RAM panel. PCB 230 x 78mm
with 14 x MM5290-2 (4116) (2 missing)
giving 28k of memory. Also 8 LS chips.
These panels have not been soldered, so
chips can easily be removed if
required. £3.75
Z679 Keyboard. 62 keys on ally chassis
260 x 90mm No PCB £6.50

'NEWBRAIN' PSU
BRAND NEW Stabilized Supply in heavy
duty ABS case with rubber feet. Input
220/240V ac to heavy duty transformer
via suppressor filter. Regulated DC out
puts: 6.5V @ 1.2A; 13.5V @0.3A; -12V
@ 0.05A. All components readily acces-
sible for mods etc. Chunky heatsink has 2
x TIP31A. Mains lead (fitted with 2 pin
continental plug) is 2m long. 4 core
output lead 1-5rn long fitted with 6 pole
skt on 0.1" pitch. Overall size 165 x 75 x
72 mm.

£4.75 ea 10 for £32

SCOPES!--%.
5% OFF

LL MODELS<.

10% OFF
all VERO

PRODUCTS!!

Full details of all sale items in
Catalogue/Bargain Lists
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BI-PAK BARGAINS
RESISTORS

Pak
No Ow Description Price

VP1 300 Assorted Resistors mend nun & non f 1 00
VP2 300 Carbon Resistors '/0-'/s wen Ple-1011KM- mud 61.00
VP3 200 1/8 watt Min Carbon Resistors eked eel= f 1.00
VP4 200 7,-1 watt Resistors mixed ealun & . f 1.00
VP16 50 Wirewound Resistors mixed we f 1.00
VP112 1 Sub Resistance Boo 36 values 5olmm - 64.75
VP140 50 Precision Resistors 1% Tol f1.00
VP1B1 100 I and 2 watt Resistors. assorted values f1.00

CAPACITORS

VP5 200 Assorted Capacitors. all types f1.00
VP6 200 Cerarnit Capacitors Men mixed values f 1.00
VP13 100 Mixed Ceramic Oise 6871- 015/f f 1.00
VP9 100 Assorted Polyester Polystyrene Capacitors f 1 00
VP10 60 0280 Capacitors Metal toil, mixed values f1.00
0711 50 Electrolytic, all sorts f1.00
VP12 40 Electrolytics 470-150mt mixed volts ....................... f 1 .00
VP13 30 Elecirolytics. 150m1-1000ml mixed volts_ ................ . 61.00
VP15 25 01/2505 Min Layer Metal Caps ........ ...... ........... 61.00
VP146 25 Solid Tantalum Caps min WINS [1.00
VP180 25 Tantalum Bead Caps assosted values__ ...... ...... 61.00
07182 4 1000u1 50v Electrulytics. 61.00
VP192 30 Men Electrolytics mixed value, 47m1-1000en1 6-16v f 1.00
VP193 6 Soh Min Elect 'pyes 2x 1000/2200/3300mf 10- 16v f1.00

74 SERIES SALE "ROCK BOTTOM" PRICES

VP223 50 Asst 74 TR Cs. "ALL GATES" new & ceded our rno
7400-7453..

VP224 100 Ant 74111. Cs. "ALL GATES" new 6 nod ea lee
7400-7453..

VP7413 4 7413 Dual Nand Schmitt Trigger.
877440 4 7440 Dual 4 -lint. Pnfiva-Wtd
877470 4 7470 And -gad Positivengitriggsred Fip-Map with

W7480
W7481
W7490
077491
877492
077493
VP7494

4 =Gated hi Adder
4 7481 16 -Bt R.11110111 Accuse 1111810611......... .
4 7490 Decade Counter
4 7491 8-84 Shift Reties
4 1492 Divide by 12
4 7493 UM Binaw Comte,
4 7494 4-Brl Shrtt Register

[6.00

610.00
f1.00

. [1.00

f1.00
61.00
fl 00
fl 00
f1.00
ft 00
f100
ft 00

BI -PA

VP7495
VP74111
VP14141
VP74151
VP74153
W74184
VP74187
VP74174
VP74181
VP14193
VP 74279

7495 4 -Bit Shdt Rigida [1.00
74111 Dual J-1( Martel Slave. RI -Flop 1.00
74141 BCD-13ecimal Deccar/Drime... f 1.00
74151 1 of 8 Date Selectors/Multiplexers .. [1.00
74153 Dual 4 line to 1 line Date Selecton/Multiplesers [1.00
74184 8 -Bit Perini Output f 1 .00

f 1.00
71171 War Wrs [1 .00
74181 Arithmetic Logic Uniu/Function Generators ........... 1.00
74193 Sync. th/Down Dual Clock Courage'. Binary dear[1.00
74219 Ound S -Ft latches [1.00

EIPX6 TTL Data Book 74 Series, inch:fry "LS". Compete nth Pin out
7400-74870.TTL Interchangeability Guide. Function Selec-

tion Guide ad Up/anion of Function Tans. NO VAT' .. 81.00

TOOLS

VP248 1 25 wit High Quality low Cost Soldering kw 240v AC Lang lih
Element. 1.7rn had. 4160

W247 I 15 wan "Lightweigh" High Quin Low Cat Seining loon 240v AC.
1.7m lead

VP248 1 High Suction Ossining hew, tenon nisi. nth had. duty
return spring..

W249 1 High Quality Soldering Iron Stand. Can iron bele. Tm dewing
Nang. £4.0000

VP250 1 Long Finger Grip, soldering and Harry metal base. Seined jaws with
rev tweeter action. Ideal for hiding small conmonents. Fully
adjustable f 3.00

VP25I I Mufti -tester Pocket sir 18 ranges. 10000 obms/VDC-4000
/VAC Fuse and diode protection. Mirrored snit Leads with 2mm
pkgs. Batt. di inflictions inc. f8.50

07252 1 Multi -taster & Transistor Tester. 20000 ohms/V. 19 raves Audio
output. Test term. Fuse & Did. protection. Test leads di Transistor test
leads. Be. 5 Instructions. Mirrored scale. Size 147 x 97 x 45

VP253 1 Dyad Mufti -tester. 3) Ago. Side matches for single -bald operation.
High mighty construction tough ABS body. Fully guaranteed. Overload
protection. Input Untied. 10Motens. 19 ranges Incl. 10ADC plus diode al
transistor test. Accuracy 0.8%. Complete with leads. Batt. and manual
She 145 x 70 x 31 mm. 635.00

W254 1 250 grans Etchant Groans (Ferric (nein mires ) pat 61.00
W255 1 Etdeng Pen. Etch resistant. Sun tip. Blue. . 61.00
W256 I PCB Mks Ong Operating voltage 5-148 DC + Inn assist drill and

collet for .8 to 1 2men drills and tawny bee inc.......................f000
87257 1 Pack of 3 Toast Drills. 1, 1.5, 2mm for PCB Mini Drill .f 1.00
87258 1 Muhicore Solder 5m total 18 and 22 S.W.G .f1.00
87259 1 PCB Holder. Fully adman's hie 0-320mm wide and to wy angle.

Complete with iron stand and 'pangs. Snag metal COM1111211111 with
rubber feet. Very High ..... . ......................... .116.11

KSend your orders to Dept EE BI-PAK PO BOX 6 WARE, HERTS

TERMS CASH WITH ORDER, SAME DAY DESPATCH. ACCESS,
BARCLAYCARD ALSO ACCEPTED. TEL 0763-48851. GIRO 388 7006

. ADD 15', VAT AND f f.EIT Mr ORDER POSTAGE AND PACKING.

MISC

VP223A 8 Tag Bain. 38 my Paialine f 1.00
VP225 20 DIN Plugs, den 2-8 poe 180'/240'.360' mixed (2.50
VP226 20 DIN China Slits, metal 2-8 pin 1807240':360' mired 62.50
VP227 18 DIN 111 -lid Sias, plastic 24 pin 1807240"/360" med.. f 2.50
87228 63.00
VP229 10 f 5.00
VP230 10 C90 Cassette Tape, 2 x45 nib, km noise f 6.00
VI'231 Cassette Red Men Taps, non amine, li me._ f 1.00
VP232 f 2.00
VP233 Revolting Cassette Rod, 32. smolow perspor f 2.50
9P234 Demagnetizer Curved Probe. 240v AC f 3 00
VP235 VHS Vder, tIvrid Cleaner Cassette Wei type 64.00
W2313 &awn Video Head Cleaner Cassette Wet type 64.00
VP237 linemen No -Cad Betters Cher w. AA-HP11-HP2-PP3........ 66.00
8P238 4 BA Ni-Ced Batteries. 1.25v WOrnAh C/9 reA. f4.00
VP239 2 C-1,11 14-Ced Batteries. Rochergeoble f 3 50
W240 2 D -11P2 Pli-Cad Batteries. Raingsghle 64.00
87241 2 ORP12 Light Dependent Rani- f 1.50
W242 4 Tri-onoi LED's. harn Dice heA 2v R.G.Y. f 1.00
W243 3 Tri-cdos LED's. Rectangular 5mrs 0.6.9 f I 00
W244 I High Pow, Piro Electric Siren. Emirs braining warbkng sound iiii(1

Moms. White plastic body with mounting bracket. Power 12v OC
15CenA. Output 100db (A) at 1m typ. Fag. 2.5106z. SW 57 0 42 x
37 mm £8.00

W245 1 Automate Lightly Switch. Photo electric, weetherpmel. Switches
lights cr equinfint "ON" al dui "OW" at down. Leah w to 3A at
240s AC. She 50 iv 45 mm .. ti.00

SPEAKERS OFFER. SAVE UP TO 50%

VP1.001 I 6 x 4" Eliptics1 8 ohm 4W MS Fret. Ras. 135-10000 Hz General
pumas Spurr. Gams7000 62.50

9P1,003 1 7 x Elhplicel 8 ohms 4W RPM FN. Res. 90-10000 Hz Speaker
Cyan HF cone. 681111 7500. f 3.00

VP1005 1 8 EWcal B ohms 8W MS Spear. Fn. Is. 45-16000 He
Grru 9000 Wide rage At haapsnsledh, silage edge. Centre

5ROF

VF1.008 1 9 x 8" Ethnical 8 ohm IOW IBIS Spahr. Fn. Res. 60-10090 H2
Cause 10000. Centre HF cons.. f0VPUI/18 I 2i" Trassducw Waterproofed Snooker. Poiret* film Diaphragm
Moisture res. 8 ohms 300mW WAS Fem. Res. 20-20000 ItzE1.00

VP1.0188 1 4" Rand 8 ohms 1.2W WAS Frig. Res. 190-101( Hz. General none
spoeker. 1 z 100 351ern.. f 1.00

WL022 1 5' Round 800 ChM 3W FMIS Feet. Res. 90-9500 He. Co/Basil

VPI.025 1 1112N.Round 8 ohms 15W WAS Wide songs weeks,. Freq. Res.
50-15000 Hz Ate euspension. Centre HE Cone £7.00

VPI.0254 1 8' Raved 8 ohms 5W RMS Fool. M. 70-21100 Hz. General pup as

875029Sp1 Preund' 8 ohms 10V1 WAS hp. Res. 45-1800 Hz. Wide Rahga

Use your credit card Roly us one 0/63 48851 NOW
and get your order even faster. Goods normally
sent 2nd Class Mail.

Remember you must add VAT al 15'/,to your order.
Total Postage add f 1.50 per Total order

The Archer Z80 6bC
The SDS ARCHER - The Z80 based single board
computer chosen by professionals and OEM users.
* Top quality board with 4 parallel and 2 serial ports,

counter -timers, power -fail interrupt, watchdog timer,
EPROM & battery backed RAM.

* OPTIONS: on board power supply, smart case,
ROMable BASIC, Debug Monitor. wide range of I/O &
memory extension cards.

The 5owman 68000 6BC
The SDS BOWMAN - The 68000 based single board
computer for advanced high speed applications.
* Extended double Eurocard with 2 parallel & 2 serial

ports, battery backed CMOS RAM, EPROM, 2 counter -

timers, watchdog timer, powerfail interrupt, & an
optional zero wait state half megabyte D -RAM.

* Extended width versions with on board power supply
and case.

6herwood Data 6y8tem6 Lc.
Sherwood House, The Avenue, Farnham Common, Slough SL2 3JX. Tel. 02814-5067
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INTRODUCING
MICROPROCESSORS

by MIKE TOOLEY B.A.

City and Guilds
Certificate

Course
I 1

0

Home video production
takes on a new dimension
with the use of this audio/
video unit for mixing audio

signals and fading video.

SIMPLE STATICMONITOR
"See" the static generated by stroking a cat or combing your
hair. A simple project that could be useful in a school science

lab or just use it for interest and entertainment.

OCTOBER ISSUE ON SALE FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 18

Everyday Electronics, September 1987
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Over the next nine months this brand
new series being published in Everyday
Electronics magazine aims to provide
readers with a thorough understanding
of the principles and practice of
microprocessors. More significantly,
this series breaks new ground in the
field of distance learning; it is the first to
offer assessment and certification in
conjunction with an internationally
recognised examining body. We hope
that you will follow this course for the
next nine months and that many readers
will complete the study programme
which can lead to the award of a City
and Guilds certificate in Introductory
Microprocessors.

The Introduction, to be published next
month, details the syllabus, explains
how the course is set out, how and
where to register for assessment, how
the assessments are conducted, the
microprocessors covered, cost, etc.

A simple but very useful "in circuit'
transistor and diode tester. Much
cheaper than commercial units.

We are already experiencing unprecedented
interest in the City and Guilds series and antici-
pate that the October issue will be
in great demand. We strongly advise
you to make sure of your copy by
placing an order with your News-
agent NOW (you can use the
order form) or by taking out
a subscription - see
page 517. If you have
not ordered a copy
we cannot
guarantee to
be able to
supply. 03 \.4 6se



E.E. PROJECT KITS MAGENTA
Full Kits inc. PCBs, or veroboard, hardware,
electronics, cases (unless stated). Lass
batteries.
It you do not have the issue of E.E. which
includes the project - you will need to order the
instruction reprint as an extra - BOp each
Reprints available separari'Iy
80p each o p&p f 1 00

THIS MONTH'S KITS
SAE or 'phone for prices

ELECTRONIC MULTIMETER Sept 87 f44.72
SUPER SOUND ADAPTOR Aug 87 136.56
IMMERSION HEATER TIMER Aug 87 111 99
3 BAND 1.6-30MHz RADIO Aug 87 f25.27
BUCCANEER I.B. METAL DETECTOR inc. coils and
case, less handle and hardware July 87 £25.19
DIGITAL COUNTER/FRED METER (10MHz) inc.
case July 87 167.07
MONOMIX July 87 120.00
FERMOSTAT July 81 111.56
VISUAL GUITAR TUNER Jun 87 121.99
MINI DISCO LIGHT Jun 87 £11.99
WINDSCREEN WASHER WARNING May 87 14.88
FRIDGE ALARM May 87 £9.41
EQUALIZER (IONISER) May 87 f14.79
ALARM THERMOMETER April 87 125.98
BULB LIFE EXTENDER April 87 (less case) 14.99
EXP. SPEECH RECOGNITION April 87 119.98
COMPUTER BUFFER INTERFACE Mar 87 111.96
ACTIVE 1/13 BURGLAR ALARM Mar 81 133.95
VIDEO GUARD Feb 87 17.99
MINI -AMP Feb 87 114.99
CAR VOLTAGE MONITOR Feb 87 111.98
SPECTRUM SPEECH SYNTH. (no case) Feb

87 119.92
SPECTRUM I/O PORT less case. Feb 87 18.99
STEPPING MOTOR BOOSTER (for above) Feb

87 15.19
STEPPING MOTOR MD200 Feb 87 £16.80
HANDS-OFF INTERCOM (per station) inc. case Jan
87 19.99
CAR ALARM Dec 86 110.97
DUAL READING THERMOMETER (less case) Dec
86 f39.98
RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR Dec 86 (14.97
8 CHANNEL A -D (SPECTRUM) CONVERTER Dec
86 134.29
BBC 16K SIDEWAYS RAM Dec 86 112.35
MODEM TONE DECODER Nov 86 118.99
OPTICALLY ISOLATED SWITCH Nov 86 111.99
CAR FLASHER WARNING Nov 86 17.92
200MHz DIG. FREQUENCY METER Nov 86 159.98
10 WATT AUDIO AMPLIFIER Oct 86 134.95
LIGHT RIDER LAPEL BADGE Oct 86 19.71
LIGHT RIDER DISCO VERSION 118.69
LIGHT RIDER 16 LEO VERSION f 12.99
SCRATCH BLANKER Sept 86 153.17
INFRA -RED BEAM ALARM Sept 86 126.99
FREEZER FAILURE ALARM Sept 86 114.76
CAR TIMER Sept 86 £8.30
BATTERY TESTER Aug 86 16.85
TILT ALARM July 86 17.45
HEADPHONE MIXER July 86 f27.69
CARAVAN BATTERY MONITOR July B6 f 16.35
SOUEEKIE CONTINUITY TESTER July 86 13.35
ELECTRONIC SCARECROW July 86 18.45
VOX BOX AMP July 86 112.73
PERCUSSION SYNTH June 86 128.98
LIGHT PEN (less case) June 86 15.130
PERSONAL RADIO June 86 110.98
WATCHDOG June 86 17.85
MINI STROBE May 96 113.11
PA AMPLIFIER May 86 124.95
LOGIC SWITCH May 86 114.91
AUTO FIRING JOYSTICK May 86 111.86
STEREO REVERB Apr 86 125.18
VERSATILE PSU Apr 86 123.51
CIRCLE CHASER Apr 86 f20.98
FREELOADER Apr 86 MOB
STEPPER MOTOR DRIVER Apr 86 14.89
BBC MIDI INTERFACE Mar 86 £26.61
INTERVAL TIMER Mar 86 117.91
STEREO HI-FI PRE -AMP 146.85
MAINS TESTER & FUSE FINDER Mar 86 18.40
FUNCTION GENERATOR Feb 86 123.66
POWER SUPPLY FOR ABOVE 17.62
TOUCH CONTROLLER Feb 86 112.25
pH TRANSDUCER (less Probe) Feb 86 f23.11
SPECTRUM OUTPUT PORT Feb 86 110.72
OPORT Jan 86 17.14
TACHOMETER Jan 86 124.57
MAIN DELAY SWITCH less case Jan 86 £18.83
ONE CHIP ALARM Jan 86 18.29
MUSICAL DOOR BELL Jan 88 £17.83
TEL LOGIC PROBE Dec 85 £9.45
DIGITAL CAPACITANCE METER Dec 85 139.57
FLUX DENSITY TRANSDUCER Nov 85 128.72
FLASHING PUMPKIN less case Nov 85 14.20
SQUEAKING BAT less case Nov 85 19.49
SCREAMING MASK less case Nov 85 f 10.97
STRAIN GAUGE AMPLIFIER Oct 85 128.00
SOLDERING IRON CONTROLLER Oct 85 15.21
VOLTAGE REGULATOR Sept 85 £1.46
PERSONAL STEREO P.S.U. Sept 85 19.89
R.I.A.A. PRE -AMP Sept 85 115.94
CARAVAN ALARM Sept 85 110.30
FRIDGE ALARM Sept 85 17.50
SEMI -CONDUCTOR TEMP. SENSOR Sept 85 120.82
RESISTANCE THERMOMETER Sept 85 Less

Probe 120.71
PLATINUM PROBE Extra 124.20

LOW COST POWER SUPPLY UNIT Aug 85 £18.39
TRI-STATE THERMOMETER (Batt) Aug 85 16.66
TREMOLO/VIBRATO Aug 85 131.92
STEPPER MOTOR INTERFACE FOR THE BBC
COMPUTER less case Aug 85 f 13.99
1035 STEPPER MOTOR EXTRA f 14.50
OPTIONAL POWER SUPPLY PARTS 15.14
CONTINUITY TESTER July 85 15.90
TRAIN SIGNAL CONTROLLER July 85 19.66
AMSTRAD USER PORT July 85 116.83
ACROSS THE RIVER June 85 119.77
ELECTRONIC DOORBELL June 85 £7.20
GRAPHIC ECIUAUSER June 85 £25.66
AUTO PHASE May 85 117.98
INSULATION TESTER Apr 85 118.65
LOAD SIMPLIFIER Feb 85 118.69
GAMES TIMER Jan 85 18.39
SPECTRUM AMPLIFIER Jan 85 16.58
TV AERIAL PRE -AMP Dec 84 114.83
Optional PSU 12V 12.44 2406 111.83
MINI WORKSHOP POWER SUPPLY Dec 84 141 98
DOOR CHIME Dec 84 117.89
BBC MICRO AUDIO STORAGE SCOPE INTERFACE
Nov 84 £34.52
PROXIMITY ALARM Nos 84 f21.58
MAINS CABLE DETECTOR Oct 84 15.27
MICRO MEMORY SYNTHESISER Oct 84 f57.57
DRILL SPEED CONTROLLER Oct 84 18.27
GUITAR HEAD PHONE AMPLIFIER Sept 84 17.66
SOUND OPERATED FLASH less lead Sept 84 16.98
TEMPERATURE INTERFACE FOR BBC Aug
84 123.64
CAR RADIO BOOSTER Aug 84 116.64
CAR LIGHTS WARNING July 84 19.58
VARICAP AM RADIO May 84 112.52
EXPERIMENTAL POWER SUPPLY May 84 122.46
SIMPLE LOOP BURGLAR ALARM May 84 118.34
MASTERMIND TIMER May 84 16.52
ELISE/DIODE CHECKER Apr 84 14.14
QUASI STEREO ADAPTOR Apr 84 113.08
DIGITAL MULTIMETER add on for BBC Micro M81
84 129.98
NI -CAD BATTERY CHARGER Mar 84 f11.82
REVERSING BLEEPER Mar 84 18.14
PIPE FINDER Mar 84 14.32
IONISER Feb 84 128.78
SIGNAL TRACER Feb 84 117.88
CAR LIGHT WARNING Feb 84 £4.51
GUITAR TUNER Jan 84 121.28
BIOLOGICAL AMPLIFIER Jan 84 122.99
CONTINUITY TESTER Dec 83 111.99
CHILDREN'S DISCO LIGHTS Dec 83 18.42
NOVEL EGG TIMER Dec 83 Inc case 112.29
SPEECH SYNTHESIZER FOR THE BBC MICRO Nov
83 less cable + sockets £26 38
MULTIMOD Nov 83 120.38
HOME INTERCOM less line wire Oct 83 f 17.26
STORAGE 'SCOPE INTERFACE FOR BBC MICRO
Aug 83 less software 118.42
HIGH POWER INTERFACE BOARD Aug 83 no
case 112.45
USER PORT I/O BOARD less cable + plug 112.59
USER PORT CONTROL BOARD July 83 less cable -I
plug  case 130.16
MW PERSONAL RADIO less case, May 83 19.14
MOISTURE DETECTOR May 83 16.55
NOVELTY EGG TIMER April 83 less case 16.58
DUAL POWER SUPPLY March 83 169.49
BUZZ OFF Mach 83 15.41
PUSH BIKE ALARM Feb 83 114.07
DI TAPE CONTROL Nov 82 E8.55
2 -WAY INTERCOM July 82 no case 15.42
REFLEX TESTER July 82 19.32
SEAT BELT REMINDER Jun 82 14.92
EGG TIMER June 82 £6.53
CAR LED VOLTMETER less case. May 82 £3.81
V.C.O. SOUND EFFECTS UNIT Apr 82 115.25
CAMERA OR FLASH GUN TRIGGER Mar
82 less tripod bushes 116.38
POCKET TIMER Mar 82 14.92
SIMPLE STABILISED POWER SUPPLY Jon
82 132.37
MINI EGG TIMER Jan 82 15.28
SIMPLE INFRA RED REMOTE CONTROL Nov
81 122.44
SUSTAIN UNIT Oct 81 116.79
TAPE NOISE LIMITER Oct 81 E5.97
HEADS AND TAILS GAME Oct 81 13.30
PHOTO FLASH SLAVE Oct 81 14.56
FUZZ BOX Oct 81 19.57
SOIL MOISTURE UNIT Oct 81 £7.66
0-12V POWER SUPPLY Sept 81 123.38
COMBINATION LOCK July 81 less case 125.89
SOIL MOISTURE INDICATOR E.E. May 81 15.39
PHONE BELL REPEATER/BABY ALARM May
81 £7.38
MODULATED TONE DOORBELL Mar 81 18.82
2 NOTE DOOR CHIME Dec 80 113.62
LIVE WIRE GAME Dec 80 115.44
GUITAR PRACTICE AMPLIFIER Nov 80 114.10 less
case. Standard case extra 15.98
SOUND TO LIGHT Nov. 80 3 channel 128.08
AUDIO EFFECTS UNIT FOR WEIRD SOUNDS Oct
80 117.28
SPRING LINE REVERB UNIT Jan 80 132.64
UNIBOARD BURGLAR ALARM Dec 79 17.98
DARKROOM TIMER July 79 13.84
MICROCHIME DOORBELL Feb 79 120.98
SOUND TO LIGHT Sept 78 f10.98
R.F. SIGNAL GENERATOR Sept 78 137.44
IN SITU TRANSISTOR TESTER Jun 78 19.00
WEIRD SOUND EFFECTS GENERATOR Mar
78 17.44
ELECTRONIC DICE Mar 77 15.97

MAGENTA ELECTRONICS LTD.
EE56, 135 HUNTER ST.,
BURTON -ON -TRENT,
STAFFS, DE14 2ST.
0283 65435, Mon -Fri 9-5.
Access/Barclaycard (Visa) by
phone or post
24 hr Answerphone for credit card orders
Our prices include VAT.

SHOP NOW OPEN -CALLERS WELCOME
ADD II P&P TO ALL ORDERS.
PRICES INCLUDE VAT.
SAE ALL ENQUIRIES. i MA
OFFICIAL ORDERS WELCOME. 1

OVERSEAS Payment must be sterling
IRISH RFPUBLit and BFPO. UK PRICES
EUROPE UK PRICES plus 10%
ELSEWHERE wore to quota.
SHOP HOURS 9-5 MON-FR.

PRICE LIST FREE WITH ORDERS OR SEND SAE
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DIGITAL
TROUBLESHOOTING

Top quality kits & parts for this new
series. Our excellent technical back-up
service helps to ensure that your pro-
jects succeed every time.
PART 1 BENCH POWER SUPPLY -Full
kit £24.98.
LOGIC PROBE -ETU including case.
LOGIC PULSER-E7.48 including case.
VERSATILE PULSE GENERA-
TOR -£29.98 including case.
DIGITAL I.C. TESTER -£29.21 (case
different).
CURRENT TRACER -£20.1513.
AUDIO LOGIC TRACER -£8.99.

EXPLORING
ELECTRONICS

A full set of pans including the Verobloc
breadboard to follow the series right up to
Nov. issue. f 14.87. Dec parts £4.99. Jan
parts £4.99. Feb parts £4.29. March
parts £6.99. April parts £4.44. May parts
£3.98. June parts £4.40. July parts
£4.79. Aug parts £3.85.

NEW
BOOKS

Modern Opt° Device
Prceects 12.95
Electronic Circurts for the Con-
trol of Model Railways £2.95
A T V.-DXers Handbook
BP176 15.95
Midi Protects. Fanfold 12.95
Getting The Most From
Your Printer. Penfold 12.95
More Advanced

Electronic Music Projects.
Penfold 12.95

INTRODUCTION
TO ELECTRONICS

An introduction to the basic principles of
electronics. With lots of simple experi-
ments. Uses soldering. Lots of full colour
illustrations and simple explanations. A
lovely book. Ideal for all ages.
INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRONICS
COMPONENT PACK f10.99
BOOK EXTRA 12.45
Book also available separately.

BOOKS
How to Get Your Electronic Projects
Working Penfold 12.15
A practical Introduction to Microprocessors.

Penfold 12.10
Basic Electronics. Hodder & Stoughton 18.98
Beginners Guide to Building Electronic Protects.
Penfold 12.25
DIY Robotics & Sensors Billingsley. BBC f 7.95
Commodore 64 17.99
Elementary Electronics. Sladdin (5.98
Science Experiments with Your Computer 12.43
How to Design & Meke Your Own PCBs BP121f 2.15
How to Make Computer Controlled Robots. Potterf3.20
How to Make Computer Model Controllers. Potterf 3.19
Interfacing to Microprocessors & Microcomputers£6.50
Machine Code for Beginners. Osbome 12.45
Micro Interfacing Circuits Book I 12.45
Microprocessors for Hobbyists. Coles 14.98
Practical Computer Experiments. Parr 11.95
Practical Things to do With a Microcomputer.
Usborne 12.19
Questions & Answers - Electronics. Hickman f3.45
Understanding the Micro. Osborne 11.95

 JUST A SMALL SELECTION. LOTS MORE IN
OUR PRICE UST 

TEACH IN 86
MULTIMETER TYPE M102BZ as specified. Guaranteed. Top quality. 20k/V, with battery check, continuity
tester boner and fuse and diode protection 10A dc range.
Complete with leads. battery and manual. 114.98
VEROBLOC BREADBOARD, DESIGN PAD, MOUNTING PANEL AND 10 CROCODILE CUP
CONNECTING LEADS. 16.98
REGULATOR UNIT FOR SAFE POWER SUPPLY. All components including the specified case. Also the
plugs, fuse and fliseholders to suit the FE mains adaptor 116.78
COMPONENTS FOR PRACTICAL ASSIGNMENTS. Pads 1 and 2 (Oct & Nov) 11.94. Part 3 (Dec) f 1.37.
Part 4 (Jan) £2.48. Part 5 (Feb) 12.55.

TEACH IN 86 PROJECTS
UNIVERSAL I.CR BRIDGE Nov 85 125.83
DIODE/TRANSISTOR TESTER Dec 85 118.89
USEFUL AUDIO SIGNAL TRACER
Jan 86 116.75
AUDIO SIGNAL GENERATOR Feb 86 £26.21
R.F. SIGNAL GENERATOR March 86 124.48
FET VOLTMETER Apr 86 121.48
DIGITAL PULSE GENERATOR May 86 116.68

NEW
MINI MODEL MOTORS
1i -3V, 2 TYPES. MM1-59p MM2-61p

LEGO' Technic Sets
TEACHERS WE ARE STOCKISTS OF THE
WHOLE RANGE. CONTACT US FOR

BROCHURES. VERY COMPETITIVE PRICES
AND QUICK DELIVERIES.

STEPPING MOTORS 12 VOLT
48 STEPS 200 STEPS

1035
f 14 50 116.80

MOTOR - GEARBOX ASSEMBLIES
Miniature precision made. Complete with quality electric motor. Variable reduction ratios
achieved by fitting from 1-6 gearwheels (supplied) as required. Operates from 1.5V to 4.5V.
Small unit type MGS speed range 3rmp-2200rpm depending on voltage & gear ratio. Large
unit type MGL (higher torque motor) 2rpm-1150rpm. Long 3mm dia output shafts. Ideal for
robots and buggies.
Small Unit (MGS) £3.49. Large Unit (MGL) £3.98.
PULLEY WHEELS. New Range -PLASTIC
WITH BRASS BUSH it" dia. hole -easily
drilled to 3 or 4mm. I" dia. 35p, }" dia.
36p, r dia. Up. 1" dia. 44p.
Metal collar with fixing screw, 3mm bore
24p. Flexible spring coupling 5mm. Length
31mm 68p.
Flexible metal coupling (universal) 3mm
£2.98; 2mm 13.34.

1987 CATALOGUE
Brief details of each kit, our books, &
illustrations of our range of tools & com-
ponents. Also stepper motor, interface kit
& simple robotics. Plus circuit ideas for you
to build. If you read Everyday Electronics
then you need a copy of the MAGENTA
catalogue.

CATALOGUE & PRICE LIST - Send f 1 in stamps
etc. or add f 1 to your order. Price list --- 9x4 sae.

Catalogue FREE TO SCHOOLS/COLLEGES RE-
QUESTED ON OFFICIAL LETTERHEAD.

ADVENTURES
WITH

ELECTRONICS
An easy to follow book suitable for all ages. Ideal for
beginners. No soldering, uses an S -Dec Breadboard.

Gives clear instructions with lots of pictures 16 projects
- including three 'Was, soen, metronome, organ,
intercom, turner, etc Helps you learn about electronic
components and how circuits work. Component pack
includes an S -Dec breadboard and all the components for
the projects
Adventures with Electronics 13.58.Component pack
120.98 less battery

TOOLS
ANTED MODEL C IRON 16.98
ANTED 55 SOLDERING IRON 25W 17.25
5T4 STAND FOR IRONS 12.85
HEAT SINK TWEEZERS 45p
SOLDER HANDY SIZE 5 II 39
SOLDER CARTON 12.50
SOLDER REEL SIZE 10 14 .67
LOW COST PLIERS 11.98
LOW COST CUTTERS 11.99

RENT NOSE PLIERS
MINI DRILL 12V (M011
MULTIMETER TYPE 1 1000opv
MULTIMETER TYPE 2 20,000oev
MULTIMETER TYPE 3 30.000opy
MULTIMETER TYPE 4 10M DIGITAL
MOLDER PUMP
SIGNAL INJECTOR
CIRCUIT TESTER
HELPING HANDS JIG & MAGNIFIER
MINIATURE VICE (PLASTIC)

II 89
18.38
16.98

111 98
127 98
139 98
15.48
12 98

78p
£7.98
11 85
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Editorial Offices
EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS EDITORIAL,
6 CHURCH STREET, WIMBORNE,
DORSET BH21 1JH
Phone: Wimborne (0202) 881749

See notes on Readers' Enquiries below-we
regret that lengthy technical enquiries cannot be
answered over the telephone

Advertisement Offices
EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS ADVERTISEMENTS
4 NEASDEN AVE., CLACTON -ON -SEA, ESSEX
C016 7HG. Clacton (0255) 436471

CITY & GUILDS
AS MENTIONED a couple of months ago, our new series Introducing
Microprocessors starts next month. The series can lead to the award of a

City & Guilds certificate (Introductory Microprocessors) and we believe this is
a first for any UK monthly magazine. It is also exclusive to EE.

Make sure you get next month's issue-it carries the introduction to the
series with all the details of how to register for assessment, centres, cost etc. We
are already experiencing unprecedented interest in this series and I strongly
recommend that you make sure of your copy by either ordering it from your
newsagent or by taking out a subscription-see pages 468 and 517.

If you do not have a copy on order we cannot guarantee to be able to supply!
The course should provide all readers with a thorough understanding of the

principles and practice of microprocessors. Even if you do not wish to try to
gain a C&G certificate, Introducing Microprocessors will be well worth
following. For those who are interested in the qualification you may like to
know that you do not have to take the assessments within any given period.
The study can thus be spread over a couple of years if you so wish. As I said,
don't miss next month's issue-order now!

PCBs
I would like to warn all readers that we are about to rationalise our EE PCB

Service. The number of boards available will be reduced from next month
when virtually all boards over two years old will be dropped from the list.

We have found that after two years the very low requirement for p.c.b.s
makes the service uneconomical. It will also be necessary to increase the price
of some boards. So if you want a p.c.b.-particularly if it is an old one-get
your order in now. You have been warned!

Many of our p.c.b. prices have never been raised and with the rising cost of
materials and labour, we now have to increase the price to cover these. I assure
you our p.c.b.s will still be good value for money and competitive with other
suppliers.

TV SuPereetirld
ADAPTOR
DIGITAL

CHIP TESTER
iIMINIT5i0111

Heater Timer

BACK ISSUES & BINDERS
Certain back issues of EVERYDAY

ELECTRONICS and ELECTRONICS
MONTHLY are available price £1.50
(£2.00 overseas surface mail) inclusive of
postage and packing per copy. Enquiries
with remittance, made payable to Every-
day Electronics, should be sent to Post
Sales Department, Everyday Electronics, 6
Church Street, Wimborne, Dorset BH21
1JH. In the event of non -availability remit-
tances will be returned. Please a//ow 28
days for delivery. (We have sold out of
Oct. & Nov. 85, April, May & Dec 86.)

Binders to hold one volume (12 issues)
are available from the above address for
£4.95 (£9.00 overseas surface mail) inclu-
sive of p&p. Please allow 28 days for
delivery.

Payment in sterling only please.

Editor MIKE KENWARD
Personal Assistant
PAULINE MITCHELL
Assistant Editor/Production
DAVID BARRINGTON
Assistant Editor/Projects
DAVID BRUNSKILL
Editorial: WIMBORNE (0202) 881749
Advertisement Manager
PETER J. MEW Clacton (0255) 436471
Classified Advertisements
Wimborne (0202) 881749

READERS' ENQUIRIES
We are unable to offer any advice on the

use, purchase, repair or modification of
commercial equipment or the incorpora-
tion or modification of designs published in
the magazine. We regret that we cannot
provide data or answer queries on articles
or projects that are more than five years
old. Letters requiring a personal reply
must be accompanied by a stamped
self-addressed envelope or a self-
addressed envelope and inter-
national reply coupons.

All reasonable precautions are taken to
ensure that the advice and data given to
readers is reliable. We cannot, however,
guarantee it and we cannot accept legal
responsibility for it.

COMPONENT SUPPLIES
We do not supply electronic com-

ponents or kits for building the projects
featured, these can be supplied by
advertisers.

OLD PROJECTS
We advise readers to check that all parts

are still available before commencing any
project in a back -dated issue.

We regret that we cannot provide
data or answer queries on projects
that are more than five years old.

ADVERTISEMENTS
Although the proprietors and staff of

EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS take reason-
able precautions to protect the interests of
readers by ensuring as far as practicable
that advertisements are bona fide, the
magazine and its Publishers cannot give
any undertakings in respect of statements
or claims made by advertisers, whether
these advertisements are printed as part of
the magazine, or are in the form of inserts.

The Publishers regret that under no
circumstances will the magazine accept
liability for non -receipt of goods ordered,
or for late delivery, or for faults in manufac-
ture. Legal remedies are available in re-
spect of some of these circumstances,
and readers who have complaints should
address them to the advertiser or should
consult a local trading standards office, or
a Citizen's Advice Bureau, or a solicitor.

SUBSCRIPTIONS
Annual subscription for delivery direct to

any address in the UK: £14.00. Overseas:
£17.00 (£33 airmail). Cheques or bank
drafts (in sterling only) payable to
Everyday Electronics and sent to EE Sub-
scription Dept., 6 Church Street, Wim-
borne, Dorset BH21 1JH. Subscriptions
can only start with the next available
issue. For back numbers see the note on
the left.
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NOISE GATE
IAN COUGHLAN

Ideal project for
the musician who
wants to create
the right sounds,
without the noise
ry ER the last few years the popularity of
V electronics effects units for musicians
has grown dramatically particularly those
using time -delay techniques. These include
Hangers, choruses, echo, reverbs, and so on.
While these effects offer the musician new
and interesting sounds, they often suffer
from a poor signal-to-noise ratio; that is, the
amount of noise produced relative to the
maximum signal level that the system can
handle. This noise is normally masked by
the music, but stop playing and the same
noise becomes quite objectionable, mani-
festing itself in the form of hisses, whistles,
crackles, whoops, etc.

Using more than one effect -box simply
makes matters worse, as do noisy leads and
jack -connectors. One solution would be to
turn the amplifier's volume control down
whenever playing stops, but that is obvious-
ly impractical. The Noise -Gate offers a neat
and simple answer to the problem. Connect-
ed immediately before the input to the
amplifier-and therefore after any effect -
boxes in use-it constantly monitors the
signal level. If the signal is below a certain
level, then the Noise -Gate will "close" and
prevent the signal from reaching the ampli-
fier. Start playing and the signal rises,
causing the Noise -Gate to "open", allowing
the signal to get through to the amplifier. So
when there is music, the signal gets through;
when there is only noise, it doesn't.

The signal level at which the Noise -Gate
will open is called the "threshold", and a
control is provided so that it may be
adjusted. The threshold should be set just
above the level of the noise (the so-called
"noise floor"), so that any signal above the
threshold, and therefore above the noise
floor, will open the Noise -Gate. Note the
terminology used: open means the signal is
allowed to pass through, closed means it is
not. Don't think in terms of a switch: think
in terms of a gate (hence the name "noise -
gate").

The Noise -Gate should open as quickly as
possible in response to an increase in the
input level, so that little of the music is lost.
In this design, the response time is around a
couple of milliseconds. Obviously, the same
does not hold true when the input level falls
below the threshold, otherwise the Noise -
Gate would close with every gap in the
music of more than a millisecond or two.
This design will remain open for about half
a second after the music stops. These times

are not externally adjustable, but the experi-
mentor may wish to try altering the values
of the relative components, to lengthen or
shorten either or both times.

There is also a control for adjusting the
gain of the Noise -Gate. Normally this
would be set to unity (output = input), but
can be set anywhere between 0.02 and 5 (or
-34dB to + I 4dB gain). A switch on the rear
allows the user to open the Noise -Gate
regardless of the signal level, this is handy
for tuning -up instruments; and an l.e.d. on
the front panel displays the status of the
Noise -Gate.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
Integrated circuit IC3 (Fig. 1) is a quad

CMOS switch, and IC3a, is the "gate" in
noise -gate. For the input signal to reach the
output, it must first pass through IC3a, and

the state of this switch is controlled by the
voltage on IC3 pin 13. When this voltage is
high, the switch allows the signal to pass;
and when it is low, the signal is blocked.
IC 1 b, wired as a variable gain stage, boosts
or attenuates the gated signal, and provides
a low output impedance suitable for driving
virtually any amplifier or tape -recorder
input stage.

For the Noise -Gate to open, about six
volts peak -peak is required at IC2a pin
three. This is much larger than can be
provided by musical instruments, so the
input signal is boosted considerably by
IC1a, another variable gain stage, whose
gain is adjustable between 23 and 73, giving
a threshold that can be set from about
85mV peak -peak, to 250mV peak -peak.
IC2a pin two is biased by RIO and R12 to

COMPONENTS
Resistors

81,R12,815,816,R18,819
R2
R3,R4
R5,R9
R6
R7,R20,R21

All 0.25 watt 5% carbon

1M (6 off) R8,R10 330k (2 off)
200k R11,R17 10k (2 off)
470k (2off) R13 5k1
4k7 (2 off) R14 33k
100 R22,R23 3k9 (2 off)
100k (3 off)

Potentiometers
VR1 1M log. carbon
VR2 10K log. carbon

Capacitors
C1
C2,C3,C4,C7
C5
C6
C8,C10
C9

330n miniature layer polyester 100V
10p miniature radial elect. 16V (4 off)
100p miniature radial elect. 16V
22p polystyrene 160V
100n miniature layer polyester 100V (2 off)
470n miniature layer polyester 100V

Semiconductors
IC1 TL072 dual low -noise op -amp
IC2 TL082 dual op -amp
IC3 4066B quad switch
IC4 78L12 +12V voltage regulator
D1,D2,D3,D4 1N4001 1A 50V rectifier diode (4 off)
D5 1N4148 small signal diode
D6,D7 3mm red light emitting diode (2 off)

Miscellaneous
S

SK1,SK2
FS1
T1

See

page 484

s.p.s.t. miniature toggle switch
6.3mm jack sockets (2 off)
500mA fuse and 20mm panel mounting fuse holder
1.2VA mains transformer with 12V secondary

Printed circuit board available from the EE PCB Service, order code 577; case
154mm x 120mm x 45mm; p.c.b. mounting pillars (4 off); I.e.d. mounting clip (2
off); 7/02 wire; miniature screened cable; 3 -core 3A mains cable; cable grommet
and clamp for mains cable; control knobs (2 off); primer and paint; instant lettering;
solder tag; screws for p.c.b. pillars; lmm rubber sleeving; p.v.c. insulating tape.

Approx. cost £1 7Guidance only ( plus case )
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Fig. 1. Complete circuit diagram for the Noise -Gate. The 12V power supply section is shown below.

about 9V. With no input signal present,
IC2a pin three is at 6V. Therefore, for IC2a,
which is the threshold detector, to operate,
IC2a pin three must exceed 3V peak (or 6V
peak -peak). When the threshold is reached,
IC2a pin one will go high, charging C9 via
R I 3 and D5. R13 and C9 determine the
time taken for the Noise -Gate to open.
When the voltage on C9 exceeds about
15.2V, so the voltage on IC2b pin five will
exceed that on pin six (6V), and will cause
IC2b pin seven to go high. Without R19,
IC2b would tend to oscillate as the voltages
on pins five and six approached each other.

When the input level drops below the
threshold, so C9 will no longer be getting
charged from IC2a pin one, and will dis-
charge through R15. R15 sets the time
taken for the Noise -Gate to close. This
resistor may be decreased for shorter hold
times, but must not be increased, otherwise
the Noise -Gate will not function.

Switch S1, when closed, pulls IC3b pin
five to OV, causing IC3b to open, and
allowing IC3 pins 12 and 13 to be pulled
high via R21. IC3a will therefore close,
allowing the input signal to reach the ampli-
fier stage, as described above, and IC3d will
close, causing D6, an l.e.d. to light, indicat-
ing that the Noise -Gate is open. Since IC3b
is open, the voltage on IC2b will have no
effect on the status of the Noise -Gate: i.e.,
the 'Gate will be open regardless of the
input signal. When Si is open, IC3b pin five
will be pulled high by R20. IC3b will then be
closed, and the state of IC3a and IC3d, and
therefore the status of the Noise -Gate, will
depend on the voltage on IC2b pin seven,
and this in turn depends on the input signal
level.

Power is supplied by transformer T1, and
regulated by IC4, a 78L12 voltage regulator,
see Fig. 1.

01
104001
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CONSTRUCTION
Construction of the Noise -Gate is fairly

straightforward and is built on a single
printed circuit board. Because the mains
transformer is also mounted on the board
extreme care must be taken when testing.

The component layout and printed cir-
cuit board foil master pattern is shown in
Fig. 2. This board is available from the EE

PCB Service, code 577.
Begin by checking the bare printed -cir-

cuit board for shorts. Veropins should be
inserted into the p.c.b. from the foil side.
These can be gently tapped into place with a
hammer, and then soldered. Fix the resis-
tors to the p.c.b., followed by the capacitors
and the link -wire. If using d.i.l. sockets for
the i.c.s, fit these next, then the fuse -clips,

IC4, and the diodes. Turn the p.c.b. over,
and connect insulated wire between the
points shown in Fig. 2. Lastly, fix the
transformer to the board, and fit the i.c.s in
their sockets.

If using the same box as the prototype,
drill it as shown in the photographs. De-
burr the holes, and rub -down the surfaces to
be painted (the front and the rear), prime

51

{
06

anode

VR2

07
anode

.1
(EElosE of

O

O

scr
---y--.\ 1 . .-,--, --,--1

D7
VR I 5K? SKI cathode 0( )

(case

N G
O

....EARTH
TAG

-4...NEUTRAL

LIVE

L

I -
Fig. 2. Component layout and full size printed circuit foil master pattern for the Noise -
Gate. Note that the wires terminated with single letters should be a single sleeved link,
i.e. x to x, y to y etc, and be soldered on the underside.
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Fig. 3. Front and rear panel wiring and connections to the p.c.b. The internal wiring,
board positioning and rear mounted components are shown in the photographs above.
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them, and paint them. When the paint is
dry, lettering can be applied, using Letraset
or Mecanorma dry -transfers, which should
then be protected with a light coat of
varnish. Fix the earthing -point and the
p.c.b. mounting pillars to the base of the
box. As a safety measure, apply a few
lengths of p.v.c. adhesive insulating tape to
the inside of the box, underneath those
areas of the p.c.b. that carry mains voltages.
Fix the p.c.b. to the four mounting pillars.

INTERWIRING
Connect the mains cable (not forgetting

the grommet and a cable clamp) to the
p.c.b., and the earth conductor to the earth
tag, which should be connected to the
earthing point on the box. At this point it
may be worth checking that the power
supply is operating.

Fit a 500mA fuse, and check the resis-
tance between the live and neutral conduc-
tors of the mains cable (this should be a few
tens of ohms). Next, check that the earth
conductor is connected to the case, and that
the resistance between the earth conductor
and the live and neutral conductors is very
high (it ought to be immeasurably high on a
normal multimeter-in other words, check
for an open circuit). Next, check for a
similarly high resistance between the live
and neutral conductors and the 6V wind-
ings of the transformer. If all is well, then
the mains can be applied. Take extreme
care, as mains voltages are potentially lethal.
Check across pins seven and 14 of IC3 for
12 volts.

If the 12 volts is not present, then discon-
nect the mains before attempting to find out
why. If the 12 volt supply is correct,
disconnect the mains before continuing the
construction.

Fix the two sockets, the switch, the two
potentiometers, and the two l.e.d.s to the
box. Connect these components as shown in
Fig. 3, using 7/02 connecting wire and
miniature screened cable. Make a quick
visual check over the p.c.b. to ensure noth-
ing has been missed out or fitted the wrong
way round. Fix the lid on the box, and
connect the mains supply. The Power l.e.d.
should light. The Open I.e.d. may also be lit,
depending on the position of the switch on
the rear of the noise -gate: position the
switch so that the l.e.d. goes out.

TESTING
Connect the noise -gate between an instru-

ment and the amplifier. If using effects
boxes, the noise -gate should be connected
between the last of these and the amplifier.
As the instrument is played, the Open I.e.d.
should light, and the signal from the instru-
ment should reach the amplifier. The Open
I.e.d. should go out as playing stops: if it
does not, then rotate the threshold control
until it does. The Output control should be
set to provide an output level suitable for
whatever amplifier or tape -recorder is being
used.

Flangers and choruses are among the
worst producers of noise, so, if using one or
both of these effects, switch them on, and
adjust them for their worst ouput (that is,
for maximum noise). Adjust the threshold
control until the Open l.e.d. just lights, and
then rotate it in the opposite direction until
it goes back out. Playing the instrument
should now open the gate, and the gate
should close about half a second or so after
playing stops. Construction and testing is
now complete. 0
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PERSOML STEREO
AMPLIFIER
OWEN BISHOP

Turn your
personal stereo
player into a
portable mini hi fi
system

ONE person's music is another person's
cacophony! Owners of personal tape

players avoid this situation by keeping their
music to themselves. Their favourite melo-
dies may be reproduced with high fidelity
anywhere in the world. Yet this will not
petrify the passing pedestrian or Pukeka
(depending on location) with that bane of
civilization-other peoples' music! On the
other hand, there are occasions for sharing
the enjoyment of music with friends or
loved ones (subject to their consent, of
course) and this is the reason for presenting
this project.

It is possible to buy stereo amplifiers
designed to operate with certain makes of

+6 V

JK1 FROM
TAPE PLAYER 0

( R )

(EEIOTIGI

F.TQ LEFT HAND CHANNI

Dv

R3

56

CI
1001.

V R

100

iF

C2

330p

R4

CS

220n

C3

100P

C4
ma 220 p

LS1

C76..
100n OM

Fig. 1. Circuit of the right hand channel of
the amplifier. In the left hand channel VR1
and R3 are replaced by R5. Capacitors C6
and C7 are common to both channels, all
other components are duplicated.

personal tape player. But these are usually
expensive and are not available for all
players. The amplifier described here has
been designed to connect to the Sony
Walkman. It also works with the Grundig
Beat Boy and has been successfully tested
with many other tape players. The design
features small size, light weight, robust
construction and low battery consumption.
In short, it is intended to be complementary
to the personal tape -player. In addition,
being based on a pair of readily available
i.c.s, the amplifier is inexpensive and is
simple to construct.

THE CIRCUIT
The circuit (Fig. I) consists of two virtual-

ly identical amplifiers each built around a
TBA 820M audio amplifier i.c. The special
features of this i.c. are that it can operate on
a supply voltage as low as 3V, and that it has
a low quiescent current (about 3mA). Its
maximum output is only 2W but, since the
amplifier is to be powered by M1500 cells, it
is not realistic to demand more. The ampli-
fier will play for several hours before the
cells become discharged and the sound
quality deteriorates. The lower the output
volume, the cheaper the running costs!

The diagram (Fig. 1) shows the circuit of
the right channel amplifier, left hand com-
ponent numbers are plus 100. Input from
the right channel of the tape player is fed to
pin three of IC I. The gain of the amplifier is
set by adjusting the setting of VR I . The
purpose of this is to allow the user to
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COMPONENTS +6V

Resistors
page 484

R1,R101,R3 56 (3 off)
R2,R102 10k (2 off)
R4,R104 1 (2 off)
R5 120
R6 150
All 0.25W, 5% carbon

Capacitors
C1,C101,C6 100p axial elect.

10V (3 off)
C2,C102 330p, polystyrene

(2 off)
C3,C103 100p radial elect.

10V (2 off)
C4,C104 220p, elect. 10V (2

off)
C5,C105 220n polyester (2

off)
C7 100n polyester

Potentiometer
VR1 100 horizontal

preset

Semiconductors
D 1 Light emitting di-

ode, recessed in

bezel
IC 1,1C 101 TBA820M, audio

amplifier (2 off)

Miscellaneous
S1 Push -on -push -off

button switch or
s.p.s.t. slide switch

JK 1 Stereo jack plug to
fit tape player

LS1,LS101 8 ohm loudspeak-
ers, 75mm diam. (2
off)

SK1, mono jack socket, with
mono jack plug to fit; plastic in-
strument case approx 90mm x
155mm x 45mm with end panel
and battery compartment (2 off);
stripboard approx 77mm x
62mm (24 strips x 30 holes);
1mm terminal pins (7 off); 8 -pin
d.i.l. sockets (2 off); 4BA bolts,
each with nut and solder tag (4
off), four self -tapping screws or
other fixings; small grommet;
light duty two -core screened
cable; single stranded and multi -
stranded connecting wire.

Approx. cost £1 2 1 plus
Guidance only cases

equalise the gains of the two amplifiers to
produce a satisfactory stereophonic output.
The variable output of the right channel
amplifier is set to match the .fixed output
level of the left channel amplifier. The
output volume of the system as a whole is
more simply controlled by adjusting the
volume control of the player itself.

The circuit is powered by four MI500
alkaline dry cells connected as a 6V battery.
Although the i.c.s are able to operate at 3V,
the sound quality tends to be inferior at this
supply voltage.
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Fig. 2. Components layout and wiring.
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Fig. 3. Interconnection of the various parts of the amplifier
system.

CONSTRUCTION
The circuit may be accommodated on a

small piece of strip -board as shown in Fig.
2. Before beginning assembly, check that
the board will fit neatly into the intended
enclosure (see later). Take note of points at
which holes will need to be made through
the board for mounting screws or bolts. It
may be necessary to adapt the component
layout slightly to allow for these.

First cut the copper strips beneath the
board at the locations shown in Fig 2. Then
solder in the connecting wires, followed by
the resistors. Finally mount the other com-
ponents, taking care to observe the correct
polarity of the electrolytic capacitors.

The off -board connections are shown in
Fig 3. Wiring up the connections depends
on the type of case used for the enclosure. In
the prototype an enclosure with a built-in
battery compartment was used. The spring
contacts for the individual cells were not
already connected, so it was necessary to
solder short wires so as to join the cells to
form a 6V battery (Fig 4). The enclosure
had a panel at one end. This was drilled for
mounting the sockets and controls as shown
in the photographs.

A push -on -push -off switch was used for
Si, as this type is cheap and simply needs a
circular hole for mounting. However, in a
tightly packed suitcase or backpack, such a
switch can be turned on by jolting or
accidental pressure during the course of a
journey. This could soon result in the cells
becoming discharged. If you are concerned
that this may happen, fit a slide switch
instead. The light -emitting diode is not
strictly necessary. It consumes about l0mA
but, since it acts as a warning that the power
supply is on, it probably saves current in the
long run. Fig 3 shows the connection to the
tape player. The stereo jack plug JK1 is
connected by a two -core screened lead to
the circuit board. This lead passes through a
grommeted aperture in the front panel.

Before mounting the circuit board in its
case, check the circuit carefully against the
diagrams. Make sure all joints are properly
soldered, and that there are no solder
bridges between adjacent copper strips. It is
worth while to inspect the underside of the
circuit board using a hand lens at this stage

as even the finest "hair" of solder can
prevent a circuit from working.

The case used for the prototype had four
conveniently placed mounting pillars on the
bottom half. The circuit board was drilled
to match these, and self -tapping screws used
to fix the board to the case. If the case you
are using does not have such pillars, the
board may be fixed in place with bolts, or
with "sticky fixers".

SPEAKER ENCLOSURES
The speakers can be mounted in any type

of enclosure, depending on the preference
of the reader. It would be possible to use two
existing speakers from a stereo system. For
the prototype, which was intended to be a
highly portable system, two identical cases
just large enough to hold the miniature
speakers were used, and (in one of them) the
circuit board and cells were also mounted.
Although it is slightly uneconomical to use a
case with battery compartment for the left
channel speaker, it is preferable to have
matching cases. The battery compartment
of the left -channel enclosure is a handy
place for storing spare cells.

Before mounting the speakers in the lids
of the cases, mark the inside of the lids to
show where the speakers are to be located.
When deciding where to place the speakers
take account of the positions of the battery
compartment, the circuit board and other

Fig. 4. Battery connections.

RIM OF LOUDSPEAKER

413A NUT ON BOLT

SOLDER TAG

(EE10750)

Fig. 5. Loudspeaker mounting.

components in the other half of the case. A
radial pattern of holes drilled through the
lid of the case with a 1mm bit, make a
robust "grille".

Four holes suited to 4BA bolts are drilled
just outside the edge of the loudspeaker
area. The four bolts each have a solder tag,
and a nut threaded on them. The solder tags
are turned inward to overlap the rim of the
speaker (Fig. 5). The nuts are then tight-
ened, so that the rim of the speaker is
gripped firmly by the tags.

With all components mounted, the var-
ious connections are made as in Fig 3, using
multistranded connecting wire. The pair of
wires from the left channel speaker should
be about one to three metres long and
terminate in a mono jack plug to fit the
socket on the panel of the right channel
enclosure. Next, place the lids on the cases.
Inspect carefully as you place the lid on the
right channel case to ensure that the speaker
does not come into contact with the circuit
board or any other components. The lid of
the left channel case may be be bolted in
place, but leave the other lid off until the
system has been tested.

TESTING
Put four cells into the battery compart-

ment, arranging them as Fig 4. Set VR1 to
about the middle of its track. Insert the
stereo jack plug into the earphone socket of
a tape player. Insert the mono jack plug of
the left channel speaker into the correct
socket on the panel of the right channel
case. Set up the two cases on the bench with
speakers a metre or two apart and facing
toward you. Switch on. The l.e.d. should
glow and there should be a slight crackle
from the speakers as the switch is operated.
If there is no light, no crackle, or there is
continuous whistling or crackling etc,
switch off and re-examine the circuit board
and other connections.

Assuming that all appears to be well.
Place a tape in the player, turn the volume
setting of the player well down (the ampli-
fiers have high gain), and start the player.
Turn the tape -player volume up to the
required level. Check that sound is coming
from both speakers. Now adjust VRI until
an equal volume of sound is obtained from
each speaker and a realistic stereo effect is
obtained. The resistance values quoted for
VRI and R3 are such that it should be
possible to make the right channel sound
either louder or softer than the left channel.
If the right channel sounds louder than the
left no matter what the setting of VR1, then
replace R3 with a resistor of higher resis-
tance, such as 100 ohms. Conversely, if the
volume on the right channel is always too
low, replace R3 with a resistor of smaller
value, such as 27 ohms.

Having established the correct setting of
VRI, switch off, replace the lid on the right
channel enclosure and bolt it in place. The
stereo tape amplifier is now ready for use.EI
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COCKROACH
The dream of a mechanical cockroach is

fast becoming reality. It is complete me-
chanically and is in the process of having
its software developed further to allow it
to perform as well as intended in the
original specification.

Dr John Billingsley, of the Electronic and
Electrical Engineering Department of
Portsmouth Polytechnic, and leader of the
project said that the software for the first
phase was now complete and work had
begun on the second phase. At the mo-
ment the central processor was telling
each of the legs what to do and when but it
was intended that the central system
would only issue general commands leav-
ing the legs to work out how to achieve
them.

This however is no toy mechanical in-
sect. It is a serious attempt by a team at
the polytechnic to create a new type of
walking robot. The idea to model the
device on a cockroach came from Arthur
Collie, one of the members of the team.
Cockroaches do not have central nervous
systems and so cannot control their move-
ments centrally as most creatures do. The
legs work independently moving one step
in response to a stimulus with obstacles
sensed by the inability to go through with a
step. When the concept first came to
Collie about ten years ago it was not
feasible to have six independeht legs be-
cause of the size and cost of the individual
controllers. The microprocessor changed
that. Now with the help of grants from the
Royal Society, the Science and Engineer-
ing Research Council and a little help from
the armed forces unmanned vehicle pro-
grammme Collie has taken two years off
from his job to work on the idea.

Billingsley said that the present software
was quite sophisticated with constant
checks being carried out to see if the
instructions were being followed. How-
ever, it was still a system of big brother
giving orders from the centre.

"Each of the legs is being told to go
through a set procedure of picking up,
moving forward and putting down again.
We want the only instruction to be to walk
with a particular combination of legs, it
would then be up to the legs how that was
achieved."

When the project began Billingsley said
he was searching for a cantering, rather
than a walking, robot. That was a refer-
ence to the intention for the device to
mimic the movement of humans who while
walking are dynamically stable but static-
ally unstable. They are permanently off
balance while moving and although they
are stable, if they come to a sudden halt
they will fall over as when being tripped up.
Existing walking robots remain stable
throughout their movement. While they
gain in steadiness they lose on speed and 
fluency of motion.

The most usual form of movement by
the cockroach is based on stable triangles.
While the first and third legs of one side
and the middle leg of the other remain
steady, supporting the machine, the
others move. With the weight towards the
front of the device the centre of gravity,
during movement, does not yet move in
front of lines between the first and middle
legs of each side, thus keeping it stable at
all times. Human -like movement is being
planned.

At the moment the movement is force
driven to ensure that each leg continues

moving until it finds something solid to
stand on. However, the robot is still a little
wobbly because of some software
problems.

Each leg has joints at the hip and knee.
The thigh is powered by two pneumatic
cylinders working in opposite directions
so that movement is always achieved by a
cylinder pulling rather than pushing, with a
double acting cylinder for the hip. Feed-
back is obtained from pressure sensors on
the cylinders and angle sensors on the
joints.

MOUSE AND ROBAT
Two of Billingsley's other interests are

progressing during the summer. On Sep-
tember 15 in Portsmouth the European
finals of the Robat contest this year are
taking place as part of the EuroMicro
Conference. And the Institution of Electri-
cal Engineers is hosting the World Finals of
the Micromouse competition.

Billingsley is hoping that the Robat event
goes better than last year's European
finals in Venice when Britain's John Knight
was the only person to achieve a hit of the
ball with the bat. The Finnish team could
not get their machine through customs and
the Belgian device did not work. There
were also problems with the table and
running repairs were required necessitat-
ing the finding of a hardware shop in
Venice (with no knowledge of the Italian
for the relevant items!). Portsmouth may
not be as exotic but it should enable a
better contest to take place.

Billingsley is also hoping that some new
entrants will take part. The British heats
were held by the IEE in July and some
enquiries had been received from new-
comers but at the time of writing it was not
known if there were any new faces to
challenge Knight and Dr John Marr. In

addition sponsors are being sought to help
with prizes and the costs of holding the
event. Anyone who would like to help
should contact Billingsley at Portsmouth
Polytechnic.

The MicroMouse contest, which has
been taken over by the IEE, was also held
in July. It was given the grand title of
World Finals because the Americans are
holding the event next year and said that
they were going to designate them the
world finals. However it was thought un-
likely that the Japanese would be appear-
ing because of the cost, this, despite
beating all European opposition when a
contest was held in Tokyo last year.

By using what was considered by most
of the regular competitors as an out-of-
date design they managed to reach the
centre of the maze far more quickly than
the more "sophisticated" models. The
Japanese were still using stepper motors
instead of the faster d.c. motors but by
staying with a basic design and continually
making improvements they had developed
some very efficient machines.
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What to look for, it's limitations and how to use one of the most
versatile of test instruments.

IKE most electronics enthusiasts my
tool kit started with a screwdriver,

a pair of pliers and a soldering iron.
The first "measurements" that I need-
ed to make were simple and crude.
There were three very common ques-
tions to answer:

Is the battery flat?
Has the fuse blown?
Is the "power" getting through?
Without knowing it I was asking

about the three basic electrical units
-voltage, resistance and current. With
the aid of a battery and a bulb I was
able to get some indication of all three,
using the methods shown in Fig. 1.

With experience I was able to judge
voltage and current by the brightness
of the bulb, and by using the fuse
checking arrangement I was able to test
some low value resistors as well as
fuses. I got by using these methods for
quite some time until the great day
arrived and I carefuly unpacked my
first multimeter. With this prized
possession I was able to measure vol-
tage, resistance and current accurately
over wide ranges. The real beauty of it

though, was that I could use it in
exactly the same way as my battery and
bulb. The principles were exactly the
same, only the quality of the equip-
ment had changed.

As my electronics knowledge ad-
vanced I learned that my multimeter
also had some shortcomings. Just as
the battery and bulb method had its
limitations, so too did the multimeter.
The multimeter of course got much
nearer to telling me exactly what was
happening, but it wasn't always telling
me everything, and sometimes it could
be quite a long way from the truth. In
fact, I had a good deal more to learn
about electrical and electronic mea-
surements as the rest of this article
shows.

VOLTAGE
MEASUREMENTS

In Fig. la the basic principle of
voltage measurement is shown. Vol-
tage appears across components in a
circuit and so is measured by putting
the meter leads one each end of the
component, that is, in parallel. To
ilustrate some typical measurements

Fig. 1. First attempts at "measuring" Voltage, Resistance and Current with a battery and
bulb.

the circuit of the Active Infra -Red
Burglar Alarm project (March '87 EE)
is reproduced in Fig.2.

The most common measurement
made in circuits of this kind are vol-
tage measurements. The reason for this
is that unlike currents, voltages can be
read without breaking the circuit. For
example, the first sensible check on a
circuit is to measure the supply vol-
tage. A simple multimeter set to the 25
volt d.c. range could be used with the
negative probe (usually black) connect-
ed to point® and the positive probe
(red) to point ®.

The next check would be to move the
positive probe to point to read the
Zener stabilised supply voltage across
D2. To measure the collector voltage
of TR I, the positive probe is moved on
to point (4) still keeping the negative
probe connected to point ®. A great
deal can be learned about a circuit by
voltage measurements made in this
way.

With most circuits all of the voltage
measurements are made from a com-
mon point (in this case point (D)
usually the negative supply point. The
voltage at points ®, 0, and 0 are
said to be measured "with respect to
negative". Voltages may be measured
with respect to any suitable point in a
circuit or across individual compon-
ents. For example the voltage across
R11 is measured by putting the nega-
tive probe on point 0 and the positive
probe on point ®.

OHMS PER VOLT
So far the voltages measured have all

been from "low impedance" points in
the circuit and will read accurately. If
the meter is connected to read the
voltages at points © and ® (with
respect to negative) the readings will be
low. The reason for this, is best ex-
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plained by reference to Fig. 3 which
shows the internal circuit of a multi -
meter when set to its voltage ranges.
The meter movement is essentially a
current measuring device, the con-
struction and operation of which has
been described elsewhere.

To convert a basic 50 microamps
meter movement into a voltmeter, a
series resistor is used. The value of a
resistor is calculated from Ohms law so
that it passes 50 microamps at the
required full scale voltage. For exam-
ple a 10 volt range needs a resistor of
10 volts divided by 50 microamps that
is 10/0.00005 ohms = 200,000 or 200k.
The other ranges are calculated in a
similar way, giving 500k for 25V and
2M for 100V. A value of 50 microamps
has been chosen as this is an extremely
common value for standard
multimeters.

The expression "ohms per volt"
which appears in multimeter specifica-
tions is derived by working out the
series resistor that would be required

TR
BFS6 , c

Cl at
7470, 1.142

Fig. 3. Circuit diagram of multimeter Vol-
tage ranges -10V; 25V and 100V.

the current flowing through R6 and
into the base of TR1 is two microamps.
If the multimeter is set to the 10 volt
range its resistance is 200k. At 0-6 volts
200k draws a current of 0.6/200,000 or

CS 2,0
lOn 4704

where there are high value resistors,
voltages will read lower than they
really are.

AVERAGE READING
Another situation where a multi -

meter doesn't tell the whole truth is
when the voltage at point 11) is
measured (with respect to negative). At
point © there is not a steady voltage,
but one which varies one hundred
times a second from approximately 14
volts to 16 volts. The meter will try to
follow the voltage, but fail, because it
can't move quickly enough. The result
is an average reading of 15 volts. For
most purposes an average reading is
adequate, but it gives no indication of
the ripple voltage. This is simply a job
that a multimeter can't do. The best
instrument for this is an oscilloscope.

Other points in the circuit will also
give misleading readings. For example,
point (6) oscillates between OV and
+10V, spending half of its time in each
state. The meter will read the average

924
100,

1C4

4040

IC1c newe.,,

Fig. 2. Some typical measurement "test points" in a working circuit for an Active Infra Red Burglar Alarm (EE Mar '87). Points k, I, and m
indicate where current measurements are made.

to give a full scale voltage of one volt.
For a 50 microamp meter, it is
1/0.00005 = 20k. A multimeter with a
50 microamp meter is therefore a "20
kilohms per volt" type. The best (most
sensitive) analogue multimeters are
based on a 10µA movement and so
have a sensitivity of 1/-00001 or 100k
per volt.

How this affects the circuit under
test depends upon how easily the cir-
cuit can supply the 10 or 50 microamps
that the meter requires. Power supply
points such as ® and 0 can supply an
extra 50 microamps without any diffi-
culty, but to sensitive parts of the
circuit such as points © and ® 50
microamps represents a heavy current
drain that substantially affects circuit
operation.

In the case of point © the actual
voltage in the circuit is 0.6 volts and

three microamps. Since this is more
than the current already flowing in the
circuit there is not enough current to
drive the meter properly and so the
meter reads low.

Similarly when the voltage at point
C is measured the current required by
the meter is drawn from point (D via
R15. As the voltage here is approxi-
mately one volt the meter requires five
microamps on the 10 volt range which
must be drawn through R15. Now, to
get five microamps through one meg-
ohm takes five volts (Ohms law again).
As there is only one volt available it is
obvious that the meter will read very
low. In fact the meter will read 0.2
volts which is miles away from the true
voltage.

If all the arithmetic here is a bit too
much, don't worry, the principle is
simply that at points in the circuit

voltage which is five volts, but give no
indication of the oscillation.

The voltage at points T, 0 and 0
will give one reading when the infra-
red beam is being received, and
another reading when it is not. In many
circuits voltage differences such as this
do occur and sometimes service sheets
or manuals give two sets of voltage
readings. The "quiescent" voltages are
usually those found when the circuit is
operating normally but without an
input signal, and are the most com-
monly quoted ones.

Despite these imperfections, volt-
ages measured with a multimeter are
still the simplest and most effective
"first approach" to circuit testing. The
number of voltage measurements
made using multimeters each day must
exceed the numbers of all other electri-
cal measurements put together.
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RESISTANCE
MEASUREMENTS

The measurement of resistance is
much more straightforward than vol-
tage measurement but the meter circuit
is slightly more complicated. Fig. 4
shows a simplified standard multi -
meter circuit for resistance measure-
ment. Resistors R 1, VR1, and R2 are
simply to make the 50µA meter move-
ment into a voltmeter reading 0 to 3
volts. The variable resistor (VR1) al-
lows the sensitivity to be varied slightly
so that full scale deflection can still be
achieved when the battery voltage falls
to 2.5V. The three range resistors R3,
R4, and R5 are selected individually
by the range switch S 1.

Fig. 4. Circuit diagram of multimeter Ohms
ranges -20 ohms; 200 ohms and 2 ki-
lohms (2k).

When the probes are touched to-
gether the full battery voltage is con-
nected across whichever range resistor
is in circuit and the meter reads full
scale. If necessary, adjustment of VR1

can be made for exactly full scale.
When the probes are separated the
battery negative terminal is no longer
connected anywhere and there is no
deflection of the meter. These two
extremes represent zero resistance (or
short-circuit) and infinite resistance
(or open -circuit) respectively. The
scale of the meter reads backwards
because zero resistance corresponds to
full scale deflection and infinite resis-
tance to no deflection.

When an unknown resistance is con-
nected across the meter terminals, the
battery is no longer connected directly
across the range resistor. Instead, it is
connected to the range resistor via the
unknown resistor. If the unknown re-
sistor is equal to the range resistor, half
of the battery voltage will appear
across each, and the meter will read
centre scale deflection. So with the
three range resistors given, centre scale
is obtained by measuring resistors of
20ohms, 200ohms and 2k. For those
who want to do the arithmetic the
deflection for other values of resistance
is given by dividing R (Range) by
(Range) plus Rx where Rx is the
unknown resistor.

For the 20ohm range this gives a
deflection on the 50 microamp meter
corresponding to nine microamps for
200ohms, 33 microamps for 10ohms,
25 microamps (centre scale) for
20ohms and a tiny deflection of one
microamp for 2k ohms. A glance at any
multimeter resistance scale will show
that this is non-linear, and is especially
cramped at the high resistance end.

If there are sufficient ranges (usually
four or five) however, it is possible to
get satisfactory readings from one ohm

The Hobby Multimeter from Map/in has
10101 d.c. and 4k/V a.c. sensitivities. The
meter also features a clear, easy to read,
mirrored scale for accurate reading.-Ma-
p/in Supplies T 0702 552911

The HM-102BZ
multimeter from
Cirkit is protected
against accidental
overload, has a
continuity test
buzzer and a jack
socket for measur-
ing audio output
voltages. The me-
ter is rated at 20k/V
d.c. and 8k/V a.c.
-Cikit IP 0992
444111

The general purpose Miselco Mini 20
from A/con Instruments boasts an easy to
read mirrored scale, single knob switching
and sensitivities of 20k/V d.c. and 4k/V
a.c.-Alcon Instruments S 01-352 1897

to one megohm. Higher resistance
readings can also be obtained but it is
necessary to have a higher voltage
battery. Some multimeters have provi-
sion for two batteries, the higher one
being switched into circuit when the
highest resistance range is selected.

Apart from measuring resistance,
one of the other uses of the k ohms
ranges is to make simple checks for
continuity, and to test diodes.

DIODES
When testing diodes it is essential to

bear in mind this very important fact:
The RED Probe is NEGATIVE and
the BLACK Probe is POSITIVE.

This comes about because of the
need to keep the negative terminal of
the meter movement permanently con-
nected to the negative probe. The
construction of the meter and the
switching arrangements are made
much simpler by this means. Referring
to Fig. 4 should help to make it plain.
Over the years this polarity reversal
has been accepted as "standard" and
all conventional analogue multimeters
are the same. Digital meters and elec-
tronic meters, however, have more
complicated switching arrangements
and, as if to add to the confusion, have
their positive output on the red probe
for ohms measurement. If in doubt the
best way is to keep a known diode
handy. Usually resistor values are
measured by first removing the resistor
from circuit.

In -situ measurements can be made
but often the readings will be low
because of other components forming
parallel paths. This is particularly so in
circuits with transistors and i.c.s. For
example the value of R7 in Fig. 2 could
be measured in theory by connecting
the probe between points (P) and T.

With the black probe on C) and the
red probe on ® a correct reading could
be obtained, but with the probes re-
versed a parallel path via R8 and the
base -emitter junction of TR2 is intro-
duced leading to a reading nearer to
15k.

In a situation like this where one way
the resistance is lower than the other
way, it is always true that the higher
value is nearer to the correct reading.

If the resistance reads the same in
both directions it is probable that the
value is correct, but by no means
certain, because there could be purely
resistive parallel paths in existence.

A final note on resistance ranges:
Make sure that the circuit is switched
off whenever resistance measurements
are made. A glance at Fig. 4 shows that
on the resistance ranges all that exists
between the probes is a battery and the
range resistor. Connecting a power
supply across this unlucky combina-
tion is a frequent source of smoke as
the range resistor is destroyed. Luckily
the meter movement itself is usually
adequately protected by R1, but it's
better not to put it to the test.
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CURRENT
MEASUREMENTS

Current measurements are made by
breaking the circuit and inserting the
meter. Whilst voltage is measured
across components current passes
through them.

The multimeter current ranges cir-
cuits are shown in Fig. 5. As with the
voltage circuit the current circuit is
very straightforward. The three resis-
tors are known as shunts because that
is their function.

Fig. 5. Circuit diagram of multimeter Cur-
rent ranges -1A; 100mA and 1mA.

For example on the 1 mA range 950
microamps flow through the shunt
resistor whilst 50 microamps flow
through the meter. On the one amp
and 100mA ranges the same principle
applies, with all but 50 microamps
flowing in the shunt resistors. To calcu-
late the value of the shunt resistors
(here comes some more arithmetic) the
meter movement resistance needs to
be known. In the case of most standard
50 microamps meters this is 2k. The
value of the current that must flow in
the shunt if first calculated e.g. for
1 mA the shunt current is 1 mA minus
50 microamps which equals 950 mi-
croamps. The shunt value can then be
worked out as follows: Shunt value -
meter movement current times meter
resistance divided by shunt current.

For I mA this gives: 0.00005 times
2000 divided by 0.000950 which gives

105 ohms. The other shunt values are
one ohm and 0.1 ohm for the 100mA
and 1 A ranges respectively.

The measurement of the power sup-
ply current of the main circuit board of
the Infra -Red alarm in Fig. 2 is taken
by breaking the circuit at point ® and
inserting the meter. When measuring
an unknown current it is wise to start
with the highest range (in this case one
amp) so that the meter is not overload-
ed. The range switch can then be
advanced until the best range is
reached. The alarm circuit takes ap-
proximately 20mA so is best measured
on the 100mA range.

SERIES RESISTANCE
When the meter is put into the

circuit it adds another series resistance
which has some effect on the current
being measured. In this instance when
set to the 100mA range the meter shunt
resistance one ohm is added to the
circuit. With 20mA flowing a resis-
tance of one ohm produces a voltage
drop of 20 millivolts. This is not
significant in 10 volts, but there are
sometimes situations where the extra
voltage drop of a meter can have a
significant effect. An example of where
meter resistance begins to cause prob-
lems is given when measuring the
current in the Infra -Red emitter circuit
(point (k)). The current is not contin-
uous but instead is a series of pulses of
approximately 0.5 amps with a mark -
space ratio of 100 to 1. The average
current is therefore 0.5 divided by 100
or 5mA.

Connecting the meter into circuit
adds an extra one ohm to the 15ohms
already present (R4) and so the pulse
current is reduced. The average current
reading will be lowered from 5mA and
will read one part in 15 lower than the
true value.

Another problem encountered when
inserting a multimeter into power sup-
ply circuits is that sometimes even a
small extra resistance can cause severe

The new breed of multimeters now boast ranges with digital displays. The
very latest Metex M-3650 from Crotech also has special facilities for testing
transistor hFE, measuring capacitors (2000pF to 20pF) and for taking
frequency measurements up to 200kHz
-Crotech Instruments T 0480 301818

instability and violent circuit oscilla-
tion. In these conditions the meter
reading will be quite different from the
true circuit current. In general, current
measurements are relatively trouble -
free and accurate, without the huge
errors that can occur when making
voltage measurements.

A.C.
MEASUREMENTS

So far the voltage and current mea-
surements made have all been in d.c.
circuits. Another essential requirement
is to be able to measure alternating
currents and voltages, particularly at
mains frequency. The usual way to
achieve a.c. measurements is simply to
put a diode in series with the meter.
The meter is thus fed with a half wave
rectified signal which it averages to
produce a constant reading. A separate
set of series resistors and current
shunts are required so that the meter
reads correctly.

In most meters it is assumed that the
a.c. signals being measured will be sine
waves and that the frequency is in
between 10Hz and 5kHz. Some better
meters give a wider frequency range. In
general the meter manufacturers take
some liberties with a.c. measurements,
particularly a.c. current, based on the
fact that the main use of such ranges is
to measure power supply voltages and
currents where an error of up to ten per
cent can be acceptable. High quality
expensive multimeters have elaborate
a.c. ranges often using special trans-
formers to step up the voltage so that
the rectifier circuits can work to their
very best.

The main problem encountered
when taking a.c. measurements is that
any departure from a sine wave signal
will produce inaccurate readings. A
square wave and a pulse waveform will
both give strange readings, and as the
waveform is not usually known to the
meter user it is very hard indeed to get
meaningful results. It is safest to stick
to reading mains frequency sinewave
signals, and leave the rest until an
oscilloscope is available.

CONCLUSION
Having spent most of this article

discussing the drawbacks and limita-
tions of multimeters I think I should
say that I find my multimeter to be
indispensable. There are very few cir-
cuits that can't be examined or re-
paired with its aid. My toolkit is now
much more extensive than 25 years ago
when that first multimeter arrived, and
in those years the changes in electron-
ics have been incredible. Sadly I no
longer have the original meter-I
dropped it downstairs some time ago,
and before that I blew the 20 ohm
range resistor by trying to measure a
power supply voltage with the meter
set to k ohms. 0
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Catalogue Received
With the possible call on the stocks of

one of Europe's largest component suppli-
ers, they claim to carry a bank of over
30,000 parts, Smith Electronics have is-
sued a 100 -page "International Electronic
Catalogue" entitled Electronic Actuell.

With items ranging from circuit boards
to complete kits, the catalogue is fully
illustrated and contains special "buy line"
panels. It also lists test equipment and
computer peripherals.

Although all descriptions are in English,
the prices are given in Deutsch Marks.
Even so, the catalogue is free to EE readers
and is well worth adding to the book
library. To obtain a copy, send a large (A4)
stamped, addressed envelope to: Smith
Electronics, Dept EE, 157 Chapel
Street, Leigh, Lancs WN7 2AL. ('S
0942 606674).

Kits and Modules
Knowing the amount of interest we

received when, a few years ago, we
published a design for a Digital Rule work-
ing on "doppler shift principles", readers
might like to explore the possibilities of the
latest "Distance Measuring Instrument"
from Xen-Electronics of the Isle of Wight.

The EE Rule was only capable of mea-
suring fairly short distances whereas the
Xen module, working on similar principles,
is claimed to be capable of distances,
between two parallel objects, of up to
26ft. With the addition of an optional
display board the unit will give a digital
readout of distance measured.

By adding a low cost (£2.95) parabolic
reflector it is claimed that distances up to
65ft have been achieved.

Ideal for DIY enthusiasts for measuring a
room for either wallpapering or carpeting,
the Xen instrument could also be used for
robotics, height gauge or even vehicle
reversing applications. Another applica-
tion that springs to mind, is that by using
several "reflectors" strategically placed
around a room or valuables it might form
the basis of an intruder alarm.

The basic kit, comprising printed circuit
board, components and ultrasonic trans-
ducer, costs £22.95 plus VAT (built and
tested £34.95 +VAT). The kit price for the
I.c.d. Display Board is £13.95 plus VAT
(£17.95 +VAT ready -built). The Parabolic
Reflector costs £2.95 plus VAT. A pos-
tage and packing charge of £1.15 per
order must also be added.

For further details of the Distance Mea-
suring Instrument contact: Xen-Electron-
ics, Dept EE, Unit 4, Samuel Whites
Estate, Medina Road, Cowes, Isle of
Wight P031 7LP. (' 9083 292847).

One of the latest excellent bargain mo-
dules from Greenweld Electronics is a
low voltage power supply claimed to be

capable of operating at up to 2A output.
The Astec type AA7271 is a six transis-

tor, "switched mode" power supply mod-
ule built on a neat, 50mm square, printed
circuit board. The circuit will accept low
voltage inputs up to 24V d.c. and give a
stable 5V d.c. output at up to 2A. The
circuit also incorporates current overload
protection, thermal cutout and excellent
filtering.

The Astec AA7271 switched mode
power supply module is being offered at
an all inclusive price of just £5. For further
details of their many other "summer spe-
cials" contact Greenweld Electronics,
Dept EE, 443 Millbrook Road, South-
ampton, SO1 OHX. (S 0703 772501).

CONSTRUCTIONAL PROJECTS

Electronics Analogue/Digital
Multimeter

The low noise diodes used in the proto-
type Electronic Analogue/Digital Multimeter
were types BAS45. Provided that they are
"classed" as low noise, almost any gen-
eral-purpose or signal diodes should work
in this circuit. However, there may be slight
variations in meter performance from de-
vice to device.

Digital panel meter modules are now
stocked by quite a few companies and,
provided they will operate from a 9V
supply, readers should not experience any
difficulties in selecting a suitable display
module. The module used by the designer
was a 33 digit LCD type, with 10mm
display digits, stocked by Magenta.

A complete kit (£44.72), including the
printed circuit board, is available from
Margenta Electronics, Dept EE, 135
Hunter Street, Burton on Trent, Staffs
DE14 2ST. Add £1 for p&p per order. The
printed circuit board is available from the
EE PCB Service, code EE579 (see page
516).

Car Overheating Alarm
Most of the parts required for the Car
Overheating Alarm appear to be standard
components and should be available, "off -
the -shelf", from most of our advertisers.

However, a couple of items may possibly
cause local sourcing problems.

The glass bead thermistor type GL16
used in the prototype is currently listed by
Maplin, code WH23A. This thermistor has
a resistance of 1Megohm at 20°C and a
maximum operating temperature of
300°C. The GL16 seems to be rather
expensive at £4.95 and other bead ther-
mistors may be used, provided they are
capable of operating within the range of
the above characteristics.

Finally, be sure to use the light -duty
automobile type cable and connectors
were specified. These items should be
available from most car spares shops.

Burst Fire Mains Controller
We cannot foresee any component buy-

ing problems when ordering parts for the
Burst Fire Mains Controller. Note that the
capacitor C1 is a 250V a.c. suppression
type and it is important to point this out
when ordering.

The mains transient suppressor VDR1
should be available from most component
stockists and should not prove difficult to
purchase. The one in the author's model
was purchased from Maplin. Also, be sure
to ask for a potentiometer with a plastic
spindle when ordering VR1.

The printed circuit board is available
separately through the EE PCB Service,
code 578 (see page 516).

Noise Gate
A couple of items need special attention

when ordering components for the Noise
Gate.

When ordering the front panel mounted
potentiometers, VR1 and VR2, be sure to
specify "logrithmic" types. Also, note
that the working voltage rating of the
capacitors is a minimum rating and should
not be less than that specified, particularly
C6. It is quite in order to use types which
have a higher working voltage rating.

Some readers may experience difficulty
in locating a suitable p.c.b. mounting
mains transformer for this project. The one
used in author's prototype is a Colne type
(code 3543) and was purchased from MS
Components Ltd., (tel: 01-670 4466) Cat
No. 700. Although it may need to be "hard
wired" to the p.c.b., it should be possible
to use one of the many excellent mains
transformers stocked by advertisers, such
as Barrie Electronics (01-555 0228).

The printed circuit board for this project
is available through the EE PCB Service,
code EE577 (see page 516).

Personal Stereo Amplifier
All components for the Personal Stereo

Amplifier are standard items and should
not cause any purchasing problems. The
2W power amplifier i.c., type TBA820M,
is a fairly popular device and is listed or
stocked by practically all of our
advertisers.

The loudspeakers can be mounted in
almost any type of enclosure, the proto-
type use two plastic instrument cases with
battery compartments, and the final choice
is left to the individual constructor. The
case should have enough room to take the
circuit board and speaker. Existing enclo-
sures can be used if they are rated at 8
ohms.

We do not expect readers to experience
any component buying problems for the
Exploring Electronics project or the Light
Pen-this month's On Spec project.
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80 ELECTRONIC GUARD DOG KIT

One of the best deterrents to a burglar is a guard
dog and this new kit provides the barking without
the bitel The kit when assembled can be connect-
ed to a doorbell, pressure mat or any other
intruder detector and will produce a random series
of threatening barks making the would be intruder
think again and try his luck elsewhere. The kit is
supplied complete with high quality PCB, trans-
former, all components and instructions. All you
need is a mains supply, intruder detector and a
little time. The kit even includes a horn speaker
which is essential to produce the loud sound
required. The "dog" can be adjusted to produce
barks ranging from a Terrier to an Alsatian and
contains circuitry to produce a random series of
barks giving a more realistic effect.
XK125 Complete kit of parts £21.95

DISCO LIGHTING KITS
011000K - This value -for -money 4 -way chaser
features bi-directional sequence and dimming.
I kW per channel £17.50
DL21000K -A lower cost uni-directional version
of the above. Zero switching to reduce
interference £9.85
DLA/1 (for DI & 0121000K) Optional opto input
allowing audio 'beat /light response 70p
DL3000K -3 -channel sound to light kit features
zero voltage switching, automatic level control
and built-in microphone. 1kW per channel£14.25

The DL8000K is an 8 -way sequencer kit with built
in opto-isolated sound to light input which comes
complete with a pre-programmed EPROM con-
taining EIGHTY - YES 801 different sequences
including standard flashing and chase routines.
The KIT includes full instructions and all compon-
ents (even the PCB ;onnectors) and requires only
a box and a control knob to complete. Other
features include manual sequence speed adjust-
ment, zero voltage switching. LED mimic lamps
and sound to light LED and a 300 W output per
channel.

And the best thing about it is the price.

ONLY £28.50

VERSATILE REMOTE
CONTROL KIT

This kit includes
all components
(+ transformer)
to make a sensi-
tive IR receiver
with 16 logic
outputs (0-15V) which with suitable interface
circuitry (relays, triacs, etc - details supplied)
can be used to switch up to 16 items of
equipment on or off remotely. The outputs
may be latched (to the last received code) or
momentary (on during transmission) by spe-
cifying the decoder IC and a 15V stabilised
supply is available to power external circuits.
Supply: 240V AC or 15-24V DC at 10mA.
Size (excluding transformer) 9 x 4 x 2 cms.
The companion transmitter is the MK18
which operates from a 9V PP3 battery and
gives a range of up to 60ft. Two keyboards
are available-MK9 (4 -way) and MK10 (16 -
way), depending on the number of outputs to
be used.
MK12 IR Receiver (incl. transformer)

£14.85
MK18 Transmitter £7.50
MK9 4 -Way Keyboard £2.00
MK10 16 -Way Keyboard £5.95
601 133 Box for Transmitter £2.60

HOME LIGHTING KITS
These kits contain all necessary compon-
ents and full instructions and are de-
signed to replace a standard wall switch
and control up to 300W of lighting.
TDR300K Remote Control Dimmer £16.45
MK6 Transmitter for above
TD300K Touchdimmer
TS300K Touchswitch
TDE/K Extension kit for 2 -way

switching for TD300K £2.70
LD 300K Light Dimmer £4.35

£8.50
£8.50

0* POWER STROBE KIT
Designed to produce a

N - high intensity light pulse
at a variable frequency of

y---"4"-- 1 to 15Hz this kit also
includes circuitry to trig-
ger the light from an ex-

ternal voltage source leg. a loudspeaker) via
an opto isolator. Instructions are also sup-
plied on modifying the unit for manual
triggering, as a slave flash in photographic
applications or as a warning beacon in
security applications. The kit includes a high
quality pcb, components, connectors, 5Ws
strobe tube and full assembly instructions.
Supply: 240V ac. Size: 80 x 50 x 45.
XK124 STROBOSCOPE KIT £12.50

TEN EXCITING PROJECTS
FOR BEGINNERS

This Kg has been specially designed for the beginner
and contains a SOLDERLESS BREADBOARD, COM-
PONENTS, and a BOOKLET with instructions to
enable the absolute novice to build TEN fascinating
projects including a light operated switch, intercom,
burglar alarm, and electronic lock. Each project
includes a circuit diagram, description of operation
and an easy to follow layout diagram. A section on
component identification and function is included,
enabling the beginner to build the circuits with
confidence.

ORDER NO XK118 £13.75

XK102-3-NOTE DOOR CHIME
Based on the SABO600 1C the kit is
supplied with all components, including
loudspeaker, printed circuit board, a pre -
drilled box (95 x 71 x 35mm) and full
instructions. Requires only a PP3 9V
battery and push -switch to complete.
AN IDEAL PROJECT FOR
BEGINNERS £6.00

XK113 MW RADIO KIT
Based on ZN414 IC, kit includes PCB,
wound aerial and crystal earpiece and all
components to make a sensitive minia-
ture radio. Size: 5.5 x 2.7 x 2cms.
Requires PP3 9V battery.
IDEAL FOR BEGINNERS £6.00

0.44 HIGH SECURITY LOCK KIT
Oesgnert for use with our lock

mechanism 1701 1501 this krt will

operate from a 9V to 15V supply
drawing a standby current of only

50kIA There are over 5000 posh-

ble 4-dign combinations and the sequence can be easily changed

To make things even more drthadt for an unauthorised user an

alarm can be sounded after 3 to 9 incorrect entries -selectable by

means of a link. The clam can sound fora Ned seconds to over 3

minutes during which time the keyboard is disabled preventing

funher entnes. A latched or momentary output is available making

the unit ideal for door locks, burglar alarms. car immobilisers, etc.

A membrane keyboard or pushbutton switches may be used and a

beep sounds when a key is depressed Kn includes high quality

PCB, all components, connectors, high power piaco buzzer and full

assembly and user instructions.

XK121 LOCK KIT £15.95
350 118 Set of Keyboard Switches £4.00
701 150 Electric lock Mechanism

12 ash £16.50

PROPORTIONAL TEMPERATURE

CONTROLLER KIT

-4*
Uses "burst fire" tech-
nique to maintain tem-
perature to within
0.51C. Ideal for photog-
raphy, incubators,
wine -making, etc. Max.

bad 3kw (240V ad) Temp. range up to 901C. Size:
7x4x2.5cms.
MK4 £7.10

PACK A
650 x 25W

Resistors 47R to 10M
£4.25

PACK D
35 Horizontal Presets

1K to 1M
£3.00

PACK 0
25 Dram LEDs

5mm
£2.00

PACK K
x kFsitINP Transom

BC182 212 General Purcese

£2.25

TOOLS * TOOLS * TOOLS

PACK B
60 x Electrolytes

luF x 1000uF
£3.25

PACK E
30 x IC Sockets
8,14 &16 pin

£2.00

PACK H
30 x 5mm LEDs

Red, Green, Yellow
£2.50

Good quality tools selected to offer outstanding
value for money.

650 004 6in mini. Snipe Nose Pliers. Serrated
jaws and return spring. E2.10
650 005 6in lap jointed side cutters. Insulated
handles and return spring. E2.10
850 006 Light duty cutters. Cutting capacity
0.22-1.2mm copper wire. £1.60
TOOL KIT - Contains: side cutters, snipe nose
pliers, wire strippers, flat blade screwdriver, phil-
lips screwdriver in black textured, reinforced and
padded case which when opened out measures
240x205mm £6.80

650 007 Self -adjustable automatic wire stripper
with built-in cable cutter. £3.95
660 012 Watchmakers Screwdriver Set.
1.0/1.4/2.0/2.4/3.0/3.8mm £1.75
650 019 Set of 4 Stainless Steel Tweezers.
Straight nosed, straight noosed -reverse action,
bent nosed, flat nosed. 110mm long. £3.65
650 502 Reliant 9-12V dc Drill. £6.90
650 500 Titan 12V dc Drill. £10.25
650 570 Saturn Mains Drill. £16.50
WE ALSO STOCK ANTEX IRONS AND

ACCESSORIES

LOGIC PROBE

A MUST for working with TTL & CMOS devices.
Displays logic levels and pulses down to 25nS
with LEDs and sound. Comprehensive instruction
booklet supplied.
Working voltage 4-16V dc
Input Impedance 1M
Max. i/p frequency 20MHz

RECHARGEABLE SOLDERING IRON
Powerful cordless iron complete with table -top/
wall -mounting charging bracket. Reaches solder-
ing temperature in 10 seconds. Includes lamp
which lights when soldering. Comes with mains
charging unit and 12V car battery
adaptor. £17.95

HELPING HANDS

Magnifier and croco-
dile clips on ball and
socket joints mount-
ed on a heavy base.
Ideal for holding and
inspecting PCBs dur-
ing soldering, fault
finding, etc.
(650 035) f3.95

PACK C
35 x Polyester

Capacitors 10uf-luF
£4.50

PACK F
25 Red LEDs

Sean
£1.75

PACK J
50 x 184148

Si. Diodes
£1.00

SPEC AL OFFER
10% OFF if you buy

ALL [EN PACKS

MW RADIO

SCOOP PURCHASE ONLY 4.0r1.0
Comprises ready -built AM Tuner module (super -
het), separate audio amp with volume control and
miniature speaker. All you have to do is connect
these three items to a 9V battery. Full instructions
supplied. AVAILABLE WHILE STOCKS LAST.

HANDY MULTIMETER
An ideal mulurneter for the hobbyist featuring
20k/V input impedance, 19 ranges including 10A
d.c., battery checker and continuity buzzer. Sup-
plied complete with test leads, battery and in-
struction manual. As recommended for the EE

"Teach In" series. Di-
mensions: 135mm x
89mm x 40cm.
AC Volts: 0-50-250-
1kV )5%).
DC Volts: 0-2.5-10-
50-250-1k.
DC Current: 0-5-10-
500mA-10A
Resistance: 10k -100k -
10M
des: -20dB to +62dB

£12.95Part no 405104

P C B ETCHING KIT
Ideal starter pack. 2 pieces Copper Laminate,
Circuit Etchant, Etch Resist Pen, 7 Assorted
Transfer Sheets and
instructions on laying out and etching your own
PCB designs. f5.20

SOLAR POWERED NICAD CHARGER

Takes up to 4 x AA size. Charges 2 batteries in
4-6 hrs., 4 in 10-14 hrs. depending on strength
of sunlight. Ideal for boating. caravanning, model-
lers, etc. £5.95

VELLEMAN KITS
We stock the full range of Velleman Kits. Why not
try one of thesel I
K1771 Miniature FM TRANSMITTER (50mW).
9-12V DC. Frequency: 100-108MHz. Ideal for
babyphone, etc. £6.50
K2572 STEREO PRE -AMPLIFIER E7.93
K2583 HEATING CONTROLLER. Enables four
temperatures to be set and maintained for set
periods in a day. Display shows time or

temperature. £75.76
K2638 CAR ALARM. Easy to mount. No false
alarms. Adjustable entry/exit times. Automatic
reset prevents discharging of battery. £16.80
K2603 YEAR TIMER. Standard memory - 40
steps expandable to 240 steps. Non-volatile
memory holds program without any power
source. Auto -start after power failure. Two pro-
grammable "sleep" times. 4 relay outputs - one
relay (3A/240V) supplied with kit. Extra relays
(K2632). Membrane keyboard and housing in-
cluded. (Transformer not included.) Size:
241x116x59mm. £132.30
K2632 Hardware extension kit E19.20
TR2603 Transformer for K2603 £8.40
Sand sae 12" a 9' for full catalogue.

I ELECTRONICS SEND 9"x6" S.A.E.&

13 BOSTON RD OCR' P GIRL
CATALOGUEA

S
LONDON W7 3SJ MON-FRI 9-5pm
Tel: 01-567 8910 SATURDAY 10-4pm

ORDERING INFORMATION:= ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT
FREE P&P on orders over £20 (UK only), otherwise add

1E3 75p + VAT. Overseas P&P: Europe £2.75. Elsewhere
£6.50. Send cheque/PO/Barclaycard/Access No.

with order. Giro No. 529314002.
LOCAL AUTHORITY AND EXPORT ORDERS WELCOME

GOODS BY RETURN SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY
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by Mike Tooley BA

THIS month's constructional project pro-
vides users with a simple five -key key-

pad which can be used for control applica-
tions and also makes an excellent
alternative to a conventional joystick for
fast moving games by providing "fingertip"
rather than "lever yanking" control! We
begin, however, by describing some simple
software routines and interface circuitry for
use with the five channel optically isolated
input interface described last month.

Five -bit Input Interface
Software

In last month's On Spec I glibly men-
tioned that the state of the five input
channels of the optically isolated interface
can be more easily sampled from machine
code than from BASIC. The reason for this
is simply that the Z80 instruction set con-
tains a number of useful "bit test" instruc-
tions. These instructions allow the program-
mer to examine the state of individual bits
within the CPU registers. Subsequent code
can then branch depending upon the out-
come of the bit test.

Alternatively we can simply flag the re-
sults of our bit test back to BASIC using a
value returned in the BC register pair. We
shall briefly examine both of these tech-
niques but first, it is worth briefly outlining
the method used to read the joystick port
from machine code.

Reading the Joystick Port
The joystick port can be easily read using

the following code:
OE FE joyread LD C,#FE;Read the keyboard with

06 EF LD B,#EF;AO and Al2 low and the

ED 78 IN A,(C); address in BC, then return

C9 RET to the ;calling routine

The single line address decoding em-
ployed in the Spectrum ULA associates
address line AO with the keyboard such that,
when both the AO and input/output request
(ro-a-Q) lines are taken low, the state of the
keyboard is placed on the data bus. The
keyboard thus has binary, decimal and
hexadecimal addresses of 1 1 1 I 1 1 I 0, 254,
and FE respectively. Joystick 1 corresponds
to the row of keys extending from "6" to
"0" which is decoded from the keyboard

matrix by taking address line twelve (Al2)
low (whilst all of the other upper eight
address lines remain high).

To accomplish this task in BASIC we can
simply use IN 6 14 38 (AO and A 12 will both
be low) but in machine code we must use the
BC register pair (either loading B and C
separately as in the example above or,
saving one byte of code, by loading the BC
register pair with EFFE in one go!). In either
case we can then read the state of the port by
executing an IN A,(C) instruction. Note that
the contents of the B register will appear on
the upper eight address lines when the IN A,
(C) instruction is executed and hence the
data from the relevant keyboard row is then
transferred into the accumulator. The five
least significant accumulator bits represent
the five joystick switches according to the
following table:

Bit Joystick
0

2

3

4

fire
up

down
right
left

Bit Testing
Now, to return to the main theme, we can

examine the state of each individual chan-
nel of the five channel optically -isolated
input interface we can test the state of the
channel(s) in which we are currently inter-
ested by using the Z80 BIT instruction.
Suppose that we have an application in
which channels I and 2 (corresponding to
bits 0 and 1) are to be repeatedly sensed
and, depending upon which channel is
active we wish to make the Spectrum's
border colour either red (channel I active)
or green (channel 2 active). Furthermore,
we will assume that channel 1 is to have
precedence and that, if neither channel is
currently active, the border should be black.

inport EQU #EFFE ; input port address

border EQU #229B; ROM border routine

red EQU 2

green EQU 4

black EQU 0

ORG #A000; Relocatable

01 FE EF readin LD BC, inport; Get ready for input

and

ED 78 IN A, (C) ; fetch current port

status.

CB 47 BIT 0,A Is channel 1 active ?

28 OA JR Z,redon If so, act on it!

CB 4F BIT 1,A Is channel 2 active?

28 OC JR Z,greenon; If so, act on it!

3E 00 LD A,black Neither is active

CD 98 22 CALL border; so make it black and

C9 RET go back

3E 02 redon LD A, red Channel 1 is active

CD 9B 22 CALL border; so make it red and

C9 RET go back

3E 04 greenon LD A,green Channel 2 is active

CD 9B 22 CALL border; so make it green and

C9 RET go back

The above code is not particularly elegant
but has been presented in a form which,
hopefully, most readers will be able to
understand. Those familiar with machine
code may have spotted that there is a much
simpler solution to this particular problem
which does not involve using the bit test
instructions. For the benefit of the curious
here it is;

inport EQU #EFFE ; Input port address

border EQU #229B; ROM border routine

ORG #A000; Relocatable

01 FE EF readin LD BC,inport; Get ready for input,

ED 78 IN A, (C) ; fetch current port status

07 RLCA ; Shift left and

2F CPL ; invert the result then

CD 9B 22 CALL border; drop into the ROM

before

C9 RET ; going back

The second program does almost the
same as the first program and readers
wanting a challenge are invited to suggest
what the difference is and why it occurs!

Both demonstration routines may be test-
ed using an assembler (e.g. Hisoft's DEV-
PAC) however those not having access to an
assembler need not despair. Both routines
have been given with the resulting object
code given in hexadecimal form. To enter
the code into your Spectrum all that is
required is our On Spec hexloader (available
in the current On Spec package). All you will
need then do is to choose a suitable start
address for the code (e.g. A000 hex, or
4 0 9 6 0) and enter the hex bytes from the left
hand column of the listings. Then save the
program for future use before exiting to
BASIC for testing. A suitable BASIC pro-
gram for calling the routine would be as
follows:
10 REM Five channel input port demo.
20 RANDOMISE USR 40960
30 GOTO 20

The alternative method of flagging the
outcome of a bit test back to BASIC is also
quite straightforward as witnessed by the
following example which produces a low
pitched BEEP if channel 1 is active and a
high pitched BEEP if channel 2 is active.

1 again has precedence and no
BEEP is produced if neither channel is
active:

inport EQU #EFFE

ORG #A000

01 FE EF readin LD BC,inport

ED 78 IN A, (C)

CB 47

28 08

CB 4F

28 08

01 00 00

C9

BIT 0,A

JR Z,lobeep

BIT 1,A

JR Z,hibeep

LD BC, 0

RET

01 01 00 lobeepLD BC,1

C9 RET

01 OA 00 hibeepLD BC,10

C9 RET

Input port address

Relocatable

Get ready for input and

fetch current port

status.

Is channel 1 active?

If so, branch ...
Is channel 2 active?

If so, branch . .

Neither is active so flag

a zero and return

Channel 1 is active so

return with 1

Channel 2 is active so

return with 10

A suitable BASIC test program would
then take the following form:
10 LET z=USR 40960
20 IF z < >0 THEN BEEP 0.1,z
30 GO TO 10

Finally, it is worth mentioning that you
don't need to have a completed five channel
optically isolated input interface to hand in
order to test any of these routines! For those
who just want to try out the code, both
programs can be tested using the "0" and
"9" keys to simulate inputs on channels 1
and 2 respectively. In the case of the first
two programs, if you hold the "0" key down
when the code is running you should be
rewarded with a red border. Holding the
"9" key down, on the other hand, should
produce a green border and, when neither
key is held down, the border should revert
to black. In the case of the last program,
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Fig. 1. Temperature sensor signal condi-
tioning (NB: No series limiting resistor
need be used within the interface).

Fig. 2. Light level sensor signal condition-
ing (NB: No series limiting resistor need be
used within the interface).

pressing the "0" key should result in a low
frequency BEEP whilst pressing the "9" key
should produce a high frequency BEEP.
When neither key is held down, no sound
should be emitted.

Temperature and Light Level
Sensing

With the aid of suitable transducers and a
single comparator chip, the five channel
interface circuitry can easily be extended to
permit sensing of temperature and light

SI

UP

JOYSTICK CONNECTOR

1-1/1 -di - di

'FIRE]
EE 10 6 9 I

[LEFT I

T'S4

'11

lc GH

SF Id

I DOW r

Fig. 3. Keypad circuitry (NB: See July EE for Spectrum Plus Two joystick connections).

levels on a simple "high"/"low" or
"above"/"below" basis. Typical additional
circuitry is shown in Fig. I and 2. Neither of
these circuits is at all critical as regards
layout, component tolerances, or adjust-
ment and a wide range of commonly avail-
able temperature and light level sensors will
operate successfully in this configuration.

Five -key keypad
The five -key keypad is designed to re-

place the five switches fitted to a standard
joystick. The minimal circuitry of the five -
key keypad is shown in Fig. 3. The switches
are low profile p.c.b. mounting types which
are fitted to a small piece of 0.1inch matrix
stripboard following the layout shown in
Fig. 4. The keys should be arranged so that
they fit comfortably below the user's fingers
and the spacing should be adjusted
accordingly.

The matrix board assembly should be
mounted in a small plastic case (that used in
the prototype measured 112mm x 62mm x
3Imm). The switches are connected to the
joystick interface by a length of multi -core
cable terminated with a female nine -way D
connector (connections given in July's in-
stalment of E.E. or send for our Update).

If you have any comments or suggestions
or would just like a copy of our On Spec
Update, please drop me a line enclosing a
large (at least 250m x 300mm!) stamped
addressed envelope. Mike Tooley, Depart-
ment of Technology, Brooklands Technical
College, Heath Road, Weybridge, Surrey
KT I 3 8TT.

.,,,_._____...,,...v,,,.-7-,-----0,

110Tetl5
The Sitaikow

of ShaPgan
No13 OUT NOW

PROTEUS THE BEST SOLO ROLE PLAYING GAME
MAGAZINE AVAILABLE

ON SALE AT YOUR NEWSAGENTS NOW -85p

Fig. 4. Suggest keypad layout using low
profile p.c.b. mounting switches.

Next month we shall be describing a versa-
tile counter/timer interface based on the
Z80-CTC. We shall also have some further
notes for those wishing to incorporate
machine code routines within their own
programs.
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NEW FREQUENCY ALLOCATIONS
Despite my gloomy prognosis last

month on the possibility of the future
reductions in the amount of radio spec-
trum allocated to radio amateurs-arising
from the DTI sponsored report "Deregula-
tion of the Radio Spectrum in the UK"-
there is some good news for the moment.

The DTI has announced that as from 1st
June, 1987, both the 50MHz and the
70MHz amateur allocations are expanded
and, even better, these bands are now
available for use by class B licensees.

The 50MHz band, covering 50.000 to
50.500MHz was made available to ama-
teurs from 1st February, 1986, following a
trial period with a limited number of author-
ised stations, as was reported in this
column in February and April, 1986. Now
the band has been expanded to cover
50.000 to 52.000MHz, although there are
still restrictions on the power and the type
(and height) of antenna to be used, to
avoid interference to television transmit-
ters which are still operating on these
frequencies in Europe.

UK amateurs have "primary" status on
50.000 to 51.000MHz and "secondary"
status on 51.000 to 52.000MHz, meaning
that
causing interference with other services. A
further relaxation is that portable (/P) or
temporary premises (/A) operation is now
permissible, although mobile (/M) is still
not allowed on this band.

The 70MHz band was previously
70.025 to 70.500MHz, and is now ex-
panded to 70.000 to 70.500, remaining
unchanged as a secondary allocation.

ENTER THE "B" LICENSEES
While the extra spectrum allocation is

good news, the big news from the amateur
point of view is that class B licensees,
representing nearly half of all licensed
amateurs in the UK, who were previously
restricted to frequencies above 144MHz,
can now use these two lower frequency
bands.

Class B operators now have the oppor-
tunity to obtain long distance (DX) con-
tacts far more often than they have on the
v.h.f. bands previously available to them.
Many countries of the world have amateur
allocations at 50MHz, although there are
not many in Europe. Even in low sun -spot
conditions there are occasional "open-
ings" permitting contacts with the USA
and Canada, and as conditions improve
during the new sunspot cycle B licensees
previously delighted with the occasional
"lift" conditions across Europe on two
metres, will enjoy rare and exotic DX
around the world.

On 70MHz, the situation is different. It
has never been a popular band with A
licensees except for contests, because
only the UK, Gibraltar, and Eire have regu-
lar allocations.

Many B licensees may find, however,
that they get better inter -UK results than
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on two metres, covering greater distances
with lower powers and more modest
antennas. This could now become quite a
popular band, with increased activity at-
tracting even those who previously
spurned it.

TIME -BOMB!

So its good news all round this month,
and the Radio Society of Great Britain is to
be congratulated on obtaining these valu-
able new concessions for amateur radio.
But in the midst of their euphoria they
would do well not to ignore the time -bomb
quietly ticking away in the corner-the
recommendation to the government by
management consultants (reported last
month) that far from amateurs having
additional spectrum allocations, they
should have less. At the risk of being called
a misery -bags, I can't help wondering how
long it will be before I find myself reporting
not additions, but reductions in amateur
frequency allocations!

AMATEUR RADIO FOR THE
HANDICAPPED

Sometimes when I work other amateurs
on the air they will mention
they are "white stick" (i.e. blind) opera-
tors, or that their equipment has been
modified to help them overcome some
form of handicap.

Quite often, local amateurs will have
helped them study for and pass the Radio
Amateurs Examination (RAE), erect their
antennas, and instal their equipment. They
sometimes go on to say just how much
amateur radio has expanded their immedi-
ate horizons, and how helpful they find it.

They need not have told me any of this,
and if they hadn't I would probably have
never known their situation. This is the
great advantage of amateur radio for the
handicapped-in most cases they can
meet other amateurs over the air on equal
terms. Whatever their disability, means
can usually be found for them to put out
signals sounding no different to anyone
else's.

Although such operators rarely need
help to actually operate their stations, they
do need help or advice in setting them up in
the first place. To this end, The Radio
Amateur Invalid and Blind Club (RAIBC)
was founded in 1954 as a self-help organi-
sation to enable blind and handicapped
people to pool their knowledge and skills,
and to benefit from each other's
experience.

HELP AVAILABLE
The range of assistance to help with

particular disabilities is wide. For those
studying for the RAE, cassettes of text-
books are available for the visually handi-
capped, and special arrangements are
made for those who are blind, or unable to
travel or write, to take the RAE orally (or to
take the Morse test) in their own homes.

Once they have their licences, devices
are available to help those with limited
sight, for instance, to tune their equipment
aurally instead of visually. Other disabilities
can be overcome-even deafness-by
adapting standard equipment to suit needs
of most individuals, and when speech
itself is difficult Morse code operating,
sometimes with special keying arrange-
ments, comes into its own.

Members of RAIBC keep in touch with
each other through the Club's magazine
Radial, and through regular "nets" on the
air. The magazine gives news of members
and their activities, future events, details of
equipment for sale or wanted, and other
relevant information for handicapped
amateurs.

There are Club nets on the air every day
of the week, including an international one
on 14.290MHz on Thursdays at 1400
hours and Saturdays at 0730. Apart from
licensed amateurs there are many listeners
to these nets, often also handicapped in
some way, and the exchange of news and
views which takes place is widely dissemi-
nated to an appreciative audience.

While members help each other and
undertake a good deal of fund-raising
themselves, the RAIBC also receives valu-
able support from non -handicapped ama-
teurs. Clubs and other organisations do-
nate money, some regularly, while
individuals act as helpers to members in
preparing for their examinations, installing,
modifying or reparing equipment, and pro-
viding general support and encouragement
where needed.

There is a continuing need for such help,
which is always much appreciated. If you
feel you could assist in any way, even if
you are not a licensed amateur, please
contact RAIBC, 9 Conigre, Chinnor, Oxon.

Members operating a special event station
during an RAIBC "open day" at the
Wedgewood Electrical Collection, in Christ-
church, Dorset, last year.
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CIRCULAR
RADIO CONTROL

MOVIT KIT
£16.95
including VAT and
postage

This fascinating unit will provide hours of
interest and pleasure. The Circular Movit con-
sists of two large wheels each independently
driven by an electric motor and gear train; these
are housed in discs between the wheels. A
battery pack and the control electronics are
housed in plastic domes fitted to the outside of
each wheel. The whole unit is controlled from a
hand held radio control transmitter.

The Movit comes as a kit of parts plus full
instructions for assembly - the electronic
control units are supplied built and tested.
Enjoy building it, be fascinated by operating it!

EE Movit Offer, Commotion Ltd., 241
Green Street, Enfield, Middlesex EN3
7TD. Tel: 01-804 1378.

r

FEEl El El

Please supply
Quantity Value

Circular Movit @ £16.95

Overseas readers add £3.00 postage Total £

Please make cheques payable to Commotion Ltd.

Visa/Access or Cheque No

w Signature
Ch

uj Name

co

a. Address

4
c.)

OFFER CLOSES Friday, October 23, 1987
C)
0
Ca  Name

Address

Post to: EE Movit Offer, Commotion Ltd.,
241 Green Street, Enfield, Middlesex EN3 7TD

Telephone orders: 01-804 1378

1
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ELECTRONIC
ariaLoGu_gilDIGITAL

MULTI METER

7.999

I MARK STUART

A versatile test
instrument for the
workshop

THE DESIGN of an Electronic Analogue/
Digital Multimeter was a very interest-

ing exercise in compromise. During the
course of its development a great deal of
respect was gained for the designers of what
were considered to be "ordinary" commer-
cial instruments.

The basic electronic circuit for Voltage,
Current, Resistance, and A.C. Measure-
ments are fairly easy to deal with when
taken individually, but combining them
into a compact hand-held unit with a single
range switch is another matter.

After some thought, it was concluded that
the only solution suitable for home con-
struction would be a "bench" meter and to
incorporate a number of separate range
switches. The idea of a single multi -pole
multi -way switch was considered, but the
price, and the complicated wiring that
would be necessary completely ruled this
out.

Two advantages of using separate range
switches are that the switches can be printed
circuit board mounting types-so eliminat-
ing wiring and wiring error and that parts of

the circuit can be built separately and used
individually in other applications.

The "indicating device" specified is a
panel meter with a 100µA sensitivity. This
is modified by means of a series resistor to
read 0-1V. Almost any standard panel
meter can be used, or instead one of the new
digital panel meter modules could be
added.

The overall performance of the meter is
very good, its frequency range when mea-
suring a.c. voltages and currents is good up
to 50kHz and the input impedance of 10
Megohmns on all voltage ranges gives good
accuracy in high impedance circuits where a
normal analogue multimeter would be
useless.

In addition to the standard range the
meter has an "A.C. Millivolts" circuit
which allows audio frequency measure-
ments from 3mV r.m.s. up to 1 V and is very
useful for testing amplifier signal levels,
microphone and pick-up outputs, frequency
responses and general signal tracing.

The resistance ranges have the benefit of
a linear scale that reads from left to right
instead of the usual non-linear, reverse
reading scales, also the probes are correctly
polarised-thdt is red is positive-when
making Ohms checks. All resistance mea-
surements are made at a maximum of
100mV so in -situ measurements will not be
affected by transistors, i.c.s and diodes in
the circuit.

Other features are that the meter is
protected from overloading by a fuse and
electronically, and measurements up to
1000V and 10A a.c. and d.c. are possible.
The meter is built in a fully insulated case
for safety.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

The full circuit diagram for the Electronic
Analogue/Digital Multimeter is shown in
Fig. 1. For clarity each section will be
described separately.

VOLTAGE
Inputs for voltage measurements are ap-

plied to the voltage divider chain made up
of resistors R2 to R7. Voltage ranges are
selected by S I a, which taps off a proportion
of the input voltage from the divider chain
and passes it to ICI, the input amplifier
circuit.

On the lkV range an extra resistor (R1) is
added to the top of the divider. To avoid
having high voltages on the circuit board
this resistor is made up from a series
combination of values which are sleeved
and mounted in the lead to the lkV termi-
nal (SK3).

The input impedance of the circuit is set
by the total combined value of R2 to R7
which is 10 Megohms. In order to make
accurate measurements on all ranges it is
essential that the input amplifier circuit has
an impedance which is in excess of 50
Megohms.

Use of a fle.t. input amplifier i.c., TL071,
and careful board layout ensures that this is
achieved. ICI does not have any gain, but it
acts as a buffer circuit with a very high input
impedance and a low output impedance.

From IC I the signal passes to a second
amplifier stage IC2 via resistor R32. Sib
switches resistor R33 in and out of circuit
on alternate ranges to give the 3V, 30V, and
300V ranges.

The combination of resistors R32 and
R33 is such that the signal is reduced by 3 to
1 on each of these ranges but remains
unaltered on the 1V, 10V, and 100V ranges.
The amplifier IC2 has a gain of 10 and its
output is applied to the meter movement
via switch S5 when d.c. measurements are
selected.

A.C. VOLTAGE
The circuit as far as the output of IC2 is

identical for A.C. and D.C. ranges. Capaci-
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tors Cl, C2, C3, C4, and C5 correct for the
effects of stray capacitance and maintain a
level frequency response to above 50kHz.

When a.c. measurements are made the
meter is connected via switch S5 to the
ouput of the rectifier circuit IC5. This
circuit takes its input from IC2 and pro-
duces a half -wave rectified ouput which is
averaged by the meter movement to give a
steady d.c. reading.

Diodes D3 and D4 in the feedback loop
around IC3 are connected so that on nega-
tive half -cycles the output stays at OV, but
positive half -cycles are passed normally
with a gain of just over 2.

The value of gain is selected so that the
meter reads the average value of the incom-
ing signal and indicates the correct (r.m.s.)
voltage. As with all meters the accuracy of
a.c. readings depends on the signal wave-
form. Sine waves are the most frequently
encountered and so the meter is set to read
correctly for these.

Diodes D7 and D8 across the meter
protect it from being overdriven when
switching ranges etc. Diodes DI and D2
provide similar protection for ICI.

CURRENT
On the Current range the shunt resistors

R8 to R13 are connected in circuit by S3a
and the voltage across them read by the
standard voltage circuits. S2a selects the
value of shunt resistor and S3b makes the
connection between the shunt resistors and
the input of IC I.

The values of the shunt resistors are
selected to drop 100mV at the full scale
current. A shunt of one ohm will give full
scale reading on the meter when a current of
100mA is passing and so on.

For the 10A range a shunt value of 0.01
ohm is required. This is made from a length
of wire connected directly between the 10A
socket (SK4) and the negative (Common)
socket SK2. This is necessary because the

range switch is only rated at 1 A, and the
p.c.b. copper tracks would have to be huge
to carry 10A comfortably.

The a.c. and d.c. current measurements
are treated by the amplifier section in
exactly the same way as voltages. The
current ranges increase in direct decades (x
10) so that the use of Slb is not involved.
Switch S3c ensures that this is switched out
of circuit on all ranges except voltage.

RESISTANCE
Resistance is measured by passing a

known constant current through the resistor
under test and measuring the voltage drop
across it using the standard voltage circuits.

The current source consists of IC4, tran-
sistor TR I, and associated components.

A reference voltage of 5.6V from Zener
diode D5 is connected to the non -inverting
input of IC4. Negative feedback around IC4
via TR1 and resistor R42 works in such a
way that the emitter voltage of TR I is made
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COMPONENTS

Resistors
R1 23.3M (2 x 10M + 1 x

3M3 in series 5 per
cent)

R2 9 x 1M (in series-see
text)

R3 750K
R4 150K
R5 75K
R6 15K
R7,8,33,37 10K
R9,22 1K
R10,30,42 100
R11 10
R12 1

R13 0.1
R14 560
R15 5K6
R16 56K
R17 560K
R18 5M6
R19 56M (series

combination-see text)
R20 16
R21 300
R23 270
R24 3K
R25 ilk
R26 43K
R27 3K3
R28 10M
R43,44 100K
R29 1M
R31,36 1K5
R32 22K
R34 2K
R35 18K
R38 9K1 page 484
R39 100
R40 22K
R41 2K7
R45 910
R46 8K6 (or value to suit

meter-see text)
R(10A) 0.01 Ohm made from

resistance wire (see
text)

All 0.25W carbon except where
stated

Potentiometers
VR1,VR2 100K Horizontal

Preset (2 off)
VR3 22K Horizontal Preset

Capacitors
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9,C11
C10,C12
C13

Semiconductors
D1,D2,D7,D8
D3,D4
D5
D6
TR1

SK4

SK2
NEGATIVE
INPUT

(COMMON)

SKI
INPUT

POSITIVE

MOUNTED ON
OTHER SIDE

(EE 10116G1

TO mV INPUT
JACK SOCKET

JKI

LINK TO
POINT '0'

TO AC/DC
SWITCH A.C.

TO A.C./D.C.
SWITCH ox,

+9V 6-9V
VIA ON/OFF
SWITCH

Fig. 2. Component layout on the printed circuit board. Note that the long link
wires should be made with plastic insulated connecting wire, see photographs.

4.7p axial 500V
22p ceramic 50V
220p ceramic
2,200p polystyrene
10p ceramic
1 n ceramic
1 p min layer 100V
0.22p 100V
100n disc ceramic 50V (2 off)
15p ceramic

BAS45 low leakage diodes (4 off)
low leakage diodes (4 off)
0A90 (2 off)
5V6 Zener diode
1N4001
BC214

1C1,1C2,IC4
IC3,1C5

Switches
S1,S2
S3
S4
S5,S6

TL071 (3 off)
LF356N (2 off)

2 -pole 6 -way, make -before -break (2 off)
3 -pole 4 -way
1 -pole 12 -way, make -before -break
DPDT Min. slide switches (2 off)

Miscellaneous
100pA Panel meter 1.4k resistance (see text); 8 -pin i.c.
sockets, 5 off; fuse, 1 A Q. B; 20mm chassis fuseholder; knobs,
four with coloured caps; case, with insulated front panel; 4mm
sockets, 4 off; insulated jack socket (with N/C switch); test
leads and probes, 2 off; PP3 battery clips, 6 x AA battery
holders, 2 off. Printed circuit board, available from EE PCB
Service-Code EE579 (see page 516).

Appro.., £45Guidance only ( excluding Test Leads )
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Fig. 3. Full size printed circuit board foil master pattern. This board is available
from the EE PCB Service.

Completed prototype board showing insulated link wires.

equal to this reference voltage. This means
that 5.6V appears across whichever emitter
resistor is selected by S4.

This constant reference voltage across a
fixed resistance value gives a constant cur-
rent output at the collector of TR1. As the
reference voltage is 5.6V a 5k6 range resis-
tor gives a current of I mA. The standard
voltage circuit, which is connected via S3b,
gives full scale deflection for 100mV. A
range current of 1mA thus gives a full scale
reading of 100 ohms. Low value resistors
drop less voltage and so the reading is
directly proportional to the resistor value.

On the higher resistance ranges the cur-
rent becomes rather too small for comfort.
For example on the 100k range a current of
only 1µA is required. The IM and 10M
ranges require 0lµA and 0-01pA respec-
tively. A current of 0.1µA is just about the
limit of the circuit, so readings on this range
will not be too accurate, and a 10M range is
impractical.

The middle resistance ranges are accurate
and linear, and much easier to use than a
standard meter. No compensation has been
made for wiring and test lead resistance, so
on the lower ranges 100 ohm and 10 ohm,
an offset zero will be present when the test
leads are short circuited. This value should
be subtracted from any measured resistance
value to give the true reading.

A.C. MILLIVOLTS
The measurement of A.C. Millivolts is

made by first amplifying the input to 1 V

and using the standard rectifier circuit IC3.
The A.C. Pre -Amplifier, IC5, is connect-

ed to IC3 via resistors R45 and R38. The
gain of IC5 is set by the feedback resistor
R43 and the range resistor selected by S2b.
The values of resistors R20 to R28 are
chosen to given ranges of 1 V 300mV,
100mV, 30mV, 10mV and 3mV. The fre-
quency response is level up to 100kHz
except on the 3mV range where it is slightly
lower.

When making measurements on the mV
range the input of ICI is connected to OV by
S3b so that stray inputs do not interfere. In
a similar way the input of the mV range is
shorted out when the input lead is discon-
nected by use of a switched jack socket
(JKI).

The input impedance on this range is set
to 100 kilohms by the input resistor R44.

POWER SUPPLIES
The Multimeter circuit consumes very

low current, but as meters tend to be used
frequently it is recommended that two sets
of six AA cells are used. These can be
standard or re -chargeable types, and should
give very long life.

Mains derived power supplies can also be
used, but take care to use double insulated
circuits without an earth on the output side
as this could cause all sorts of problems with
earth loops.

CONSTRUCTION
As the circuit is all built on a single

printed circuit board the assembly is fairly
straightforward. Fig. 2 shows the compo-
nent layout and Fig. 3 the printed circuit
board track pattern, full size. This board is
available from the EE PCB Service, code
EE579 (see page 516),

Begin assembly by fitting the wire links as
shown. The longer links should be made
with insulated wire whilst the shorter ones
can be made from offcut resistor leads.
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As there are rather a lot of resistors and
most of them carry the five -band one per
cent colour code system it is necessary to be
rather careful to get the correct values in the
right places. Any errors will give "odd"
ranges which may not be easy to spot as the
meter may appear to be working perfectly.

Sockets should be used for all i.c.s. The
rotary switches are usually supplied with
loop tags for direct wiring and these must be
cut off leaving as much of the straight stems
of the tags as possible.

Switches S 1, S2, and S3 will fit more than
one way round, so take care to set them fully
anticlockwise and use the "flat" of the shaft
as a guide to get them right. Remember that
the pointer on the knob is exactly opposite
the flat on the spindle. If you get it wrong
and don't want to unsolder the switch,
screw fix knobs are a good alternative way
out.

Capacitor Cl is mounted between two
distant points-its leads must be sleeved
and may need extending to fit the board
centres. Make sure that all diodes, and
capacitors C9 and C11 are the right way
round.

The final component to be fitted to the
board is the fuseholder which is fitted to the
track side to keep easy access to the fuse.
Once the board assembly is complete con-
nect the necessary wires to the board. The
mV input should use screened cable, the
other input socket connections should be
made with 16/0-2 wire.

Resistors for the 1KV socket should be
fitted in a length of sleeving between the
board and the input socket. The 10A shunt
is made from a 71cm length of 18s.w.g.
enamelled wire connected directly between
the 10A socket and the negative (Com)
socket SK2. The wire can be loosely wound
on a flat piece of insulating material (e.g.
Paxolin).

The wiring diagram Fig. 4 shows how the
shunt can be fitted and the wiring to the
other parts of the board from the sockets.

TESTING AND SETTING UP
The thorough testing of a meter of this

type presents quite a problem. The wide
range of accurate voltages and currents
necessary to check each range fully is not
likely to be available even in electronics
workshops. The best way is to make com-
parisons with other meters using whatever
sources of voltage and current are available.
It is possible that a local training centre,
school or college will be able to help, so ask
around. Front panel layout and lettering. The positioning of the p.c.b. and other components isFine tuning of capacitor values C I , C2, shown below.
C3, C4, and C5 may be undertaken by those
determined to extract the very best from the
meter. These components affect the fre-
quency response on the A.C. Voltage
ranges. Capacitors CI and C5 in particular
have a large effect and should be changed
only if a good reliable sine wave source of
0-100kHz or more is available.

If no test gear is available it is safe to say
that the meter should work accurately first
time provided no errors are made in
assembly.

There are three presets that must be set
up to remove the zero offsets of ICI, IC2
and IC3. To do this, set the A.C./D.C.
switch S5 to D.C. and the Range switch to
mV. Link pin 3 of IC2 to OV and if
necessary adjust VR2 to zero the meter.
Remove the link and if necessary adjust
VR I for zero. These two are now correctly
set.

1com 1 IIMvi
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SEE TEXT
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The 10A "shunt resistor" wound around some plain board. Also
shown are the two resistor leads, RI and R46.

Next set the A.C./D.C. switch to A.C. and
turn VR3 until the meter deflects to the
right. Back of the setting of VR3 to the point
where the meter just touches zero and the
settings are complete.

The accuracy of the Ohms range depends
on the Zener diode D5 which is specified as
a five per cent component. More accurate
voltage references can be obtained and
substituted if required.

The value of resistor R46 depends on the
meter being used. Its value can be calculat-
ed easily as its function is to make the meter
resistance value up to 10 kilohms. A meter
of four kilohms resistance thus requires a
six kilohms resistor and so on.

It is also possible to use meters of other
current ratings, all that is necessary is to set

The completed printed circuit board ready for mounting on the
rear of the front panel. The board is held in place by the
potentiometer fixing nuts.

the meter and series resistor so that 1V gives
a full scale deflection (f.s.d.). Thus a 1 mA
meter would need a combined meter plus
series resistor value of one kilohm. A 50µA
meter, 20 kilohms; a 500µA meter, 2

kilohms etc.
On A.C. ranges the "averaging" effect of

some types of meter may be affected by the
diode (D4) in the drive circuit. A I k resistor
from D4 cathode to OV line overcomes this
and allows any type of meter to be used.

SAFETY
For complete safety an INSULATED case

is ESSENTIAL where high voltage readings
are to be made. It is also necessary to add
some screening to the meter electronics.

The best way to combine these two
functions is to use a plastic case with a metal
front panel overlaid with a Paxolin insulat-
ing panel. The metal panel should be con-
nected to the OV point in the circuit.

DECIBEL RANGES
The dB Range on the meter is set to bg
accurate on the A.C. mV Ranges. On the
A.C. Range (mV) the 0dB point represents
the universal ImW in 600 ohms. Each range
down from this subtracts exactly 10dB so
relative measurements are easy.

The use of dB scales is a difficult subject
for beginners and it is not intended to go
into details here. Hopefully, a further article
explaining their meaning and use will be
published shortly.
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ADDING panel legends to a project using
rub -on transfers, provided it is done

reasonably skillfully, can certainly make
the finished unit look much more profes-
sional. Even well finished projects tend to
have a home-made look about them
though. Unfortunately, rub -on transfers
rub off almost as easily as they can be
applied, and cannot easily be given a really
effective protective covering. There are
alternative methods of panel labelling
which can give much more professional
results, and are good enough to fool many
people into thinking that a home construct-
ed project is the "real thing". On a more
practical level, these alternatives give
much more durable labels. In fact they give
such a tough finish that the lettering is
virtually impossible to damage, and it will
not show any signs of wear even after the
project has been subjected to many years
of hard use.

It is only fair to point out from the start
that these advanced systems of labelling
are much more involved than applying a
few rub -on transfers. Perhaps of more
importance to most constructors, they are
quite expensive. Some of the more sophis-
ticated systems (particularly the brushed
aluminium effect types) are so expensive
as to be something that few of us can
seriously consider, even for the occasional
project. It could even cost more for the
front panel than for the rest of the project!
However, there are much cheaper labelling
systems, and it is these that we will
consider in this article.

MASTERING THE TECHNIQUE
The panel labels under discussion here

are the type that are produced by a simple
photographic process. The films are not
ordinary daylight types, but are ultra -violet
sensitive films that can be exposed to
daylight for short periods without any risk
of fogging. Little special equipment is
required in order to produce an exposure,
but ideally an ultra -violet light box should
be available. Failing that it is possible to
use some other source of ultra -violet, such
as a sun -ray lamp or even strong direct
sunlight.

Before an exposure can be made it is
necessary to have a "master" artwork
from which the photographic copy can be
made. It is possible to make up individual
labels for the controls, etc., but it is
generally easier to make up a large label
that covers the entire panel. This also
gives much neater results. The first stage
in making up the master artwork is to draw
out the panel design onto paper. This does
not need to be an exact representation of
the required front panel design, and basi-
cally all that is needed are lines to indicate
the perimeter of the panel, plus base lines
for the legends. It is also more than a little
helpful to mark the centre of each word
using a short vertical line beneath the base
line.

This drawing is taped to a drawing board
(which can just be the kitchen table or a

piece of faced chipboard) and then a piece
of tracing paper or drafting film is taped in
place over it. The required design is then
marked onto the film or tracing paper,
including corner markings which can sim-
ply be drawn on with pencil. The lettering
is produced using rub -on transfers, and
these are readily available in a number of
sizes and letter styles. They can be ob-
tained from stationers, graphics art suppli-
ers, and some of the larger electronic
component retailers. A useful range are
available from shops in the W.H. Smiths
chain. Some useful symbols and other
panel markings are available from a few
sources.

Both tracing paper and drafting film
provide a surface to which the transfers
will adhere well. An old ballpoint pen or
something of this nature can be used as
the rub -on tool, but I have always found it
much easier to use the correct "spatula"
tool which is available from a few suppliers
of the transfers. Reasonable care needs to
be taken when applying the transfers, and
making a neat job of this is not too difficult
provided due care is taken and the job is
not rushed.

The base lines on the paper pattern
make it easy to get the vertical alignment
of the letters right, but more care needs to
be taken with the spacing. With a little
experience this can be done accurately by
eye, and some transfer systems include
some form of aid to accurate spacing. For
the finished panel to look reasonably neat
it is essential that the legends are centred
properly. This is basically just a matter of
counting the number of letters in each
word, and then starting with the middle
letter over the centre line. If the word has
an even number of letters, the middle two
letters should be positioned just either side
of the centre mark. This does not actually
guarantee perfect results since some let-
ters are wider than others. Initially it might
be as well to ignore this fact, but with
experience you can learn to compensate
for narrow letters (particularly the letter
"i") and wide letters such as "W".

COMPUTER GRAPHICS
These days there is the alternative of

using a computer and some form of draw-
ing or graphics programme to generate the
panel design. This will only give usable
results though, if the output can be pro-
duced accurately to scale, and in really

opaque ink on some form of transparent or
translucent medium. There is unlikely to be
any problem if the output device is a
plotter, but using a dot matrix printer some
form of processing will be needed in order
to give a usable master artwork. For
example, the design can be printed onto
ordinary paper, and with a suitable copier,
then photocopied into translucent film.

EXPOSURE

The materials I have used have been the
"Permasign" type, and the film can be
handled in ordinary daylight without any
risk of it being fogged. However, it should
be stored in total darkness and should not
be exposed to bright sunlight. It is cut to
size prior to making an exposure, but take
great care not to damage the emulsion side
(the dull surface). Try not to touch this
surface either, as finger marks seem to be
reproduced on the developed film.

If an ultra -violet lightbox is available, the
exposure is made in the manner shown in
Fig. 1. It is probably not worthwhile buying
a lightbox just for producing a few photo-
graphic front panels, but it is a more viable
proposition if you will also use it when
producing your own printed circuit boards.
A lightbox is something that is not too
difficult to build yourself, but at least two
tubes are needed to give even illumination
over even a fairly small area of around 150
by 250 millimetres. More tubes give a
stronger light source and shorter exposuie
times. An essential feature is the foam pad
which presses the film down onto the
artwork so that a "crisp" image is ob-
tained on the film. There is often a tenden-
cy for the film and artwork to shift slightly
when the lid of the box is closed. To avoid
this tape the artwork onto the glass panel,
and then tape the film in place over the
artwork. Make quite sure that the master
has the transfer side facing upwards, and
that the film has its shiny side facing
upwards.

The manufacturer's recommended ex-
posure times are 45 seconds for a 120
watt lightbox, and 90 seconds for 32 watt
type. I find an exposure time of five
minutes gives good results with my 16
watt lightbox. It is worthwhile experiment-
ing with some small pieces of film to find
an exposure time that gives good results
with the particular box you are using.

If a lightbox is not available the alterna-
tive set up of Fig. 2 can be adopted. The
base board needs to be something that
has a smooth, flat surface, and a piece of
good quality faced chipboard is ideal. The
sheet of glass is used to press the master
and film flat against one another, and the
glass must not be a type which gives high
absorbtion of ultra -violet rays. As the film
is against the baseboard and is emulsion
side up it is not feasible to tape it in place
unless some double -sided tape fixed to the
underside is used. However, with this set

FILM MASTER
(MAT SURFACE DOWN)

LID -1 (IMAGE FACING UP)

LV/(///// ,C".`Pl. PAD'//7/7//AI
.."- ./..."! ..".".."."..,./."..e.".e."."."."."..."..."."-..,..,.., , .."

LI I
GLASS PANEL --t

U.V. TUBES

Fig. 1. The set up when using a lightbox to make the
exposure.
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U.V. LIGHT SOURCE
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MASTER
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FILM
( MAT SURFACE UP)

BASE

Fig. 2. Using a u.v. lamp or sunlight to make the exposure.

up it is not too difficult to get everything
properly aligned and to then carefully place
the glass in position. Take care not to
disturb anything during the exposure. For
reasons of safety, the edges of the glass
plate should be ground to a smooth finish,
or given a protective covering of some
kind.

The exposure time can only be deter-
mined by trial and error, and with direct
sunlight it may be difficult to obtain consis-
tent results as the strength of the light will
inevitably vary somewhat from one time to
the next. An exposure time of around five
to ten minutes will probably be needed. It

is unlikely that satisfactory results will be
obtained using daylight on an overcast
day. The correct exposure time could be
very long indeed, and could vary enor-
mously from one exposure to the next.
Provided the artwork is of high quality with
really opaque lettering it is better to err on
the long side with exposure times.

Things should be much easier using a
sun -ray lamp, and consistent exposures
should be obtained provided the lamp to
film distance is always the same. It will still
be necessary to determine the best expo-
sure time by empirical means. Bear in mind
that ultra -violet light can be harmful to
ones eye -sight, and observe the lamp
manufacturer's recommendations. This
basically means keeping yourself and any

other living matter (plants and pets) out of
the ultra -violet light while the exposure is
being made.

DEVELOPMENT
A flat-bottomed dish of adequate size is

needed for development of the film. Dish-
es sold for photographic use or for etching
printed circuit boards are suitable. Suffi-
cient developer to fully immerse the film is
poured into the dish, and then the film is
placed into the developer for about ten
seconds. Then remove the film and place it
emulsion side uppermost on the worktop.
Use photographic tongs to remove the
film, or only handle it by the edges. The
emulsion is very easily damaged at this
stage.

Next a developer pad is soaked in devel-
oper, and is carefully wiped across the film
to remove the areas of softened emulsion.
Note that it is the areas of film that were
not exposed to ultraviolet (i.e. the letter-
ing) that are removed. The film is then
rinsed in water and wiped gently some
more in order to remove any residues.
Once it has been allowed to dry or has
been dried with a paper towel it is ready for
inspection. There will often be minor dam-
age to the emulsion, and any minor holes
or scratches will probably not show up on
the finished panel. However, any serious
blemishes can be repaired using some -

Developer, transfers, film, developer pads and double -sided

adhesive cards.

thing like a technical pen or an overhead
transparency pen, filling in the affected
areas on the emulsion side of the film. Any
blemishes must be repaired at this stage
and cannot be fixed later on.

FIXING
The film is fixed in place on the front

panel of the project using special double -
sided self-adhesive card. These cards are
white on one side, and are available in a
variety of colours on the other side. It is
just a matter of removing the backing
paper and fixing one side of the card to the
front panel, and then removing the second
piece of release paper so that the film can
be fixed in place.

The film has its adhesive surface
towards the adhesive, which should result
in a panel with right -way -round lettering if
the exposure has been made correctly.
The panel is black with lettering in what-
ever colour shows through from the card.
Clear material is available where some-
thing like the silver colour from an alumin-
ium panel must show through on the
letters. It is, of course, possible to have
black letters on a coloured panel. This
requires a negative master artwork
though, and producing one of these could
be difficult.

Front panels of this type are very tough
due to the fact that the emulsion side of the
film is facing towards the front panel. The
exposed surface is the blank side of the
film, and this can be cleaned and polished
without any risk of damaging the lettering.
The finished panels certainly look very
neat and professional, and justify the extra
time and expense involved in their
production.

Next month we will continue in a
similar vein, and will consider photographi-
cally reproduced printed circuit boards.

died,ea Anfrld
The master artwork and finished panel produced by the method

described.
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Neil and Jonathan tread softly and
walk off with f10,000 computer.

'TIN EMI( FIVE enthusiastic young electronic designers, ranging from
112 to 21 years of age and representing sixteen different education

institutions took part in this year's finals of the "1987 Young
Electronic Designer Awards" contest at the Institution of Civil
Engineers, London, last month (July). The competition challenges
students to design and construct an electronic device with a possible
application in everyday life.

Organised under the auspices of the YEDA Trust, a registered
charity, the annual contest is sponsored by Cirkit Holdings plc and
Texas Instruments Ltd. Winning finalists were awarded trophies,
cash and certificates which could launch them on rewarding careers
in the electronics industry.

Top prize in the Senior Class carried a reserved place in the Texas
graduate intake (upon graduation)-a job! In addition it carries TI
sponsorship for the remainder of his/her course, at the rate of £450
per annum, and a vacation job during the summer of 1987.

The educational institution whose entrant's project was adjudged
to have the most commercial potential was awarded a Texas
Instruments Business -Pro computer valued at over £10,000. In
addition, TI donated a "Personal Consultant Plus" development
package and a week's training course in its use and operation.

Final Results
After the opening ceremonies the big moment

judges' final decisions were revealed.
Winner of the £500 first prize in the senior category went to

Douglas Mackay (21) of Robert Gordon's Institute, Aberdeen for
his Robotic Functional Arm. Robert was
in a team from Thurso Technical Col-
lege that took second place in this
category last year.

Second place (£250) went to Stephen
Morrison (21), Carl Gibson (18) and
Paul Briggs (19) from Brunel University
for their Wheelchair Controller. Third
position (£100) was awarded to Morgan
Metters (21) and Tim Mottershead (20)
from Hatfield Poly. for their Speech
Synthesiser entry.

Paul and Roger from Cheltenham College receive heir awards and congratu-
lations from Sir John Egan, Chairman of Jaguar Cars.

arrived and the

Watched by their teacher Mr. L. Haywood (left), Ken Sanders (second left),
MD Texas Instruments and TI Engineer Philip Hutson (second right), junior
winners Neil (seated) and Jonathan of Wilford Meadows School get to grips with
the School Prize of a TI Business -Pro computer. Their Digital Tyre Pressure
Gauge project was considered to have the most commercial potential.

Intermediate Class
Intermediate category winner went to Paul Dagley-Morris (16)

and Roger Lucas (15) of Cheltenham College and received £350 for
their Animal Stress Meter.

Runner up in this section and £200 went to Jonathan Ackland
(15) and William Meere (15), Cheltenham College for their
Saucepan for the Blind. The £75 third prize went to David Earle
(17) of Brentwood School for his Colour Recognition System.

Junior Class
Winners of the junior class (£250) were Neil Motson (14) and

Jonathan Cragg from Wilford Meadows School for their Digital
Tyre Pressure Gauge.

Second spot (£150) went to Ian Levy from Allerton High School
for his Ladder Safety Device. The £50 third prize went to the only
girl finalist, Sophia Ballarini of Hayfield Comp. School for her
Water Level Indicator and Alarm project.

Judging Panel
The 1987 awards were presented by Sir John Egan,

Chairman of Jaguar plc, who is a YEDA Trustee and the
members of the judging panel were Professor John
Eggleston of Warwick University; Sir Alec Morris,
British Aerospace; John Wesley, Investors in Industry
PLC; Richard Reisz, Editor BBC 'Tomorrow's Wotld,

Jeffrey Archer, a special guest at the event, made a
final address following the announcement of the
results.

School Prize
The project adjudged to have

the best commercial potential
was the Digital Tyre Pressure
Gauge submitted by Neil Motson
and Jonathan Cragg. Their design
won a TI Business -Pro Comput-
er, worth over £10,000, for the
Wilford Meadows School,
Nottingham.

Senior winner, Douglas of Robert Gordon's Institute demonstrates his
Robotic .4rm project to Richard Bulgin, Chief Executive of Cirkit Holdings.
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Id of electronics
TUBE INVESTMENT

An investment of some 115
million in its television tube as-
sembly plant at Durham to
make it the main European pro-
duction centre for high -resolu-
tion data graphic (DGD) has
been announced by MuIlard
tubes. Part of the investment will
also go into Durham's sister tube
components plant at Simon -
stone, near Burnley.

Initially production will con-
centrate on 90 degree 14 -in. col-
our DGD tubes and by the end of
1988 is expected to reach an
annual level of around a quarter
of a million tubes. High -resolu-
tion DGD colour tubes are used
in VDUs and work stations pro-
duced by the world's leading
manufacturers of computer
hardware.

At present all European based
manufacturers of VDUs rely on
imported DGD tubes-mainly
from Japan. An indigenous
source of tubes not only reduces
imports but also opens -up a valu-
able and growing export market
which in Europe alone stands at
around f100 million.

Data graphic colour display
tubes differ from conventional
colour TV picture tubes in that
they are required to display a
much higher -resolution picture.
This is achieved by using a sha-
dowmask with a finer pitch (0.3
compared with 0.6 for a TV
tube), an extremely high -preci-
sion electron gun, tigheter con-
trols on all glass tolerances and a
specially designed deflection coil
assembly.

Europe Calling
British Telecom is to play a

major role in the development
of a Pan -European digital cellu-
lar radio network. This follows
an agreement made in Bonn
between the United Kingdom,
France, West Germany and
Italy.

The four countries have now
agreed to work towards a com-
mercial service on the new
network by 1991. This will al-
low customers to use their
phones wherever they are in
each of the four countries.

BT also welcomed assurances
that the proposed Pan -Europe-
an digital cellular radio system
would not be jeopardised by the
decision to allocate, on a tempo-
rary basis, 40 additional chan-
nels to Racal-Vodafone. The
channels have been allocated on
the understanding that they be
returned by the end of Decem-
ber 1987.

Innovation Award
The Scottish Business in the

Community award for innova-
tion (SCOTBIC) has been won
by East Kilbride based Fern De-
velopments for their develop-
ment work on "High-Tec" digi-
tal filters.

The award, sponsored by the
National Girobank, Scotland,
was presented, together with a
cheque for f 1,000, by HRH The
Prince of Wales to Fern's Man-
aging Director Murdo Mackay
at a special ceremony in Glas-
gow recently.

Solar Power
Mitsubishi Electric Corpora-

tion of Japan, has developed the
world's highest performance
gallium arsenide (GaAs) solar
cell for space use with average
photoelectric conversion effi-
ciency of more than 20 per cent.

The cell, measuring 2 centi-
metres by 2 centimetres, em-
ploys metal organic chemical
vapor deposition (MOCVD)
technology and features maxi-
mum conversion efficiency of
21.9 per cent under air mass
zero condition and less deter-
ioration under radiation in out-
er space. Even after 10 years of
use in space, 82 per cent of its
original output will be
maintained.

MOCVD technology allows
simultaneous uniform growth
of many GaAs crystals. Based
on this, Mitsubishi have estab-
lished the mass production

technology to manufacture 120
such GaAs solar cells at a time.

A superlattice structure of
thin aluminium gallium arse-
nide and GaAs layers inserted
under the active portion of the
solar cell allowed improvement
in conversion efficiency with
layer thickness of less than half
of the conventional cell to re-
duce film making cost. To mini-
mize characteristic deteriora-
tion as a result of exposure to
radiation in outer space, they
also developed the technology
to decrease the depth of P -n
junction from 0.5 to 0.3 micron.

GaAs solar cells have higher
photoelectric conversion effi-
ciency and less efficiency deter-
ioration under exposure to radi-
ation and high temperature
compared with silicon solar
cells which have so far been
used in satellites.

ON COURSE
A listing of some forthcoming study courses:
Name: Radio Amateurs Course

Location: North Trafford College of Further Education
Date (Enrol.): September 2-4, 1987

Info.: North Trafford College, Tel: 061 872 3731

Name:
Location:

Date (Enrol.):
Info.:

Name:
Location:

Date (Enrol.):
Info.:

Name:
Location:

Date (Enrol.):
Info.:

Amateur Radio (C&G No. 765)
Addington High School, Croydon.
September 19 (9a.m.-1 2.30p.m.)
Addington, Tel: 0689 41461
Radio Amateurs Exam (C&G No. 765)
Hendon College, Colindale NW9.
September 9 (7.30p.m.-9.30p.m.)
Hendon College, Tel: 01-200 8300

Morse Classes and Radio Amateur Exam
Croydon College
September (7p.m.-9. 30p.m.)
Tom G3EUU, Tel: 01-668 1725

London Electronics College
The LEC new series of up -dated one year full-time BTEC

National Certificate courses starts from September 21.
Selection of subjects available include: Equipment Servic-
ing (TV, VCR & CCTV)-Computing Technology-Informa-
tion Technology-Software Engineering.

These courses are for those wishing to update or re-
train, either with Employer sponsorship (up to £1000 ATS
grant aid) or for those recently taking redundancy.

Details and Prospectus: The London Electronic College,
Tel: 01-373 8721.

YOUNG SCIENTISTS
TRIUMPH IN EUROPE

HREE young British scientists won major recognition in the
I "19th European Philips Competition for Young Scientists and

Inventors" held in Paris recently.
From a total of 27 entrants from 14 nations, Peter Badger,

aged 19, from West Bridgeford School, Nottingham, won an
award of 14,000FF (£1,424) for his computer based design
for improving table tennis skills. Placed third overall, Peter's
invention was praised by judges drawn from seven countries
for its thoroughness in design and its commercial potential.

Youngest contestants of the competition, Andrew Sutton
and Nicholas Porter, both aged 14, of Aylestone School,
Hereford, won Certificates of Distinction, worth 4,000FF
(£407) for their practical device to measure accurately ex-
tremely slow speeds of wire drawing in an annealing process,
for Messrs Wiggins Alloys of Hereford.

(left to right) Andrew, Nicholas and Peter with their commendations.
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BURST FIRE-1
MAIMS COMTROLLER
ANDY RIND

An inexpensive
controller for
soldering irons,
and other low
power heating
devices-also
useful as a lamp
flasher.

THE idea for this project arose when a new
soldering iron was purchased for the

author's workshop. The old iron was a
fifteen -watt model, perfectly adequate for
light electronic work, but sadly unequal to
the occasional heavier task. It was decided
that the replacement should be a twenty-
five watt iron, especially as a very popular
version just happened to be on "special
offer" at the time.

The extra power is sometimes useful, but
for lighter day-to-day work it soon proved
to be an embarrassment. The bit (an iron -
coated type) continually oxidised and re-
fused to tin properly; eventually it turned
blue and started to warp! Joints made with
it took ages to solidify and displayed the
typical appearance of overheating . . . in
short, something had to be done.

BURST FIRE
The usual method of controlling light

loads is by variable phase control, as used in
lamp dimmers. Even when well suppressed
though, these create a lot of radio frequency
interference at close range, especially un-
welcome where sensitive electronic equip-
ment is being tested. As a soldering iron has
a fair degree of thermal inertia, some form
of "burst fire" controller seemed the best
solution, as these are inherently inter-
ference -free.

Since the mains supply alternates
between positive and negative peak voltages
at fifty hertz, it follows that it must pass
through zero a hundred times a second. If
the load can be switched on and off at, or
very close to, these zero points, the switch-
ing device will not make or break any heavy
currents so the interference generated will
in consequence be negligible. "Burst fire"
controllers switch loads on and off at regu-
lar intervals, the switching taking place at
zero crossings. The net power delivered
depends on the ratio between the "on" and
"off- times.

EEI 05%61
(a)

CLOCK

(b) (c)

Fig. I a. CMOS NAND gate oscillator. Fig. 1 b. Oscillator built with a "D" type flip-flop. Fig.
lc. Substitute for R1 to obtain variable mark to space output.

Switching "off" at the right moment is
easy. If the drive is removed from a triac
gate it will continue to conduct until the
current passing through it falls to a low
level, which of course coincides with the
low voltage point (for a resistive load). Thus
the correct "off" point is selected automati-
cally. Switching on is slightly more difficult;
the right point has to be sensed in some way
and drive applied to the triac at that exact
moment.

Custom chips are available for the job,
but are not really suited to light loads. The
reason for this is that they usually fire the
triac with a very short pulse to the gate, then
rely on the "on" condition being main-
tained by the load current. With a small
load such as a twenty-five watt iron this is
likely to be insufficient at the point where
the gate pulse ends; for such applications a
continuous gate drive is better. Fortunately

it is possible to construct an extremely
simple circuit around a "D" type flip-flop
which will not only generate the required
variable mark -space timing function, but
can be synchronised to the zero crossings
through its clock input.

A common oscillator circuit that can be
built with the two inverting logic gates is
shown in Fig. I a. Positive feedback is
applied right around the circuit via capaci-
tor C and R2, ensuring clean and positive
switching. However, after each switching
action, negative feedback from RI gradual-
ly pulls the input towards the opposite
polarity until another change of state takes
place. R2, by the way, prevents the gate's
input protection from loading the timing
circuit.

In Fig. I b the same circuit is shown built
,

with a "D" type flip-flop. With this type of
device, the "Q" output will assume the state
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present on the "D" input, whilst the "Q"
output will take up the opposite state. We
thus have an input and two opposing out-
puts, so an oscillator circuit can be con-
structed exactly as before. However,
changes of input are only transferred to the
outputs when the "clock" input changes
state, so this can be used to synchronize
output changes to another input signal.

As shown, the output will have equal
"on" and "off" periods, but with some
simple additions these can be altered as
desired. If a linear pot is used for RI with a
couple of steering diodes, the output will
have a constant frequency but the ratio
between high and low states will be directly
proportional to the pot setting.

CIRCUIT
The full circuit appears in Fig. 2. A low

voltage supply for the electronics is derived
from the mains through a series capacitor,
Cl, together with diodes D1, D2 and Zener
D3. C2 stores and smoothes the output.
With capacitive mains droppers there is
always a slight risk of catastrophic failure
should the capacitor fail, but in the author's
experience this is uncommon, especially
where protection against high voltage tran-
sients (VDRI) is provided. Capacitors are
much cheaper and easier to mount on
p.c.b.s than transformers!

To generate the clock signal, current
flowing through R2 is passed through the
transistor's base -emitter junction during
positive half -cycles, turning it on. During
the negative periods it flows through D4,
and the transistor turns off. A logic signal
synchronised to the mains can thus be taken
from its collector. The i.c. used, a CMOS
4013B, actually contains two "D" type flip-
flops. The first of these is used as described,
the output switching at about 1Hz, with the
on-off ratio being adjustable through
VR I .

The flip-flops in the 4013 are also provid-
ed with "set" and "reset" inputs, which can
be used to drive the outputs directly regard-
less of the "D" and the "clock" inputs. In
the first stage these are not used so they are
connected to ground. The second flip-flop is
used simply as a follower to buffer the
output before it drives the triac. Its "set"
and "reset" inputs are driven from the "Q"

and "a" outputs of the first stage, and the
unused "D" and "clock" inputs are
grounded.

The triac is a C206D, chosen for this
project as it is readily available and requires
less gate current than most other types. The
neon lamp is optional; it provides indica-
tion that the unit is operating correctly and
if, like the author, you're in the habit of
forgetting to switch off the iron after a long
day at the bench, the flashing will serve as a
useful reminder!

CONSTRUCTION
Construction of this project is quite

straightforward, so little needs to be said
about it. Since live testing is difficult and a
faulty component in some areas could result
in a fair degree of destruction, it is a good
idea to check some of the parts before
insertion, in particular diodes Dl to D4.
Zener D3 can be tested with a suitable
voltage source, say a couple of nine volt
batteries, and a series resistor of 1 k or so
(R6 will suffice for this), then measure the
voltage across the diode-it should be I 2V.
Fig. 3 shows the positions of all the com-
ponents; take care to ensure that the diodes
are fitted the correct way round.

TESTING
Testing, of course, must be carried out

with due regard for the fact that all of the

Fig. 2. Complete circuit of the Burst Fire Mains Controller.
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circuit will be connected directly to the mains
and MUST therefore be treated as "live". It
is suggested that a socket is used for ICI,
and initially the unit should be plugged in
without this i.c. It is a good idea to connect
the meter probes to the points indicated
before plugging in, to eliminate the risk of
making contact with live parts. Begin with

COMPONENTS

Resistors
RI
R2
R3,5
R4
R6

See

page 484
390 1 wati
100k 1 watt
10k (2 off)
1M
1k

All 0.5W types except R1 and R2

Potentiometer
VR1 470k lin. carbon with

nylon or plastic spindle

Capacitors
C1 0.47p 250V r.m.s.

a.c. suppression type
C2 470p axial lead elect.

25V
C3 1 p polyester layer

Semiconductors
IC 1 CMOS 4013B dual

"D" type flip-flop
TR1 BC184L
D1,D2,D4 1N4007 (3 off)
D3 BZX61C12V 12volt

Zener
D5,D6 1N4148 (2 off)
CSR C2060 triac

Miscellaneous
VDR1 mains transient suppres-
sor; printed circuit board available
from the EE PCB Service, order
code 578; ABS box, 120 x 65 x
40mm; plastic control knob;
240V mains neon indicator (with
integral resistor); 8 -pin d.i.l. sock-
et; connecting wire; fixings etc.

Approx. cost
Guidance only £10
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Fig. 3. Layout and wiring of the controller. The earth wires from the mains input and tothe load should be connected together with a screw connector-see photo.

the meter connected across the 470pt capaci-
tor C2, set to a range covering up to 250
volts d.c. This will protect your meter if a
fault is present.

Plug in, and if there is scarcely any
reading, reduce the meter range until you
can see the voltage on C2, which should be
around 11.5 to 12 volts. If this seems
correct, unplug and reconnect the meter
between negative and the bottom end of R3
(collector of TR1), which should read
around five volts when plugged in again.
This is an average reading, indicating that
TR I is switching properly. Ignore any read-
ing present when the unit is unplugged,
which will be due to charge stored in C2. If
all appears well, it remains only to insert
IC I and plug in again; the neon indicator
should begin to flash at about I Hz, and
adjustment of VR I should vary the flashes
from so brief they're just visible to so long
they're very nearly continuous.

FINAL ASSEMBLY
The layout of the unit in its case is shown

in Fig. 4. The "cord -grip" arrangement is a
little unusual; since the unit is rather com-
pact, there isn't space for most of the
available types of cable clamp. The solution
is to place a nylon 2BA or similar screw
between the two cable entry holes and tie
the cables firmly to it with a couple ofnylon
cable -ties. This provides a compact, cheap
and effective fixing for both leads. No metal
parts should be exposed on the outside of
the case. A potentiometer with a nylon shaft
and a plastic knob must be used. The unit
must be connected to the mains via a fused
(3A) plug.

41= 111112m

II SU SUM tg
NYLON BOLT

CABLE TIES

(E 01

Fig. 4. Method of securing the mains leads.

IN USE
Though designed to control a soldering

iron, this simple unit could be used or
adopted for a host of other applications. It
can be employed anywhere where a low-
power interference -free controller is re-
quired, for instance with an electric blanket.
The specified triac is rated at three amps,
permitting safe use with loads up to about
500 watts (though a small heatsink may be
required above a couple of hundred watts).

Alternatively it could be used to operate
flashing displays of various kinds, disco
lights, Christmas tree lights, and so forth.
The flash rate can easily be altered or made
variable just by changing the pot connec-
tions and the value of C3. Two pots would
allow independent adjustment of the "on"
and "off' periods. C3 of course must be
non -polarised: in practice this means that
larger values should be made from two
electrolytics placed back-to-back. Low -
leakage types such as tantalums are prefera-
ble for this. The prototype has been tested
with two I0µ tantalum beads giving a flash
rate of around five seconds, with no prob-
lems at all.

LETTERS
Improving
Sir-I have been reading EE ever since the
very first issue (November 1971 and I still
have it!), through the years the magazine
has been featuring transistor only projects,
then onto i.c. projects and now to com-
puter projects. The magazine has im-
proved ever since and is improving even
more as the years go on, who knows we
might see a project using fibre optics
instead of connecting wires.

I read S. Hudman's letter in the EE July
issue and agree with him that there are
very limited projects for the Commodore
64/128, I would like to buy an EPROM
Programmer to interface with my comput-
er but alas they are too expensive, I would
like to see this as a future project in EE but,
I'm good at building projects but not
designing them so this is a hint to any
project designer.

I noticed that there are two features in
the magazine for Spectrum and the BBC
computers but none for the humble Com-
modore. So how about it Mr Kenward, will
there be a page or half a page for us
Commodore owners? I'm sure that after S.
Hudman's letter was printed it will now
create a flood of letters from other Com-
modore owners . .

Alan Smith
Aberdeen

The Fibrealarm (EE April 85) used an optic
fibre as part of a loop alarm system-another
project using fibre optics is now being
designed.

The "flood" of letters is now about six.

Electronics on the
Curriculum
Sir-I have noticed with interest the recent
correspondence about electronics in
schools. As someone closely involved in
teaching and examining electronics at both
"0" and "A" level perhaps I could be
allowed to make a few points.

(1) Electronics is most usually found in
schools as modules within other subjects
(e.g. Physics or CDT), only rarely is it
taught as a separate subject. Whether this
picture will change significantly remains to
be seen.

(2) While the systems approach, where
pupils of 12-13-14 assemble working
electronic systems from prebuilt modular
boards, is excellent for making children
aware of what electronic systems are
capable of and giving them some "design"
experience, albeit somewhat constrained
by resources, there comes a time when to
progress further pupils have to be shown
how to design with electronics at the
"naked chip" level. Unfortunately most
modular courses do not get heavily into
this area which is a pity since it is only here
that pupils begin to feel "in control" of
what they are doing. There is always some
mystery about modular boards which able
pupils are unhappy with. At the naked chip
level concepts such as the potential di-
vider, voltage and current requirements of
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inputs and outputs, loading effects and
interfacing come to dominate and need
teaching and practical experience.

(3) At this school we have been fortunate
to be able to assemble classes for fully
blown courses at "0" and "A" level and
most students appear to enjoy the work. It
has been interesting to note that a high
proportion of those taking the senior
course have decided to undertake elec-
tronics related courses at University, some
with considerable distinction. I am told
that they would not normally have consi-
dered electronics as a career had they not
experienced it in a practical sense in the
lower part of the school. This backs up
your point about the need for coherent
courses pre 16.

(4) Hobbyists do not rule OK. The days are
long since past when the supply of elec-
tronics engineers could come mainly from
those who have discovered it as a hobby
during their teenage years. One could claim
that such people have taken up electronics
in spite of their school experience. What
we need now are coherent courses of real
substance within which young people can
discover that the subject is interesting,
challenging and useful regardless of hobby
interest. Being a girl's school none of our
pupils would normally have electronics as
a hobby nor would they call into WH
Smiths to buy an electronics magazine, yet
given experience of the work in school
some are indeed prepared to base a career
on it. Such courses already exist but many
schools find it difficult to fit them into a
school week. We are here up against not
just the old arts/science divide of C. P.
Snow but the updated tripartite divide of
arts/science/technik. Electronics is of
course part of technik-a concept weak in
English culture and education.

(5) Physics as a discipline is in no way
essential to the study of electronics and
many science teachers fail to realize this.
How many pupils who say "I would like to
be an electronics engineer" are told
"Oh-you will need strong Physics then".
Whether the Universities or Colleges ask
for it or not this is simply not true. Some
mathematical facility is of course impor-
tant but having Physics is a bonus, not an
essential.

(6) Do not base your case for teaching
electronics on its economic value alone. Its
educational virtues lie in its systems orien-
tated thinking and the problem solving
approach, together with the global applica-
bility of concepts such as feedback and
stability. If examples are needed consider
the effect of opinion polls on an election
outcome or the importance of systems
ideas to ecological problems. We would
wish to teach electronics whether there
were jobs at the end of it or not. In fact I am
very cynical about the current attempts to
attract more women into electronics. This
has only occurred because there is a

shortage and not through altruism and
ideas of natural equality. Should the short-
age disappear will there still be the cries to
encourage women? -1 think not. A certain
critical mass of women in the engineering
professions may significantly change the
tasks engineering applies itself to. Are the
men in the profession ready for this? This
brings me to my final point.

(7) To obtain a "good press" amongst
school students electronics as a discipline
must decouple itself from the arms and

weaponry industries and the issue of tech-
nologically caused unemployment. It is not
just a case of emphasising medical, caring,
conservationist and humanly orientated
applications in publicity but actually em-
phasising them in fact. Having half our
working engineers connected to the "nas-
ty" end of the business is nothing to be
proud of even if the most alluring or
complex technology is to be found there.
Do we need an Engineering Hippocratic
Oath? One could claim that Physics had
committed suicide by its association in
people's minds with 'the bomb' and Cher-
nobyl and one would not like to see
electronics and Information Technology
go the same way. At the moment the latter
appear to have a relatively neutral image.
Will things stay that way?

We were warned nearly two decades
ago about the social strains electronics
developments would bring to society and
the schools are now feeling some of them.
I do assure you that we are doing our best
to cope while trying to serve many mas-
ters. A large infusion of directly targetted
money to go to all secondary schools to
buy equipment and teacher preparation
time would go a long way towards improv-
ing the numbers taking up electronics. (We
have yet to see the effects of the TVEI
schemes.) As a discipline in schools it is

capable of selling itself given sufficient
equipment and knowledgable staff. What
other suggestions do people have for
getting electronics a decent slice of the
curriculum.

Your own efforts to champion this cause
are to be applauded.

Paul Stevenson
Physics/Electronics Dept

Norwich High School for Girls
Norwich

Teaching Experience
Sir-Although I have only subscribed to
your magazine since last September, your
editorial in the May 1987 issue has
prompted me to write and inform you of
my experience of teaching electronics.

I am a teacher of Maths and Physics at
The British School in The Netherlands and
have taught there since 1975. Two years
ago, due to a change in our Physics
syllabus at "0" level, I was faced with the
task of teaching a small amount of elec-
tronics to the fifth form. This was a topic
about which, even as a Physics teacher, I
knew absolutely nothing. In order to edu-
cate myself I decided to run a CEE (Certifi-
cate of Extended Education) course for a
small group of sixth formers first, with the
idea that we could learn together and then I
would be able to teach my fifth formers
properly. I used Robert Penfold's book
Electronics-build and learn as a main guide
and any other electronics book I could get
my hands on.

In the beginning it was incredibly diffi-
cult, perhaps you cannot imagine it but I

still remember the problems. Here are a
few examples: I did not know of the
existence of "S Dec" or "Breadboard" (in
fact I

still don't know what breadboard
really means). I did not know what I.e.d.
stood for, nor what a "seven segment
display" was. Transistor numbers were
very confusing, ZTX300 sounds a lot
different to BC109. What is the difference
between a bistable, a multivibrator and a
flip flop . . . etc.

However I pressed on with the CEE
syllabus as it appeared to be suitable and it
contained a fair emphasis on practical
work. Being inexperienced and also unable
to visit other schools to see how to run
such a course, I wrote to the Examining
Board for advice. I received from them a
copy of their detailed syllabus notes. I did
not find these notes at all helpful. My
letters to the Examining Board regarding
the standard of my pupils' practical project
were not answered: I had to assess the
projects but still do not know if, a) I

assessed them fairly, b) the standard of
the projects was satisfactory.

My point is that the Examining Board will
award the certificates but they do not
appear to have the resources to provide
adequate advice or teaching material for
anyone wishing to run the courses! If, at
the same time as using their wisdom to
compile a syllabus they prepared detailed,
structured notes and a suggested teaching
plan, together with a list of available
equipment, then teachers like me would
not find the task so daunting and would
certainly make a better job of it!

Fortunately, last September (1986) I

came across your magazine. Owen Bi-
shop's Exploring Electronics series is really
excellent and pitched just at the right level
for my pupils. I myself find it very enlight-
ening and I look forward to trying out the
circuits each month. It contains just the
sort of information I would have appreciat-
ed from the Examining Board and it pro-
vides an interesting and stimulating
course. I will certainly use it in my teaching
next year.

I too would like more students to be able
to move into employment in the field of
electronics but how do I guide them?
Perhaps you can help me-I have two
requests for information.

Firstly, as the CEE will cease to exist
soon, can you tell me what "certificate"
courses are commonly recognised in the
UK and could you recommend one in
particular (roughly which is equivalent to
the CEE?)

Secondly, I see advertisements for
"Teach In" courses in your magazine but I
do not know exactly what they are. Is it
possible to buy a complete course as a
package, including the computer software,
or is it necessary to buy back issues (now
sold out) of EE from October '85 to June
'86? Would the software be any use on its
own? I would very much appreciate any
information you could send me on this
matter. We have BBC computers here at
school and if "Teach In" is at all suitable, I
would like to get it organised as soon as
possible.

Chris Davis
The British School in The Netherlands

"Breadboard" is derived from one form of
construction of prototypes used in the early
days of radio. This consisted of a wooden
board into which were hammered panel
pins; the circuit was then constructed on this
base. Modern plug in "breadboards" are of
course much neater and re -usable.

We believe the City & Guilds courses will
be of interest to you in place of CEE-see our
new series starting next month.

Our various Teach -In series are aimed at
teaching beginners the basics of electronics.
They have been running since 1971. Teach
In '86 will be republished as a book in the
very near future-price around £2. The

Teach -In '86 tapes are useful on their own
as they are in the form of questions and
answers on electronics theory.
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Part 15 Investigating logic circuits

AS
THEIRname implies, logic circuits
carry out a logical operation. Such

a circuit may have one or more input
terminals and one output terminal.

The state of the output is determined
by the state of the inputs, depending on
a logical rule. What the rule is depends
on the "wiring" of the circuit.

Logical circuits can be built up from
diodes, transistors and other compon-
ents but ready-made integrated circuits
give better performance at lower cost.
The i.c. chosen for these investigations
is the 7400 i.c. It contains fourseparate
and identical logic gates, see Fig 15.1.

A logic gate is the logical unit out of
which more complicated logic circuits
can be built. Each gate of the 7400 has
two inputs and performs the NAND
operation. We will not try to under-
stand "how it works", but simply to
find out "What It Does".

INVESTIGATION ONE

We shall commence our investiga-
tion of logic circuits by taking a look at
the operation of just one NAND gate as
shown in Fig. 15.2. The i.c. needs a
power supply through pins 7 and 14.
Pin 14 is connected to the positive
supply and pin 7 to OV ("ground"), as
shown in the demonstration bread-
board layout in Fig 15.3. This supply
feeds all four gates.

Note that the 7400 series of logic
i.c.s, to which the 7400 i.c. belongs, is
designed to work on a 5V supply. A 6V
supply may be used, but never use
anything higher than 6V.

The output of the gate is indicated
by the light emitting diode (l.e.d.), DI.
This lights when output is "high", and
is off when output is "low".

There are two inputs to which we
attach flying leads, A and B. Try
connecting them both to OV (both low),
then one to low and one to 6V (high),
and finally connect both to high. Check
that the behaviour of the output agrees
with the Truth Table for NAND as
described in the next section.

OV

(GROUND)

(EE107661

Fig. 15.1. The 7400 i.c. showing the pin
connections for its four NAND gates.

LOGIC GATES
Inputs and outputs may be either

"high" (for example +6V) or "low"
(-0V). For convenience, we represent a
high input or output by "1" and a low
input or output by "0". The way a logic
gate behaves depends on the logical
operation it is designed to perform.

Fig. 15.2. Investigating the action of a
NAND gate. The numbers by the gate
terminals are the i.c. pin numbers.

This series is de-
signed to explain the
workings of electronic
components and circuits
by involving the reader
in experimenting with
them. There will not be
masses of theory or for-
mulae but straightfor-
ward explanations and
circuits to build and ex-
periment with.

There are three main logical
operations:

NOT (also called INVERT): There is
only one input. The output is the
opposite of the input. If the input is
"I", output is "0". If the input is "0",
output is "1".

OR: There are two or more inputs. If
any one or more inputs are high, the
output is high. So output is low only if
all inputs are low.

AND: There are two or more inputs.
If all inputs are high, then output is
also high. But if any one or more inputs
are low, output is low.

The action of these gates can be
summarised in the following truth
tables:

Fig. 15.3. Demonstration component lay-
out for the NAND gate.
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NOT OR AND
Input Output Inputs Output Inputs Output

A B A B

0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 1 0

1 0 1 0 0
1 1 1 1 1

Although the diagrams and tables
above show only two inputs, remember
that OR and AND gates can have more
than two inputs.

MORE LOGIC GATES
Three other kinds of logic gate are

often used:
NOR: which is short for NOT -OR. It

is equivalent to an OR gate followed by
a NOT gate, so its output is the
opposite of that of an OR gate.

NAND: which is short for NOT -
AND. It is equivalent to an AND gate
followed by a NOT gate, so its output is
the opposite of that of an AND gate.

EXCLUSIVE -OR: there are two in-
puts. Output is high when one OR the
other BUT NOT BOTH of the inputs
are high. When both inputs are low or
both are high, output is low.

The action of the gates is summar-
ised in the following Truth Tables:

1-P0

'IN 14

fEE1079Gi

COMPONENTS -1

Fig. 15.4. Another way of using a 2 -input
NAND gate.

Next, using your breadboard, layout
and connect up the circuit of Fig
15.5(a). Try to work out what will
happen when A and B are touched (i)

NOR NAND EXCLUSIVE -OR
Inputs
A B

Outputs Inputs
A B

Outputs Inputs
A B

Outputs

0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1

1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1

1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0

INVESTIGATION TWO

Try the effect of joining both inputs
of the NAND gate together as shown in
Fig 15.4. Work out what you think will
happen when the flying lead A is
touched to (i) low and (ii) high. Try it
and see. What is the name given to this
logical operation? (answer p.506).

both to low, (ii) one to high and one
low, and finally (iii) both to high. Try
it.

Check the Truth Tables to see which
logical operation these three gates are
performing. (answer p.000) Repeat for
the circuit of Fig 15.5(b). How could
you build a NOR gate, using NAND
gates?

page 484

Resistors
R1, R2 180 ohm (2 off)
All 0.25W 5% carbon

Semiconductors
D1, D2, TIL 209 or similar light -
emitting diode
IC1 7400 quadruple NAND gate

Miscellaneous
Breadboard (e.g. Verobloc); con-
necting wire and 5Vto 6V supply.

Approx. cost
Guidance only,

Fig. 15.5. Two more ways of connecting
NAND gates.
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INVESTIGATION THREE

Fig. 15.6. A "flip-flop" circuit using NAND
gates.

Connect up two gates as shown in
the circuit diagram Fig 15.6 and the
"test bed" component layout Fig. 15.7.
In your previous experiments, you may
have noticed that, when an input is not
connected to anything, it behaves as if
it was connected to high.

The two inputs A and B are both high
when unconnected, as in the diagram.
Now touch one of them to low. What
happens? Now take it away from low
again. What happens?-Maybe noth-
ing has happened so far.

Now touch the other input to low.
What happens now? Remove it from
low, then touch it to low again. Does
anything happen? Play around with
this circuit until you have found out
just how it behaves.

This circuit has the properties of a
bistable or "flip-flop", like the one
described in Part 7 of EVERYDAY ELEC-
TRONICS January 1987. It is much
easier to build. It can remember which
input was the last one to be made low.
Bistables similar to this are used by the
thousand in the memory i.c.s of pocket
calculators and computers.

Try any other ways of joining gates
that you can think of: try to work out
what should happen, then find out if it
does. You can join two or more input
pins together; you can feed an output

ANSWERS
Fig 15.4 is equivalent to a NOT
gate.

Fig 15.5a is equivalent to an OR
gate.

Fig 15.5b is equivalent to an
AND gate.

Make a NOR gate by feeding the
output of Fig 15.5a to a NOT
gate, made as in Fig 15.4.

Fig. 15.7. Test-bed component layout for
demonstrating the action of the "flip-flop"
circuit.

to up to eight inputs: but you can NOT
wire two or more outputs together.
Next Month: Oscillators using logic
i.c.s.

MARKET PLACE
MICRO Ammeters, Voltmeters, ISOL-
trans, 3phs motor, wattmeter, PSU, 50
volt trans. £10 the lot. Blackburn, 57 Friern
Watch Avenue, Nth. Finchley, London
N12 9NY. Tel: 01-445 6997.
FOR SALE: Two Centronics 101 printers
with manuals and spare parts £280. ono.
Tel: Haddenham (0844) 291993.
WANTED Elan Enterprise 164 basic car-
tridge or complete computer, cheaply. Mr.
J.D. Crossley, "The White House", Lim-
penhoe, Norfolk NR13 3AL. Tel: Gt. Yar-
mouth 700332.
EPROMS 2716 2K blanked and fully
working £1 each. David Keene, 3 Tre-
lawny Road, Exhall, Coventry CV7 9FB.
Tel: (0203) 490050 (evenings).

WANTED: Newbrain A/AD computer cir-
cuit diagram, also operating manual. S.
Coppin, 3 St. Pauls Road, Honiton, Devon
EX14 8BR.
WANTED: Panel meters with scales of 0-
20V f.s.d. and 0-1A must be unscratched
and same size. S. G. Phelan, 47 Dooth-
orpe, 0.P.E., Hull HU5 9HA. Tel: 0482
851244.
PRESENT address of Teleton Electronics
Audio Co. or circuit of Teleton Amplifier
54Q-307. Tel: Accrington (0254) 35672.
JUPITER Ace User Domain Resource
Centre hardware and software projects for
free. For details contact: Ian Jones, 21
Dene Street, Pallion, Sunderland, Tyne &
Wear.

FREE READERS ADS.
RULES Maximum of 16 words plus ad-
dress and/or phone no. Private advertisers
only (trade or business ads. can be placed
in our classified columns). Items related to
electronics only. No computer software.
EE cannot accept responsibility for the
accuracy of ads. or for any transaction
arising between readers as a result of a free
ad. We reserve the right to refuse adver-
tisements. Each ad. must be accompanied
by a cut-out valid "date corner". Ads.
will not appear (or be returned) if these
rules are broken.

COMPONENTS, resistors, capacitors,
transistors, diodes, pots, switches, cable.
£10. M. Topping, Tree Court A, Owens
Park, Fallowfield, Manchester M14 6HD.
WANTED: Sinclair ZX81 computer in
good working order preferably with in-
struction and/or accessories. C. C.
Fowler, 32 Joselin Close, Earls Colne,
Essex C06 2SE.

Name & Address:

Please read the RULES then write your advertisement here-
one word to each box. Add your name, address and/or phone no.
Please publish the following small ad. FREE in the next available
issue. I am not a dealer in electronics or associated equipment. I
have read the rules. I enclose a cut-out valid date corner.

Signature Date
COUPON VALID FOR POSTING BEFORE 18 SEPT., 1987
(One month later for overseas readers.)
SEND TO: EE MARKET PLACE, EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS, 6
CHURCH STREET, WIMBORNE, DORSET BH21 1JH.

For readers who don't want to damage the issue send a photostat or a copy of the coupon (filled in of course) with a cut-out valid "date corner"
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EITERTAINMENT
BY BARRY FOX

Time Warp
We all know the old adage GIGO; gar-

bage in, garbage out. If you give a compu-
ter poor information, it will give you poor
answers. We also all know the other old
adage; computers don't make mistakes,
it's the people who use them.

Not always. Sometimes the people who
use computers are trapped by the mis-
takes made by others-Try these two.

Recently owners of Apricot computers
wondered why their files were coming up
with the wrong date and accounting sys-
tems were going up the spout. Closer
examination showed that the date stored
in their computer's calendar memory was
40 days and 40 nights out of step.

This can put the wrong dates on test,
letters and invoices. Apricot discovered
that the fault lies in the Basic Input/Output
System, or BIOS, which was for several
years supplied with all Apricots.

The BIOS is software which interfaces
the computer's electrical circuits with the
operating system software controlling all
its vital functions. A battery -backed clock
inside the computer is controlled by the
BIOS and is supposed to keep a permanent
running check on the time and date, with
allowance for leap years.

For several years the Apricot clock
worked properly. Then, at the beginning of
March 1987, it went wrong by 40 days
and will stay wrong for the next full year.

Apricot has been trying to salvage the
situation by offering owners an updated
version of the BIOS software. But replac-
ing the old BIOS with the new version
requires a degree of computer skill well
beyond most business users. Worse still,
some programs tailored to the BIOS will
not work properly with the new BIOS. The
keyboard is different and the screen lay-
out changes for some programs. Some
"utility" programs just aren't usable.

For these people Apricot is offering an
extra program, which, when loaded into
the computer, automatically back -dates
the clock by 40 days every time the
computer is switched on. But installing this
program also requires a fair knowledge of
how computers work. Fine for readers of
EE but not so fine for businesses which
regard computers as glorified typewriters.

Reserved Word
The MS-DOS operating system from

Microsoft has now become the de facto
standard for home and personal comput-
ers. So all over the world people are using
MS-DOS machines as word processors.

Let's suppose you are writing an article,
as I was recently, about electrical connec-
tions. When the text was written I went to
save it on disc as a file named Con. The
word processing program automatically
put a .doc label on the end.

The word processor immediately told
me that there was already a file named
Con.doc on the disc. I knew there wasn't
but did a directory check. This confirmed
that there was no such file on the disc. So I
tried to save again and the computer asked
me if I wanted to overwrite what it said
was already there, but I knew wasn't.

All right, I thought, if you think there is
something there called Con.doc, go ahead
and overwrite it. So I entered the com-
mand. Immediately the system threw up
its hands in horror and crashed.

Subsequently I found that something
similar is likely to happen with other short
words like "aux" and "corn", file names
you might perhaps use when writing an
article about auxiliary power supplies or
common ground connections.

"0' yes", said a computer -wise friend,
"they are reserved words. MS-DOS uses
them as basic commands, so you can't use
them as file names for wordprocessing, or
spreadsheets or databases."

I phoned Microsoft, authors of MS-DOS.
"0' yes, it's a well known fact", said

Microsoft. "We've never had any reports
of problems. Any good programmer
should write the wordprocessing software
round it, to warn the user".

I asked Microsoft what their own word
processing program WORD did when
someone tries to save a file with a re-
served name. It gives a -disc full" error
message, Microsoft told me.

Why not a more useful message like
"You cannot use this file name, it is one of
our reserved words"?

"It's a well known fact etc etc", came
back Microsoft. "It always has been and it
always will be. No-one uses those words
for files" Not true. / did.

So here's what I am going to do. The
next time I am at a trade or public computer
show, with the opportunity to get my
hands on equipment, I am going to go
round every stand that is running a word
processor program, type in a couple of
words and try to save them as a test file
with the file name Con. Then we'll see
whether "it's a well known fact".

Speak Easy
Hi fi buffs lie awake at night, not dream-

ing of music, but worrying about the latest
development and whether they should
have it.

Over recent years loudspeaker cables
have been a major source of hi fi worry.
Few people dispute that it makes poor
sense to use thin bell wire to carry the
heavy currents at low voltage with which
modern amplifiers drive modern loud-
speakers.

The currents are high because modern
loudspeakers are inefficient at converting
electrical energy into sound. This is the
penalty we pay for higher fidelity and good
bass response from a small cabinet.

Effectively the speaker system has to
throw away some energy in the middle and
upper frequency range so that the low
frequency sound energy can be of match-
ing level.

If the speaker connecting cables are thin
wires of high resistance, then some of the
expensive audio energy from the amplifier
is converted into useless heat before it
even gets to the loudspeakers.

There is a wide choice now of specialist
loudspeaker cables, made from thick, low
resistance copper. Sometimes the copper
is braided and sometimes it is formed by a

process which aligns the crystals and
minimises the amount of oxygen impurity.
All this is supposed to improve the sound.

Whether linear oxygen free copper cable
(LOFC) really makes a difference, or
whether the difference is heard only by
people who have paid extra for their cables
and want to hear a difference, is a moot
point. But certainly there is a lot to be said
for using thick copper wires.

The cheapest way of buying thick cop-
per wire is to go to an electricians' shop -
not a hi fi dealer - and buy 15A or even
30A mains wiring cable. The copper cores
are thick and has very low resistance.

Although mains cable is expensive, it is
far cheaper than fancy hi fi cable. The only
problem is that when you buy heavy mains
wire, it comes as 3 -core cable, not 2 -core.
So you are paying heavily for an extra core
which serves no useful purpose. Now,
there is a purpose for this extra core.

Bi-Grounding
Marantz, once an American hi fi com-

pany but now a Japanese operation with a
majority shareholding owned by Philips,
has come up with an idea called "bi-
grounding". The original proposal came
from Marantz engineer Ken Ishiwata who
is Japanese but works in Europe. His
design for a loudspeaker which uses three
wires instead of two is now being made in
England for the European market by Good -
mans of Havant-A cosmopolitan idea!

Hi fi loudspeakers contain at least two
separate transducers, one designed to
handle only low frequencies ("woofers")
and the other only high frequencies
("tweeters"). In the most expensive hi fi
systems these transducers are individually
powered by separate amplifiers connected
by separate pairs of wires. In less expen-
sive systems the loudspeaker is fed from a
single amplifier by a single pair of wires,
and the separate transducers inside the
loudspeaker are joined together by an
electric circuit called a "crossover". This
separates the high and low frequency
signals and feeds only low frequency sig-
nals to one transducer and only high
frequency signals to the other.

Ken Ishiwata's idea is to provide a
halfway stage between these two, expen-
sive and cheap, approaches. He believes
that there is unwanted electrical interac-
tion between the two transducers if they
share the same "negative earth" wire to
the amplifier.

This is because all transducers produce
spurious signals (back e.m.f.) and if these
feed back into the crossover, low frequen-
cy signals will reach the high frequency
transducer. By using separate "earth"
wires back to the amplifier there is less
chance of interaction in the crossover.

As supplied, the Marantz loudspeaker
has a short bridging wire between two of
the terminals, so that owners can connect
it in conventional manner with an ordinary
pair of wires running to a pair of terminals
on a hi fi amplifier. Adventurous hi fi enthu-
siasts, however, can remove the bridging
wire and try connecting the loudspeaker to
their amplifier using 3 -core cable instead of
2 -core cable. This, claims Marantz, gives a
marked improvement in sound quality.

By subcontracting manufacture to UK
company Goodmans, Marantz has kept
the cost down to under £200 a stereo pair
of loudspeakers. It is easy for people to try
the bi-ground connection if they want, by
using the third, unused, core of mains
cable.
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CAR OPERHEATIMG
ALARM
T.A.deVAUN BURNIE

An audible bleep
warning of car
overheating

THIS circuit was designed with caravan-
ning in mind since the engines of many

tow cars tend to overheat especially in
mountainous areas. It could also be useful
to non -caravanning readers who experience
overheating problems with any car. It is
suitable for both positive and negative -
earth systems.

AUDIBLE WARNING
Although the car may be fitted with a

water temperature gauge, the reading on
this is easily missed and an audible warning
is more effective in attracting attention.
Some designs produce a continuous signal
in the event of overheating. This is unneces-
sary and causes undue annoyance especially
since it may take several minutes for the
engine to cool to normal operating tempera-
ture again. In the present system, a short
bleep (of nominally one second duration) is
given each half -minute. This gives excellent
warning without being obtrusive.

The entire circuit, apart from the engine -
mounted temperature sensor, is housed in a
plastic box with an audible warning device
mounted on top. A terminal block connects
the sensor and car electrical supply. The
sensor is attached with adhesive so, al-
though firmly mounted on the engine, it
may be removed should the need arise.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The circuit of the Overheating Alarm is

shown in Fig. I; ICI is an operational
amplifier used in comparator mode. It
switches on when the temperature of the
sensor, RI, rises above some preset va-
lue-nominally 95 degrees C. The potential
divider, R3/R4, applies a fixed reference
voltage to ICI non -inverting input (pin
three). A second potential divider is formed
between R2 and VR1 in the upper section
and R 1 in the lower one. Since R I is a
negative temperature coefficient device, its
resistance falls as its temperature rises.
Thus, the voltage applied to the inverting
input falls with rising temperature.

With correct adjustment of VR I , the
inverting input voltage will fall below the
non -inverting one at the required tempera-

RS
16

RE10614j

03
IN4001

FSI
IA

CAR
CHASSIS

Fig. 1 Circuit diagram of the Car Overheating Alarm.

ture. ICI ouput (pin six) then goes high
(positive supply voltage). This allows no
current to flow through R6 and D2 since D2
is reverse -biased. There is therefore no
effect on IC2 which functions as a free -
running mulitvibrator producing a train of
positive -going pulses from its output (pin
three). With the values of Cl, R7 and R8
used in the prototype, each pulse will be
high for 30 seconds and low for one second
approximately.

Transistors TRI and TR2 invert the
pulses to give short high and low states (see

Fig. 2). This happens in the following way.
With IC2 pin three high, current flows
throug R9 to the base of TR I so turning it
on. TR1 collector is then low so TR2 is off.
With IC2 pin three low, TRI is off with its
collector high. TR2 is then switched on and
the audible warning device, WD1, in its
collector circuit operates. The inverting
effect causes WD I to bleep for one second
each 30 seconds approximately. With RI
below the operating temperature, ICI is off
with pin six low. This makes IC2 pins two
and six low also, resulting in IC2 ouput

Fig. 2 1C2 output and WD1 drive waveforms.

HIGH
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HIGH

LOW

IC2 OUTPUT

30 SEC
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COMPONENTS
See

Resistors
R1 GL16 bead

thermistor
resistance at 20°C 1M
R2,R5,R8 1k (3 off)
R3,R4 100k (2 off)
R6 2k2
R7 47k
R9 4k7
R10 10k
All 0.25W carbon, except R1

stv
page 484

Potentiometer
VR1 100k miniature

vertical preset

Capacitors
C1

C2
C3

1000p p.c.b. elect.
16V
10n
220p p.c.b. elect.
16V

Semiconductors
IC1 741 op. amp.
IC2 555 timer
TR1,TR2 ZTX300 npn

silicon
D1 BZY88 10V Zener

diode
D2,D3 1N4001

Miscellaneous
WD1 12V solid-state

buzzer (480 ohms
impedance).

A

B

TB1/ 2 =N

B

A

k

DI.

10 20 2

Fig. 3 Veroboard layout and wiring.

10 15 20 25

03 a bh
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reelossal

20mm chassis
fuseholder with 1 A
fuse.

TB1 3A terminal
block-three
sections.

Eight pin d.i.l. i.c. sockets (2 off);
plastic box approx 120 x 65 x
40mm; 0.1 inch matric stripboard
size 11 strips x 34 holes; strand-
ed wire; auto -type wire; connec-
tors; fixings; materials for sensor
(see text).

FS1

Approx. cost
Guidance only £13.50

being high continuously. After inversion,
WD I remains off.

The purpose of R5 and Zener diode, DI.
is to stabilise the supply to the op -amp
inputs for precise operation. D3 and C3
smooth the fluctuations produced by the car
generator. FS I is a fuse which protects the
system from accidental short-circuits.

CONSTRUCTION
Construction is based on a circuit panel

made from a piece of 0- I inch matrix strip -
board size I I strips by 34 holes. Refer to
Fig. 3. Drill the two mounting holes and
make all breaks and inter -strip links. Use a
spot -face cutter or a small drill to make the



(EE 10656)
LID SECTION OF BOX

breaks and check that these are complete.
Follow with the soldered on -board compon-
ents. Note that CI, C3 and the diodes must
be connected the correct way round. Solder

lengths of light -duty stranded connecting
wire to strip E on the left-hand side and
strips A and J on the right-hand side of the
circuit panel.

SENSOR
OUT P UT
WIRES

COPPER
CLIP

Fig. 5. Mounting and protec-
tion of the bead thermistor.

(M066 GI

SOLDERED JOINTS

20-0mm

SLEEVI NG

BEAD
THERMISTOR

6 0mm

10 0mm

EPDXY RESIN
ADHESIVE

Refer to Fig. 4 and mount WD1 (using a
little glue around the rim), FS I and TB I on
the lid of the case (see photograph). WD1
could be direct surface -mounted if desired.
Drill a 3 mm diameter hole near TB I for the
wires passing through from inside. Com-
plete all wiring and mount the circuit panel
on the lid of the box using the holes drilled
for the purpose. Drill a hole in the side of
the case so that VR I may be adjusted using
a small screwdriver when the lid is in
position. Leave VR1 adjusted to approxi-
mately mid -track position, insert the fuse
and fit the lid checking for trapped wires.

SENSOR
The bead thermistor used for the sensor is

delicate and needs good protection. Fig. 5
shows how this was achieved in the proto-
type. The sensor should be attached to a
sheltered part of the engine where it will not
be subject to the effect of cool moving
air-make a small shield if necessary.
Choose a part of the engine which becomes
hot in operation and is clear of moving
parts. Clean this part carefully and roughen
the surface with carborundum paper. Treat
the attachment surface of the sensor in a
similar fashion. Bond the sensor in position
using a thin film of quick -setting epoxy
resin adhesive.

Use light -duty auto type wire for all
connections-where it passes through any
hole in metal use a rubber grommet. For a
negative -earth car, connect the sensor wires
to TB1/2 and TB1/3. Find a suitable fuse
which is live only when the ignition is
switched on and connect this to TB I /1.
Make sure that the correct side has been
used-when the fuse is removed the circuit
should not work. Connect TBI/3 to an earth
point (car chassis). For a positive -earth
vehicle, make the sensor connections to
TBI/2 and TB I /3. Connect the fuse to
TBI/3 and TB 1 /1 to the earth point.

Adjust VR I over a trial period so that the
alarm just remains off with the engine at
normal operating temperature. Clockwise
rotation of the sliding contact increases the
operating temperature and vice -versa. Once
adjusted, the unit may be hidden behind the
car dashboard. If the alarm tends to operate
when the car is travelling slowly but not at
higher speeds, this usually means that the
sensor is badly sited and needs additional
shielding from moving air.
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TM GREAT
HOBBIES

...IN ONE GREAT KIT!
The K5000 Metal Detector Kit combines the challenge
of DIY Electronics assembly with the reward and
excitement of discovering Britain's buried past.

THE KIT - simplified assembly techniques require little technical
knowledge and no complex electronic test equipment. All stages
of assembly covered in a detailed 36 page manual.

THE DETECTOR - features Analytical Discrimination
& Ground Exclusion, backed by the proven pedigree of
C -Scope, Europe's leading detector manufacturer.
A comprehensive instruction book is available @ f5 (deductable from order).

Ask at your local Hobby/Electronics shop or contact C -Scope for a copy of a
published Field Test Report.

u@ofpg wc-ostctoopneRInternational LtKde.,ntDeTpNtj2. 3E E28L6IN:i.

Telephone: 0233 29181.

Send now for our latest
100 PAGE INTERNATIONAL
ELECTRONICS CATALOGUE

1000s of major and minor electronic
components, audio, hi-fi, stylish car radios,

amps, kits, meters, scopes, test gear,
transistors, disco, hardware, tools, computer

bits etc.

SMITHS ELECTRONICS
157 Chapel Street, Leigh, Lancs WN7 2AL

Telephone: 0942 606674

OMNI ELECTRONICS
for a comprehensive range of components aimed at the enthusiast:

1N4148 4p 1.5A 100V bridge 36p

1N4001 5p 5mm red leds 13p

LM741 25p 5mm green leds 14p

7805 50p 400mW zeners 10p

0A90/0A91 13p 1.3W zeners 17p

Skeleton presets lip Red/black phono plugs 14p

UM1286 modulator 7 95 Quality panel meters 5.98

98mm cable ties 2 00/100 Velleman kits/Babani books

The above is a sample of our range and includes VAT P&P 60p Send for catalogue
18p or 13p stamp. Shop open Monday -Friday 9am-6pm, Saturday 9am-5pm

20p +

174 Dalkeith Road
EDINBURGH EH16 5DX wrIr141

031-667 2611

Tel: (0983) 292847 Xen-Electronics
24 hours

mrso Specialised Electronic Component Supplies
Just a small selection from 1000's of stock items

4000 SERIES 741,2132 0.54 LINEAR 315003 064

4001UB 0.16 74L0139 0.46 TDA 3810 Stereo BAT65 0.10

0.16 741,2193 0.98 Simulator 3.97 BYV32-100 1.24

4011UB 0.16 7415240 0E7 UGN3020 Had Effect IC 228 BYV9513 018

4012B cal 7415244 0.58 074 Quad Op/Amp 0.68 BYV95C 020

4013B 0.30 74L5245 0.75 1436 High Volt Op/Amp 5.70 BVX71-600 1.10

40178 0.28 7412365 0.42 1458 Dual Op/Amp 0.41 5Y206 010

4019B 0.50 7412373 0.58
311 Comparator 044 405E20 1.16

40208 0.66 74BC SIRES
324 Quad Op/Amp 041 40111120 1.16

4023B 0.25 745000 0.33
3340 Dec Anenuator 130

398 Sample & Hold 395

M16-100 093

0416.1000 093
40248 0.40 745002 033 714 Precision Op/Amp 448 625-100 1.27

4025B 0.20 745004 033 741 Op/Amp 0.18 M25-1005 127

40288 026 745011 0.33 7555 Tuner 020 II OPTO
40308 0.29 7411085 0.83 159 Power Op/Amp 2.72 TPS703A 1.25

40408 0.50 7450139 058 SWITCHING TINI05A 0.44

404213 0.41 74110200 I01 REGULATORS TLN105 040

40508 0.29 7450240 058 3524 PSU Controller 3.65 MYER DIODES

4053B 0.50 7450244 095 3526esu Controller 3.69 BZY88C2V7 005

4063B 0.70 7460245 015 35261 Ceramic Package 1.92 5ZY813C4V3 0.06

40668 020 7450251 043 7660 Neg Volt Gen 116 520505VI 0.06

40688 0.21 7460273 083 II REMOTE IC'S B2Y88C7V5 006

4069B 0.20 74110354 051 S1A86DP 120 BlY138C9VI 0.06

4070B 0.20 1460373 019 SIA90DP 192 132Y88010 0.06

40718 0.20 74110374 0 79 ML926DP 173 BZYMCI I 0.06

40788 0.21 74104002 071 511,928DP 173
5ZY88015 006

40815 0.16 74804022 0.54
VOLTAGE REGS IA

BRIDGE REC.'S

4510B 0.46

45118 0.46
45148 0.91

45188 0.40

45438 0.58

454713 1 23

40174B 0.48

40192B 0.56

401938 0.56

401948 0.65

40195B 0.83

74604040 0.54

74104060 0.56

MICRO 8 LSI
603448AP 3.90

6065488P 8.04

2800 -CPU 1.80

1800 -DART 4.28

280,4010 1.68

7.800210/0 4.96

UPD4125615 265

TC5516AP42 300

ICM7217IPI 121

FISED VOLTAGE
PLASTIC 70220 PACK
MONO SERIES
-245 to .24V 0.45

0.IA FLIED VOLTAGE
78100/7111A0 SERIES

PLASTIC 7092 PACK
-15V to +15V 0.27

DIODES

104001-7 0.05

1144148 002

154933 0.25

01PC808 142

51520215A 0.43

HBUID 0.95

WOOS 026

TRANSISTORS

BC107 012

0C108 013

BC182 012

BC2I2 0.12

803278 0.12

BC546B 0.12

40373B 1.10
AD A DA 193691 1.89 110.5560 012

403748 1.10
CONVERTERS

1553395 ess 55131 040

74LS SERIES AD7525LN 19 25
1115401-6 0.12

74L000 020 DAC8014-0111- LED'S 41ms DIA LED. DISPLAYS
741204 020 V 19 50 RED TLRII3A 810 0.30'
741,213 028 'ADC12105CD45 25 GRN TLG113A 0.13 CA 71,0332 059
74L214 0.42 AD01211110039 96 YELT1,7113.0 0.17 AN 31.033 089
741220 0.20 DA00800LCN 245

DRG TLD113A 0.21 0.41
741232 0.20 'SA01200110015 84 LED'S llan DIA CA 718342 089
741..237 0.20

741542 0.42

741285 082

*DAC12015CD15 15

ICI7109CPL 840

AD7542111 1894

RED TI.R123 0.08

GRN 7101330 0.11

TEL TLYI23 0.13

AN 710343 0.89

0.51
CA 718350 0.89

741,2123 0.67
010 TLD133 0.17 AN 710359 089

55233

8059
01150

BUS48P

1111296

IRF520

612

Imo
1.17118010

613001

612501

TIP110

TIP115

TIP121

TIF126

TIPI4 I

TIPI46
2N2646
2443055

2443704

2443819

2N5307
2445308

IC SOCKETS

TIERED P84

6 WAY

0.33

026

044

265

2/0
1 75

0.30

759

1.85

1.40

152

036

039

0.39

039

159

1.63

025
0.50
0.20
0.40

0.20
0.20

0.12

8 WAY 016

14 WAY 028

16 WAY 032

18 WAY 036

20 WAY 0.40

22 WAY 0.44

24 WAY 0.18

28 WAY 0.56

40 WAY 093

PLAIN LOW COST

E WAY 0.05

8 WAY soe

14 WAY 010

16 WAY 0I1

18 WAY 013

30 WAY 0.14

22 WAY 0.15

24 WAY 017

28 WAY 820

40 WAY 028

DISC CERAMIC

47pF63V 003

130pF63V

IOOpF5OV

1000pF63V

2200pF63V

4700pF63V

0 0470F5OV

0 18/25V

0 IpESOV

TANTALUM
1.0pF16V 009

6.8pFlOV 0.12

10pFlOV 010

10pF16V 0.13

22pF16V 021

33pFl6V 032

410-6.3V 023

100pF6.3V 0.57

1500E6 3V 094

RESISTORS
CARBON FILM
0.25W 5%
IR - 10M 0.02

05W 5%
IOR - 10h1 003

METAL FILM
0.4W 1%

IOR - IM 0.04

THERMLSTOR

BEAD (NYC)

417 06472W 1.95

0.05

003

0 02

003

004

004

0.05

014

POTENTIOMETERS

CUMET 3/0 SQ
PCB TOP ADJUST

1008 - 2001 0.50

PCB SIDE ADJUST

5008 -2006 0.50

CONNECTORS

Flying lead to

PCB Via the MOLEX
IX SYSTEM

PITCH PLUGS

3 WAY POLARISED 0.28

5 WAY POLARISED 037

0.1' PITCH HOUSINGS

3 WAY POLARISED° 12

10 WAY POLARISED 0.20

17 WAY POLARISED0.30

CRIMPS 004

0156' PITCH PLUGS

2 WAY LOCTING 0.23

5 WAY NON

LOCKING 0.33

9 WAY LOCKING 091
10 WAY 5058 1,001ING

0.120 PITCH 0.66

HOUSINGS

2 WAY IX/CMG 016
4 WAY LOCKING 021
5 WAY NO5

LOC[ING 021

8 WAY LOCEING 025

10 WAY LOCENG 030
10 WAY NON

LOCKING 030

CRIMPS 004

EQUIPMENT WIRE

PVC 7/0.2

ALL COLOURS

SOLD BY THE

METER 0.04

ENAMELLED COPPER

WIRE SOLD IT THE

METER

0.07imm 003

0.10,0 003

0.15mm 004

0.2Imm 006

0.11174un 0.06

0.372mm 010

0.40mm 0.I1

0.45mm 0 12

0.15mm 020

1.0mm 027

1,12mm 0.30

125mm 834

2.50mm 0.68

CAPACITORS

POLYESTER

0.022pF 00V 0.11

5.541,02500 812

0.06881'2500 0.13

0.1pF 1000 0.14

0.470F 1000 0.20

ELECTROLYTIC

2.21F 50V RADIAL 0.17

4.7pF 63V AXIAL 020

10pF 35V RADIAL 0.08

10pF 35V AILLM, 0.17

10pF 63V RADIAL 0.08

22p F 100V RADIAL 0.14

3.3pF 16V RADIAL 0.08

47pF 25V AXIAL 0.23

47pF 1000 RADIAL 0.33

100pF 10V RADIAL 0.08

1001E 2SV AXIAL 0.27

100pF 22V RADIAL 009

1009F 50V RADIAL 022

1006F 63V RADIAL 022

220pF 100 RADIAL 009

3301F 16V RADIAL 0.20

*** PROJECTS ***
Distance Measuring Instrument
An accurate temperature compensated Ultrasonic
measuring device Basically designed for measur-
ing between two parallel objects up to 2655, (6561
with Optional Parabolic Reflector).

,Applications- Room dimensioning, Car reversing,
Surveying, Robotics. Instrusion, height gauge, and
lots more ouTpIrr, Four Digit BCD (Multiplexed),
Interfaces Indirectly to a four -digit LCD Display
board (optional) Kit comprising of PCB. Compon-
ents. Transducer. Slide Switch, Push Switch. Ther-
rotator, PP3 Battery Connector.
KIT PRICE 22.95

BUILT AND TESTED 34.95

Optional Extras
LCD Display board composing
4-Dtgtt Liquid Crystal Display with Driven and on board DF
Oscillator.
[IT PRICE.............._._............._......13.95
BUILT &It5TEU . 17 95

Ultrasonic Parabolic reflector, Distances op to NM have been

achieved.

PRICE 195

RS232 -. Parallel Centronics Cementer
Ideally suited for computers that cannot suppon Parallel
Pruners Kit composing: PCB. Components. 36 way Centronics

IOC Plug & Patch Lead

UT PRICE 17 96

BUILT 1411.kiti.).............................__._....._.._......_.._..__.._2585
Sinclair OL -SERI or 2" Plug 1.41

Car ICE Warming Indicator
Kn. PRICE 5.95

BUILT & TESTED......__..895
"ZOO Based Controller Board
This simple to understand MO CPU based board has all the
necessary hardware to control menial to most comples tasb.
Hardware includes 16 output Imes and 16 input lines, 214 stanc

RAM and 21 01406 Kit composing of PCB, 7500 CPU. RAM,
EPROM. LOGIC. 4Mhe XIAL, R's & C's, CONN'S

ITT PRICE 19 95

BUILT & TESTED................29.95

ELectrolytio cont.

470pF I6V RADIAL 0.10

4708F 50V RADIAL 0.64

16004iF 10V AXIAL 0.47

2200pF I6V RADIAL 0.48

CRYSTALS

32168545,

(WATCH) 018

1.0Mlis (MICRO) 234

2.4576045rx (50110) 2.70

3 2768Ni-11MM:1i 170

4 0/45, (MICRO) 170

D TYPE CONNECTORS
SOLDER BUCKET

9 Way Ski

9 Way Pig

9 Way Shell
15 Way Skt

IS Way Pig
15 Way Shell
25 Way Ski

25 Way Pig
15 Way Shell

043

036
0.98

060

0.53

187

0.60

0.53

116

PLEASE ADD £1.15 P&P. AND 15% VAT, Data sheets 50p + SAE, free on request with
component. Stock items normally by return of post. Please ask us o quote for items not
listed. Pan numbers are exact or near equivalents. Prices correct at time of going to
press. Send s.a.e. for stock listing.
Coil winding facility available.
'Available until stocks are exhausted.
"EPROM Programming available 0.01p per 8 bit -byte min chg £5.00. £2.50 for
duplications.

UNIT 4 (EE), SAMUEL WHITES EST, COWES, IOW P031 7LP
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. . . Simple Light pen . . .

THERE are few aspects of the BBC Ports
which have not been covered at least

briefly in previous "BEEB Micro" articles,
but one notable exception is the Light Pen
input. This is actually a terminal on the
analogue port rather than a separate input
port, and it operates in conjunction with
circuitry included in the machine's 6845
c.r.t. controller chip.

Light pens are perhaps less popular than
they once were, having been to some extent
eclipsed by Mice and other pointing de-
vices. Despite this they still represent an
interesting and practical approach to cursor
control etc., and can be home constructed
for a few pounds.

Scanning
The term "light pen" tends to give the

impression that the device produces light,
but this is actually the opposite of its
function. A light pen is really just a simple
light detector circuit, but in order to func-
tion properly it must have a high operating
speed and a narrow angle of view.

Some light pens operate in a very simple
manner, and can only indicate whether the
pen is aimed at a light or dark area of a
screen. Most can be used to indicate to a
computer (with reasonable resolution) the
point on the screen at which the pen is
aimed. The BBC Light Pen input and
internal circuit enables quite accurate
pointing of this type.

Fig. 1. Computer/television display is pro-
duced using this scanning system (dotted
lines represent the flyback periods).

To act as an accurate pointing device a
light pen relies on the scanning process used
to produce the display on the television or
monitor. This operates in the manner
shown in Fig. 1, with the electron beam
being scanned across the screen in a series
of horizontal lines, starting at the top of the
screen and working downwards.

The dotted lines represent the "flyback"
periods, and during these the beam is
moved much faster. The beam is normally
switched off during the flyback periods as
well.

The electron beam produces a spot of
light at the point .where it strikes the
phosphor coating of the screen, but the spot
is to fast to be perceived as such by the

human eye. Instead, the display appears to
be a series of closely spaced lines across the
screen (with a real display having hundreds
of lines, and not just the dozen or so shown
in Fig. ). At normal viewing distances the
lines are not apparent, but they can be seen
quite clearly if you look at any television or
monitor display.

Of course, to produce an image of some
kind the intensity of the electron beam (and
thus also the brightness of the spot of light)
are modulated in the appropriate manner.
With television displays and some comput-
er displays a system of interlacing is used.

With this method only every other line is
covered by the first scan, and then the
remaining lines are covered by the next
scan. Two frames (scans) are then needed to
produce each complete picture, but there
are fifty frames per second, giving the same
picture rate of twenty five per second for
both systems.

Whichever method of scanning is used,
the timing signals are generated by circuits
in the computer. The light pen must pro-
duce an output pulse as the spot of light
passes in front of it, and from the time in
each scan that this pulse occurs the circuits
of the c.r.t. (cathode ray tube) controller can
deduce the position of the pen. With some
c.r.t. controllers the light pen position is
read from two registers, with these giving X
and Y co-ordinates.

The system used in the 6845 c.r.t. con-
troller is a little less convenient, and al-
though there are two light pen registers,
these provide figures that must be com-
bined to form one large value, rather than
taken as X and Y values. The two most
significant bits of the most significant byte
are unused, giving a 14 -bit number. The
light pen value is at a minimum in the top
left hand corner of the screen, and increases
as the pen is moved to the right and down
the screen.

In order to derive X and Y co-ordinate
values it is first necessary to deduct the large
offset value (i.e. value obtained with the pen
in the top left hand corner of the screen). If
values are then divided by the appropriate
amount, the integer part of the result gives
the Y co-ordinate, and the remainder is the
X co-ordinate.

Light Pen Circuit
Light pen circuits can be very simple

indeed, and can in fact consist of just a

single component (an integrated circuit
having a photo -diode driving a Schmitt
trigger). Suitable components for this ultra -
simple approach tend to be relatively ex-
pensive and difficult to obtain, and the
alternative approach used in the circuit of
Fig. 2 has its merits.

The light pen proper is formed by the
photo -transistor TR I and the first of the
inverting Schmitt triggers, IC I a. The circuit
is very simple in operation, and normally
the input of the trigger drifts to the high
state. This gives a low output level from the
circuit under quiescent conditions.

When photo -transistor TR I detects the
passing spot of light it changes from having
the very low leakage level associated with
silicon transistors, to a much higher leakage
level of a few milliamps. This is sufficient to
pull the input of the trigger low, so that its
output switches to the high state.

It is this low to high transition that
activates the light pen circuitry in the 6845
c.r.t. controller, and it is essential that the
light pen provides positive output pulses. A
high operating speed is obviously impera-
tive if the pen is to accurately and consis-
tently indicate the correct screen position,
and this combination of a photo -transistor
and a Schmitt trigger seems to be perfectly
adequate in this respect.

With virtually any practical light pen
application there is a need for the computer
to have some means of determining when
the pen has been positioned on the screen
and a reading should be taken. Some light
pens incorporate a micro -switch that is
automatically operated when the pen is
placed against the screen, and some have a
built-in switch for manual operation.
Neither of these methods are very easy to
implement in a home constructed pen, and
simply using the computer's keyboard for
manual indication is a more practical
method.

A more sophisticated alternative is to use
some additional circuitry to provide a
means of automatic indication. In this
design the second Schmitt trigger (IC1b)
acts as a buffer stage which drives a smooth-
ing and rectifier network based on diodes
DI and D2.

When the pen is in position on the screen
the rectifier network is fed with a 50Hz
signal that produces a positive output signal
from the smoothing circuit. This switches
on transistor TR2 and pulls a digital input
on the analogue port (PBO) to the low state.
Automatic indication can therefore be ob-
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Fig. 2. The light pen circuit diagram.
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tained by monitoring PBO, or manual indi-
cation via the keyboard can still be used if
preferred.

Construction
The Light Pen can be built with transistor

TR1 as a remote sensor, but in the interests
of optimum speed and reliability it is better
if the whole circuit is built into the "pen".
There are few components in the unit and it
can be made quite small without any real
difficulty. In order to be usable it does need
to be made quite small, otherwise there will
be a tendency for the unit to severely
obstruct your view of the screen.

Although a TIL81 photo -transistor is
specified for the TR1 position, some other
photo -transistors with built-in lenses will
also work in the circuit (the BPX25 for
example). However, the TIL81 is relatively
cheap, readily available, and has the very
narrow angle of view needed for good
results in this application. Consequently, it
is probably only worthwhile trying an alter-
native if you happen to have a likely
component in the spares box.

IC1 should be the LS version of the 7414,
and I would not recommend the use of any
other version. Connections to the analogue
port are made via a 15 -way "D" plug, and
connection details are shown in Fig. 3.

OV +5V

0 0 000000
0 *_6 ! I 00 0 0 0 0 0 0

PBO LPSTB

Fig. 3. Rear view of D -plug.

Software
The 6845 c.r.t. controller is at addresses

&FE00 and &FE01. Data is written to and
read from the device at the higher address,
but this address is shared by some eighteen
registers!

The required register is selected by writ-
ing the appropriate value (from 0 to 17) to
the lower address. The light pen registers
are registers 16 (high byte) and 17 (low
byte).

To read the light pen it is a matter of first
writing a value 16 to ?&FE00, then reading
?&FE01. Then 17 is written to ?&FE00 and
another reading is taken from ?&FE01.

Multiplying the first reading by 256 and
adding it to the second reading gives the
basic light pen value. For optimum reliabil-
ity the light pen registers should be read
using an assembly language routine.

The offset to be removed from the raw
light pen value depends on the mode in use,
and also to a smaller extent on the charac-
teristics of the light pen itself. The pen will
detect the spot less than instantly, and a
delay of only a few microseconds enables
the spot to move on by a few cursor
positions.

The list below gives approximate offset
values, but it should only be regarded as a
rough guide, and some fine tuning of the
offsets will probably be needed in order to
get the cursor and pen positions to accurate-
ly match:
Modes 0,1 and 2 1548
Mode 3 2060
Modes 4 and 5 2826
Mode 6 3082
Mode 7 10254

The MOD and DIV functions provide
convenient methods of producing the Xand
Y cursor positions.

PBO is one of the fire -button inputs of the
Joystick Port, and as such can be read using
the ADVAL function. An alternative is to
read the appropriate input line directly, and
this is bit 4 at address &FE40. ANDing the
value read from this address will give an 
answer of 16 if the pen is not in position, or
0 if it is.

The accompanying listing will permit
testing of the pen, and it simply places a
cross at the pen position. It demonstrates
the basic method of reading the pen and
using the values, and could serve as a basis
for your own programs.

A feature of every light pen I have ever
encountered, including this one, is a lack of
stability with the indicated position tending
to jump around slightly. The standard ap-
proach to combatting this is to take several
readings and then average them, or some-
thing of this nature.

It can also be useful to include a routine
to remove any readings that are well re-
moved from the average, and then to
recalculate the average. With error correc-
tion of this type it is generally possible to
obtain very stable results.

When using the pen (and writing software
for it), bear in mind that it will only work if
it is aimed at a fairly bright part of the
screen. Also, it must be held close to the
screen and held steady if stable results are to
be obtained.

One final point is that scrolling of the
screen changes the correct offset value, and
the software should therefore be written to
avoid any scrolling of the screen.

LIGHT PEN Listing
10 REM Lightpen Program
20 REM makes a + follow pen
30 MODE 1
40 COLOUR 0:COLOUR 130
50 DIM P% 25
60 [.PENCODE
70 LDA £16
80 STA &FE00
90 LDX &FE01

100 LDA £17
110 STA &FE00
120 LDY &FE01
130 STX &70
140 STY &71
150 RTS:]
160 CLS
170 REPEAT
180 PROCpen(2)
190 PROCspot
200 FOR X=1 TO 100:NEXT
210 UNTIL FALSE
220
230
240 DEF PROCpen (scale_factor)
250 offset=1548
260 CALL PENCODE
270 penval=(?&70*256+?&71)-offset
280 ypen%=penval DIV 80
290 xpen%=(penval MOD 80)/scale_
factor
300 ENDPROC
310
320
330 DEF PROCspot
340 PRINTTAB (X%,Y%) ;" ";
350 X%=xpen%:Y%=ypen%
360 IF T&FE40 and 16 ENDPROC
370 PRINTTAB (X%,Y%);"+";
380 ENDPROC

NATIONAL COMPONENT
CLUB

All our packs are brand new, no manufacturers
rends, faulty or unmarked components. 11 you

al ,_ are anything less than delighted with your order
LI please send ,t back for a full money refund

within seven days of purchase

ALL PACKS ONLY £1 EACH
pk1 300 ASSORTED RESISTORS Values from 1

ohm to 1M all full length leads.
Pk2 50 WIRE WOUND RESISTORS All high

wattage, lots of different values.
Pk3 25 POTS AND PRESETS Sliders, muttitum,

multigang, cermet. carbon etc.
Pk4 70 ASSORTED CAPACITORS All different

types values up to 4700uf, voltages to
250V.

Pk5 20 LARGE ELECTROLYTICS Values like
4700uf. 2200uf at voltages up to 250V.

Pk6 1 25.000uf Electrolytic capacitor.
Pk7 20 ASSORTED IC's TTL, Linear etc all brand

new and fully marked.
Pk8 60 ASSORTED DIODES Zeners, signals like

the IN4148. rectifiers from the IN4000
series.

Pk9 10 18 WAY IC SOCKETS Low profile.
Pk10 1 PROJECT BOX 153mm x 83mm x48mm

complete with lid and screws.
Pk11 1 4 DIGIT DISPLAY Seven segment,

multiplexed with data sheets.
epk12 1 9V 105db SIREN 120mA electro

mechanical.
Pk13 10 ASSORTED SWITCHES micro -switches.

highpower rockers etc.
Pk14 5 MICRO -SWITCHES all different.
Pk15 MYSTERY PACK Our best selling pack

last month.
Pk16 75 ASSORTED HARDWARE. Rubber feet,

cable ties, bolts, grommets, sleeving, PCB
mounts etc.

Pk17 5 FUSE HOLDERS 20mm new style
complete with protective boots.

Pk18 15 PP3 BATTERY CLIPS With 100mm red
and black leads.

Please send your order together with cheque or postal
order to:

DEPT. EE. WOODSIDE, DOWSETT LANE.
RAMSDEN HEATH, Nr BILLERICAY. ESSEX, CM11 1JL.

Please add 75p towards P & P.
All prices include VAT at 15%.

*BAKER *
!,alc___f_ct-

GROUP P.A. OISCO
I ; ; f

11

AMPLIFIERS post E4 0 0 0 0 aft ' tat . allt a

150 wan Ouget, 4 Input Miser preamp. Illustrated e
150 watt Cutout Slave 500 my. Input 3 Speaker Outputs E130

150  150 watts Stereo. 300 wet Mono Slave Mossfet ........ ................ £145
150 watt PA. Vocal, 8 Inputs. High/Low Miser Echo Socket E149
60 wen Mobile 240v AC end 12y -DC. 4-8.16 ohm  100v line E119

Compact P A. emit 20 + 20 Stereo or 40 wens Mono E85
30 wan
30 wen COMF. 12in. er, T,eble, Base etc E95
500 watt Heavy Duty Mono Slave Amplifier Fan coded E275

FAMOUS LOUDSPEAKERS FULLY GUARANTEED
Make Model Size Watts Ohms Price Post
GOODMANS HIFAX 71ia1in.1120 8 E36 E2
GOODMANS NB WOOFER 8in. E1

BAKER DISmiaNGEGROUP 10in. 50 site C22 E2
BAKER 10e. 100 8 [30 E2

BAKER DtSCOJGROUP 12in. 120 8/16 E35 E2

WEM WOOFER 12in. 300 8 £85 E2
GOODMANS DISCO/GROUP 12in. 120 8/15 E39 E2

BAKER DISCO /GROW 15in 100 8/16 E44 E4
11  H DISCO/GROUP 15in. 100 4/8i16 E64 E4

H +II DISCO/GROUP 15n. 200 E4
GOODMANS FP ASS 15e. 250 8 £82 E4

GOODMANS tWD/BASS 18in. 230 8 E92 E4

COMPACT FULL RANGE SPEAKER SYSTEMS ere 24 x 17 x 12in.
120 wens E100, 200 Werra E130, 400 watts Et 80 each. Carr. E10.
MID -N -TOP 300 watts add on system complete ENO etch. Carr E10.

DISCO CONSOLE Twin Decks, miser pre slip E149. DOT E10.
Ditto Powered 120 watt E199; or Complete Disco E299. Carr E30.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS VALVE TYPE 240V PRIMARY Rice Post
250-0-250V 80mA. 6V 3A, 0-5, 6V 1A E10 E2
350-0-3500 250mA. 6.3V 6A CT E18 E2
220V 25mA. 6V 1 Amp E3.00 220V 45mA. 8V 2 Amp Ed El
STEP-UP STEP-DOWN 2400-120V 150W O. 250W £12. 500W £15 E2
LOW VOLTAGE MAINS TRANSFORMERS CLEO each post wed
9V, 3A; 12V, 3A. 16V, 2A; 20V, 1A; 30V, 11A; 30V, 5A  17-017V, 2A; 35V,
2A; 20-40-60y, 1A; 12-0-12V, 2A; 20-0.20V, 1A; 0-12-27V. 2A.

RECORD DECKS. P&P E2. Many when In stock. Phone for details.
Malta Drive Supply Cartridge Price
JAP Single Belt 12V DC Magnetic E30
BSR Single Belt 240V Megnetic E30
BSR Single Rim 240V Ceramic E22
BSR Auto Rim 240V Ceramic E18
Gerrard Auto Pan 240V Ceramic £24

PROJECT CASES. Bladt Vinyl Covered Steel Top. All Base
4 x 2; x 21in E3.00; 6 x 4 x 1 fin. E4.00; 8 x 5 x 2:n. E4.50 p.ap. E1;
11 x 6 x 3in. E11.00; 111 x 6 x 5in. f 10.00; 15 x 8 x tin. E13.50 p.tip. E2.
ALUMINIUM PANELS 18 cw.g 12 x 120 E2.60; 14 x 9in. £2.40; 6 x 4n.
65p; 12x Elin. £1.80; 10 x 7in. f1.50; 8 x 6e. E1.00; 14x 3in. ET
12 x Sin E1.15, 16 x torn. E2.70; 16 x Se. E1.80 paw 65p each.
AWMINIUNI BOXES. MANY OTHER SIZES IN STOCK
4x 2}x 2in.E1.35.3 x 2x lin.E1.15.6 x4 x 20.0.00;8 x6 x 3e.E3.40.
12x 5 x 30 E4.00; 6 x 4 x 3in. E2.50; 10 x 7 x 3in. E4.00 p.en. El.

HIGH VOLTAGE ELECTROLYTICS Many _others In stock
20/503V El 220/4000 E2 32+32/5000 re
32/3500 50p 8u8/450V E1 32s32/350V 86p
47/3500 El 20+20/350V 75p 80+40+20/350V 95p

AIR SPACED TWIN GANGS 365 0 365 a 25  25pt E2.00.
REVERSE VERNIER cord dnve 90p. Spindle Extender E1.50. Oak's.
VERNIER DIALS. 0100. 36mm, £3.00, 50rnm £3.50.

EERADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS
337 WHITEHORSE ROAD, CROYDON _

I ACCESS I SURREY, U.K. Tel: 01-694 1665 i VISA I
Pee R5PIN4Www. Callers Webers*

list. Large S.A.E. Darrow 7 days Closed *Wender
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PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS
CALCULATIONS AND FORMULAE
F. A. Wilson, C.G.I.A., C.Eng., F.I.E.E., F.I.E.R.E.,
F.B.I.M.
Bridges the gap between complicated technical theory,
and "cut -and -tried" methods which may bring success
in design but leave the experimenter unfulfilled. A strong
practical bias-tedious and higher mathematics have
been avoided where possible and many tables have been
included.

The book is divided into six basic sections: Units
and Constants, Direct -current Circuits, Passive Compo-
nents, Alternating -current Circuits, Networks and Theo-
rems, Measurements.
256 pages Order Code BP53 £2.95

ESSENTIAL THEORY FOR THE
ELECTRONICS HOBBYIST
G. T. Rubaroe, T.Eng iC.E.I.), Assoc.I.E.R.E.
The object of this book is to supply the hobbyist with a
background knowledge tailored to meet his or her
specific requirements and the author has brought to-
gether the relevant material and presented it in a readable
manner with minimum recourse to mathematics.
128 pages Order Code 228 £2.50

MICROPROCESSING SYSTEMS AND CIRCUITS
F. A. Wilson, C.G.I.A., C.Eng., F.I.E.E., F.I.E.R.E.,
F.B.I.M.
A truly comprehensive guide to the elements of micro -
processing systems which really starts at the beginning.
Teaches the reader the essential fundamentals that are
so important for a sound understanding of the subject.
256 pages Order Code BP77 £2.95

COMMUNICATION
F. A. Wilson, C.G.I.A., C.Eng., F.I.E.E., F.I.E.R.E.,
F.B.I.M.
A look at the electronic fundamentals over the whole of
the communication scene. This book aims to teach the
important elements of each branch of the subject in a
style as interesting and practical as possible.
getting involved in the more complicated theory and
mathematics, most of the modern transmission system
techniques are examined including line, microwave,
submarine, satellite and digital multiplex systems, radio
and telegraphy. To assist in understanding these more
thoroughly, chapters on signal processing, the electro-
magnetic wave, networks and transmissions assess-
ment are included, finally a short chapter on optical
transmission.
256 pages Order Code BP89 £2.95

The books listed below have been
selected as being of special interest to
our readers, they are supplied from
our editorial address direct to your
door.

DATA AND REFERENCE
AUDIO
F. A. Wilson, C.G.I.A., C.Eng., F.I.E.E., F.I.E.R.E.,
F.B.I.M.
Analysis of the sound wave and an explanation of
acoustical quantities prepare the way. These are fol-
lowed by a study of the mechanism of hearing and
examination of the various sounds we hear. A look at
room acoustics with a subsequent chapter on micro-
phones and loudspeakers then sets the scene for the
main chapter on audio systems-amplifiers, oscillators,
disc and magnetic recording and electronic music.
320 pages Order Code BP111 £3.50

HOW TO IDENTIFY UNMARKED ICs
K. H. Recorr
Shows the reader how, with just a test -meter, to go
about recording the particular signature of an unmarked
i.c. which should enable the i.c. to then be identified with
reference to manufacturers' or other data. An i.c.
signature is a specially plotted chart produced by mea-
suring the resistances between all terminal pairs of an i.c.
Chart Order code BP101 £0.95

RADIO AND ELECTRONIC COLOUR CODES AND
DATA CHART
B. B. Babani
Although this chart was first published in 1971 it
provides basic information on many colour codes in use
throughout the world, for most radio and electronic
components. Includes resistors, capacitors, transfor-
mers, field coils, fuses, battery leads, speakers, etc. It is
particularly useful for finding the values of old
components.
Chart Order code BP7 £0.95

CHART OF RADIO, ELECTRONIC,
SEMICONDUCTOR AND LOGIC SYMBOLS
M. H. Banani, B.Sc.(Eng.)
Illustrates the common, and many of the not -so -com-
mon, radio, electronic, semiconductor and logic symbols
that are used in books, magazines and instruction
manuals, etc., in most countries throughout the world.
Chart Order Code BP27 £0.95

INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR
EQUIVALENTS GUIDE
A. Michaels
Helps the reader to find possible substitutes for a popular
selection of European, American and Japanese transis-
tors. Also shows material type, polarity, manufacturer
and use.
320 pages Order code BP85 £2.95

ELECTRONICS SIMPLIFIED
-CRYSTAL SET CONSTRUCTION
F. A. Wilson, C.G.I.A., C.Eng., F.I.E.E., F.I.E.R.E.,
F.B.I.M.
Especially written for those who wish to participate in the
intricacies of electronics more through practical con-
struction than by theoretical study. It is designed for all
ages upwards from the day one can read intelligently and
handle simple tools.
80 pages Order Code BP92 £1.75

50 CIRCUITS USING GERMANIUM
SILICON AND ZENER DIODES
R. N. Soar
Contains 50 interesting and useful circuits and applica-
tions, covering many different branches of electronics,
using one of the most simple and inexpensive of
components-the diode. Includes the use of germanium
and silicon signal diodes, silicon rectifier diodes and
Zener diodes, etc.
64 pages Order Code BP36 £1.50

50 SIMPLE LED CIRCUITS
R. N. Soar
Contains 50 interesting and useful circuits and applica-
tions, covering many different branches of electronics,
using one of the most inexpensive and freely available
components-the light -emitting diode (LED). Also in-
cludes circuits for the 707 common anode display
64 pages Order Code BP42 £1.95

COIL DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION MANUAL
B. B. Babani
A complete book for the home constructor on "how to
make" RF, IF, audio and power coils, chokes and
transformers. Practically every possible type is dis-
cussed and calculations necessary are given and ex-
plained in detail. Although this book is now rather old,
with the exception of torroids and pulse transformers
little has changed in coil design since it was written.
96 pages Order Code 160 £2.50

CIRCUITS AND DESIGN

TRANSISTOR RADIO FAULT-FINDING CHART
C. E. Miller
Used properly, should enable the reader to trace most
common faults reasonably quickly. Across the top of the
chart will be found four rectangles containing brief
description of these faults, vis-sound weak but undis-
torted, set dead, sound low or distorted and background
noises. One then selects the most appropriate of these
and following the arrows, carries out the suggested
checks in sequence until the fault is cleared.
Chart Order code BP70 £0.95

DIGITAL IC EQUIVALENTS
AND PIN CONNECTIONS
A. Michaels
Shows equivalents and pin connections of a popular
selection of European, American and Japanese digital
i.c.s. Also includes details of packaging, families, func-
tions, manufacturer and country of origin.
256 pages Order code BP140 £4.95

LINEAR IC EQUIVALENTS
AND PIN CONNECTIONS
A. Michaels
Shows equivalents and pin connections of a popular
selection of European, American and Japanese linear
i.c.s. Also includes details of functions, manufacturer
and country of origin.
320 pages Order code BP141 £4.95

INTERNATIONAL DIODE
EQUIVALENTS GUIDE
A. Michaels
Designed to help the user in finding possible substitutes
for a large selection of the many different types of diodes
that are available. Besides simple rectifier diodes, also
included are Zener diodes, I.e.d.s, discs, triacs, thyris-
tors, OCIs, photo and display diodes.
144 pages Order code BP108 £2.25

NEWNES ELECTRONICS
POCKET BOOK
E. A. Parr
Newnes Electronics Pocket Book has been in print for
over twenty years and has covered the development of

from valve to semiconductor technology and
from transistors to LSI integrated circuits and micro-
processors. To keep up to date with the rapidly changing
world of electronics, continuous revision has been
necessary. This new Fifth Edition takes account of recent
changes and includes material suggested by readers of
previous editions. New descriptions of op.amp. applica-
tions and the design of digital circuits have been added,
along with a totally new chapter on computing, plus
other revisions throughout.
315 pages (hard cover) Order Code NE02 £8.95

MICRO INTERFACING CIRCUITS -BOOK 1
MICRO INTERFACING CIRCUITS -BOOK 2
R. A. Penfold
Both books include practical circuits together with details
of the circuit operation and useful background informa-
tion. Any special constructional points are covered but
p.c.b. layouts and other detailed constructional informa-
tion are not included.

Book 1 is mainly concerned with getting signals in and
out of the computer;. Book 2 deals primarily with circuits
for practical applications.
Book 1 112 pages Order code BP130 £2.25
Book 2 112 pages Order code BP131 £2.25

A MICROPROCESSOR PRIMER
E. A. Parr, B.SC., C.Eng., M.I.E.E.
Starts by designing a small computer which, because of
its simplicity and logical structure, enables the language
to be easily learnt and understood. The shortcomings are
then discussed and the reader is shown how these can
be overcome by changes and additions to the instruction
set. In this way, such ideas as relative addressing, index
registers, etc., are developed.
96 pages Order code BP72 £1.75

A PRACTICAL INTRODUCTION TO
MICROPROCESSORS
R. A. Penfold
Provides an introduction which includes a very simple
microprocessor circuit which can be constructed so that
the reader can experiment and gain practical experience.
96 pages Order code BP123 £1.95

HOW TO USE OP -AMPS
E. A. Parr
This book has been written as a designer's guide
covering many operational amplifiers, serving both as a
source book of circuits and a reference book for design
calculations. The approach has been made as non -
mathematical as possible.
160 pages Order code BP88 £2.95

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC
BUILDING BLOCKS -BOOK 1

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC
BUILDING BLOCKS -BOOK 2

R. A. Penfold
These books are designed to aid electronic enthusiasts
who like to experiment with circuits and produce their
own projects, rather than simply following published
project designs.

BOOK 1 contains: Oscillators-sinewave, triangular,
squarewave, sawtooth, and pulse waveform generators
operating at audio frequencies. Timers-simple mono -
stable circuits using i.c.s, the 555 and 7555 devices, etc.
Miscellaneous-noise generators, rectifiers, compara-
tors and triggers, etc.

BOOK 2 contains: Amplifiers-low level discrete and
op -amp circuits, voltage and buffer amplifiers including
d.c. types. Also low -noise audio and voltage controlled
amplifiers. Filters-high-pass, low-pass, 6, 12, and 24dB
per octave types. Miscellaneous-i.c. power amplifiers,
mixers, voltage and current regulators, etc.
BOOK 1 128 pages Order code BP117 £1.95
BOOK 2 112 pages Order code BP118 £1.95

HOW TO DESIGN ELECTRONIC
PROJECTS
R. A. Penfold
The aim of this book is to help the reader to put together
projects from standard circuit blocks with a minimum of
trial and error, but without resorting to any advanced
mathematics. Hints on designing circuit blocks to meet
your special requirements are also provided.
128 pages Order code BP127 £2.25

POPULAR ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS
-BOOK 1
POPULAR ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS
-BOOK 2
R. A. Penfold
Each book provides a wide range of designs for elec-
tronic enthusiasts who are capable of producing working
projects from just a circuit diagram without the aid of
detailed construction information. Any special setting -up
procedures are described.
BOOK 1 Temporarily out of print
BOOK 2 160 pages Order code BP98 £2.25
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COMPUTING

GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR PRINTER
J. W. Penfold
Details how to use all the features provided on most dot-
matrix printers from programs and popular word proces-
sor packages like Wordwise, Visawrite and Quill, etc.
Shows exactly what must be typed in to achieve a given
effect
96 pages Order Code BP181 £2.95

A Z80 WORKSHOP MANUAL
E. A. Parr, B.Sc., C.Eng., M.I.E.E.
This book is intended for people who wish to progress
beyond the stage of BASIC programming to topics such
as machine code and assembly language programming,
or need hardware details of a Z80 based computer.
192 pages Order Code BP112 £3.50

AN INTRODUCTION TO 68000 ASSEMBLY
LANGUAGE
R. A. & J. W. Penfold
Obtain a vast increase in running speed by writing
programs for 68000 based micros such as the Commo-
dore Amiga, Atari ST range or Apple Macintosh range
etc., in assembly language. It is not as difficult as one
might think and this book covers the fundamentals.
112 pages Order Code BP184 £2.95

THE ART OF PROGRAMMING THE ZX
SPECTRUM
M. James, B.Sc., M.B.C.S.
It is one thing to have learnt how to use all the
Spectrum's commands and functions, but a very differ-
ent one to be able to combine them into programs that
do exactly what you want them to. This is just what this
book is all about-teaching you the art of effective
programming with your Spectrum
144 pages Order code BP119 £2.50

AN INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMING THE
COMMODORE 16 & PLUS 4
R. A. Penfold
Helps you to learn to use and program these two
Commodore machines with the minimum of difficulty by
expanding and complementing the information supplied
in the manufacturer's own manuals
128 pages Order code BP158 £2.50

AN INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMING THE
BBC MODEL B MICRO
R. A. & J. W. Penfold
Written for readers wanting to learn more about pro-
gramming and how to make best use of the incredibly
powerful model B's versatile features. Most aspects of
the BBC micro are covered, the omissions being where
little could usefully be added to the information provided
by the manufacturer's own manual
144 pages Order code BP139 £1.95

AN INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMING THE
ACORN ELECTRON
R. A. & J. W. Penfold
Designed to help the reader learn more about program-
ming and to make best use of the Electron's many
features. Adds considerably to the information already
supplied in the manufacturer's own instruction manual
144 pages Order code BP142 £1.95

AN INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMING THE
ATARI 600/800 XL
R. A. & J. W. Penfold
Especially written to supplement the manufacturer's own
handbook. The information supplied will help the reader
to master BASIC programming and to make best use of
the Atari's many powerful features
128 pages Order code BP143 £1.95

AN INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMING THE
AMSTRAD CPC 464 AND 664
R. A. & J. W. Penfold
The Amstrad CPC 464 or 664 running with Locomotive
BASIC makes an extremely potent and versatile machine
and this book is designed to help the reader get the most
from this powerful combination. Written to complement
rather than duplicate the information already given in the
manufacturer's own manual. Also applicable to the CPC
6128.
144 pages Order Code BP153 £2.50

AN INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMING THE
SINCLAIR OL
R. A. & J. W. Penfold
Helps the reader to make best use of the fantastic Sinclair
QL's almost unlimited range of features. Designed to
complement the manufacturer's handbook.
112 pages Order code BP150 £1.95

AN INTRODUCTION TO 280 MACHINE CODE
R. A. & J. W. Penfold
Takes the reader through the basics of microprocessors
and machine code programming with no previous know-
ledge of these being assumed. The Z80 is used in many
popular home computers and simple programming ex-
amples are given for Z80 -based machines including the
Sinclair ZX-81 and Spectrum, Memotech and the Am-
strad CPC 464. Also applicable to the Amstrad CPC 664
and 6128.
144 pages Order code BP152 £2.75

AN INTRODUCTION TO 6502 MACHINE CODE
R. A. & J. W. Penfold
No previous knowledge of microprocessors or machine
code is assumed. Topics covered are: assembly lan-
guage and assemblers, the register set and memory,
binary and hexadecimal numbering systems, addressing
modes and the instruction set, and also mixing machine
code with BASIC. Some simple programming examples
are given for 6502 -based home computers like the VIC-
20, ORIC- 1/Atmos, Electron, BCC and also the Commo-
dore 64.
112 pages Order code BP147 £2.50

PROJECT CONSTRUCTION

HOW TO GET YOUR
ELECTRONIC PROJECTS WORKING
R. A. Penfold
We have all built projects only to find that they did not
work correctly, or at all, when first switched on. The aim
of this book is to help the reader overcome just these
problems by indicating how and where to start looking
for many of the common faults that can occur when
building up projects
96 pages Order code BP110 £1.95

HOW TO DESIGN AND MAKE
YOUR OWN P.C.B.s
R. A. Penfold
Deals with the simple methods of copying printed circuit

board designs from magazines and books and covers all
aspects of simple p.c.b. construction including photo-
graphic methods and designing your own p.c.b,s.
80 pages Order code BP121 £1.95

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO BUILDING
ELECTRONIC PROJECTS
R. A. Penfold
Shows the complete beginner how to tackle the practical
side of electronics, so that he or she can confidently build
the electronic projects that are regularly featured in
magazines and books. Also includes examples in the
form of simple projects
112 pages Order code No. 227 £1.95

RADIO

AN INTRODUCTION TO RADIO DXING
R. A. Penfold
Anyone can switch on a short wave receiver and play
with the controls until they pick up something, but to find
a particular station, country or type of broadcast and to
receive it as clearly as possible requires a little more skill
and knowledge. The object of this book is to help the
reader to do just that, which in essence is the fascinating
hobby of radio DXing.
112 pages Order code BP91 £1.95

INTERNATIONAL RADIO STATIONS
GUIDE
Completely revised and updated, this book is an invalu-
able aid in helping all those who have a radio receiver to
obtain the maximum entertainment value and enjoyment
from their sets.

Clearly shown are the station site, country, frequency
and/or wavelength, as well as the effective radiation
power of the transmitter.
128 pages Order code BP155 £2.95

NEW RELEASE
TRANSISTOR SELECTOR GUIDE
Prepared using the latest computerised techniques, from
a vast database of electronic component specifications,
this unique guide offers a range of selection tables
compiled so as to be of maximum use to all electronics
engineers, designers and hobbyists.
Section 1: Covers component markings, codings and
standards, as well as explaining the symbols used and
how the tables are arranged.
Section 2: Tabulates in alpha -numeric sequence the
comprehensive specifications of over 1400 devices.
Section 3: Tabulates the devices in a similar fashion to
the previous section but this time they are arranged by
case type.
Section 4: Considers particular limits to the electrical
parameters when compiling the tables and it is sub-
divided as follows: Darlington transistors; devices that
can handle voltages upwards of 300V; devices that can
handle currents upwards of 5A; devices that can handle
powers upwards of 5W; radio frequency devices that
operate upwards of 30MHz; FETs.
Section 5: Illustrates package outlines and leadouts.
Section 6: Consists of a surface mounting device mark-
ings conversion list.
192 pages Order code BP234 £4.95

THE PRE -BASIC BOOK
F. A. Wilson, C.G.I.A., C.ENG., F.I.E.E., F.I.E.R.E.,
F.B.I.M.
Another book on BASIC but with a difference. This one
does not skip through the whole of the subject and
thereby leave many would-be programmers floundering
but instead concentrates on introducing the technique by
looking in depth at the most frequently used and more
easily understood computer instructions. For all new and
potential micro users.
192 pages Order code BP146 £2.95

HOW TO GET YOUR COMPUTER PROGRAMS
RUNNING
J. W. Penfold
Have you ever written your own programs only to find
that they did not workl Help is now at hand with this book
which shows you how to go about looking for your
errors, and helps you to avoid the common bugs and
pitfalls of program writing. Applicable to all dialects of
the BASIC language.
144 pages Order code BP169 £2.50

AN INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER
COMMUNICATIONS
R. A. Penfold
Provides detai s of the various types of modem and their
suitability for specific applications, plus details of con-
necting various computers to modems, and modems to
the telephone system. Also information on common
networking systems and RTTY
96 pages Order code BP177 £2.95

AN INTRODUCTION TO
COMPUTER PERIPHERALS
J. W. Penfold
Covers such items as monitors, printers, disc drives,
cassette recorders, modems, etc., explaining what they
are, how to use them and the various types and
standards. Helps you to make sure that the peripherals
you buy will work with your computer.
80 pages Order code BP170 £2.50

COMPUTER TERMINOLOGY EXPLAINED
I. D. Poole
Explains a wide range of terms that form the computer
jargon used by enthusiasts. Includes a reference guide to
the more commonly used BASIC commands.
96 pages Order code BP148 £1.95

THE PRE -COMPUTER BOOK
F. A. Wilson
Aimed at the absolute beginner with no knowledge of
computing. An entirely non -technical discussion of com-
puter bits and pieces and programming.
96 pages Order code BP115 £1.95
prehensive specifications of over 1400 devices.

NEWNES COMPUTER ENGINEER'S
POCKETBOOK
Michael Tooley
An invaluable compendium of facts, figures, circuits and
data, indispensable to the designer, student, service
engineer and all those interested in computer and
microcomputer systems. It will appeal equally to the
hardware or software specialist and to the new band of
"software engineers". This first edition covers a vast
range of subjects at a practical level, with the necessary
explanatory text. The data is presented in a succinct and
rapidly accessible form so that the book can become part
of an everyday toolkit.
205 pages (hard cover) Order code NE01 £8.95

EE BOOK SERVICE

TO ORDER
Please check the latest
issue for price and
availability.

Add 50p per order postage
(overseas readers add £1, surface
mail postage) and send a PO,
cheque or international money or-
der (£ sterling only) made payable
to Everyday Electronics (quoting
the order code and quantities re-
quired) to EE BOOK SERVICE,
6 CHURCH STREET, WIM-
BORNE, DORSET. BH21 1JH.

Although books are normally
sent within seven days of receipt
of your order please
allow a maximum of 28
days for delivery. Over-
seas readers allow
extra time for surface
mail post.

.4,EE
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Printed circuit boards for certain constructional projects are now
available from the PCB Service, see list. These are fabricated in glass -
fibre, and are fully drilled and roller tinned. All prices include VAT and
postage and packing. Add £1 per board for overseas airmail.
Remittances should be sent to: The PCB Service, Everyday Electronics
Editorial Offices, 6 Church Street, Wimborne, Dorset BH21 1JH.
Cheques should be crossed and made payable to Everyday Electron-
ics. (Payment in sterling only.)

Please note that when ordering it is important to give project title as well
as order code. Please print name and address in Block Caps. Do not
send any other correspondence with your order.

Readers are advised to check with prices appearing in the
current issue before ordering.

NOTE: Please allow 28 days for delivery. We can only supply
boards listed in the latest issue. Boards can only be supplied
by mail order and on a payment with order basis.

PROJECT TITLE Order Code Cost

- JULY '83 -
User Port Input/Output M.I.T. Part 1 8307-01 £4.82
User Port Control M.I.T. Part 1 8307-02 £5.17

- AUGUST '83 -
Storage 'Scope Interface, BBC Micro 8308-01 £3.20
Car Intruder Alarm 8308-02 £5.15
High Power Interface M.I.T. Part 2 8308-03 £5.08
Pedestrian Crossing Simulation M.1. T. Pt 2 8308-04 £3.56

- SEPTEMBER '83 -
High Speed A -to -D Converter M.I.T. Pt 3 8309-01 £4.53
Signal Conditioning Amplifier M.I.T. Pt 3 8309-02 £4.48
Stylus Organ 8309-03 £6.84

- OCTOBER '83 -
D -to -A Converter M.I.T. Part 4 8310-01 £5.77
High Power DAC Driver M.I.T. Part 4 8310-02 £5.13

- NOVEMBER '83 -
TTL/Power Interface for Stepper Motor.

M.I.T. Part 5 8311-01 £5.46
Stepper Motor Manual Controller

M.I.T. Parts 8311-02 £5.70
Speech Synthesiser for BBC Micro 8311-04 £3.93

- DECEMBER '83 -
4 -Channel High Speed ADC (Analogue)

M.I.T. Part 6 8312-01 £5.72
4 -Channel High Speed ADC (Digital)

M.I.T. Part 6 8312-02 £5.29
Environmental Data Recorder 8312-04 £7.24
Continuity Tester 8312-08 £3.41

- JANUARY '84 -
Biological Amplifier M.I.T. Part 7 8401-02 £6.27
Temp. Measure & Control for ZX Comprs

Analogue Thermometer Unit 8401-03 £2.40
Analogue -to -Digital Unit 8401-04 £2.56

Games Scoreboard 8401-06/07 £9.60

- FEBRUARY '84 -
Oric Port Board M.I.T. Part 8 8402-02 £9.56
Negative Ion Generator 8402-03' £8.95
Temp. Measure & Control for ZX Comprs

Relay Driver 8402-04 £3.52

- MARCH '84 -
Latched Output Port M.I.T. Part 9 8403-01 £5.30
Buffered Input Port M.I.T. Part 9 8403-02 £4.80
VIC-20 Extension Port Con. MIT. Part 9 8403-03 £4.42
CBM 64 Extension Port Con. M.I.T. Part 9 8403-04 £4.71
Digital Multimeter Add -On for BBC Micro 8403-05 £4.63

- APRIL '84 -
Multipurpose Interface for Computers 8404-01 £5.72
Data Acquisition "Input" M.I.T. Part 10 8404-02 £5.20
Data Acquisition "Output" M.I.T. Part 10 8404-03 £5.20
Data Acquisition "PSU" M.I.T. Part 10 8404-04 £3.09
A.F. Sweep Generator 8404-06 £3.55
Quasi Stereo Adaptor 8404-07 £3.56

Simple Loop Burglar Alarm
Computer Controlled Buggy M.I.T. Part 11

Interface/Motor Drive
Collision Sensing - MAY '84 -

Power Supply

8405-01

8405-02
8405-03
8405-04

£3.07

£5.17
£3.20
£4.93

Infra -Red Alarm System
Spectrum Bench PSU - JUNE '84 -

8406-01
8406-02

£2.55
£3.99

Speech Synthesiser M.I.T. Part 12 8406-03 £4.85
Train Wait 8406-04 £3.42

Ultrasonic Alarm System 8407-01 £4.72
Electronic Code Lock - JULY '84 -

Main Board 8407-03 £2.70
Keyboard 8407-04 £3.24

- AUGUST '84 -
Microwave Alarm System 8408-01 £4.36
Temperature Interface -BBC Micro 8408-02 £2.40

- SEPTEMBER '84 -
Op -Amp Power Supply 8409-01 £3.45

Micro Memory Synthesiser - OCT '84 -Drill Speed Controller
8410-01'
8410-04

£8.20
£2.40

- NOVEMBER '84 -
BBC Audio Storage Scope Interface 8411-01 £2.90
Proximity Alarm 8411-02 £2.65

TV Aerial Pre -Amp 8412-01* £2.40
Digital Multimeter - DEC '84 - 8412-02/03' £5.20
Mini Workshop Power Supply 8412-04 £2.78

Power Lighting Interface 8501-01 £8.23
Games Timer - JAN '85 - 8501-02 £2.40
Spectrum Amplifier 8501-03 £2.40

Solid State Reverb
'85 8502-01 £3.68- FEB -Computerised Train Controller 8502-02 £3.38

- MARCH '85 -
Model Railway Points Controller 8503-01 £2.78

Insulation Tester - APRIL '85 -Fibrelarm
8504-02
8504-03

£2.53
£3.89

Auto Phase 8505-01 £3.02
Amstrad CPC464 Amplifier

Mains Unit - MAY '85 - 8505-02 £2.56
Micro Unit 8505-03 £2.56

Voltage Probe 8505-04 £2.67

Graphic Equaliser - JUNE '85 - 8506-01 £3.21
Computerised Shutter Timer 8506-02 £2.40
Mono-Bi-Astables (Experimenters Test Bed) 8506-03 £2.45
Across The River 8506-04 £2.63

Amstrad User Port - JULY '85 - 8507-01 £3.17
Nascom Printer Handshake 8507-02 £2.40

Electronic Building Blocks -1 to 4t 8508-01 £2.98
Tremolo/Vibrato 8508-02 £4.03
Stepper Motor Interface- AUGUST '85 - 8508-03 £2.40
Drill Control Unit 8508-04 £2.90

- SEPTEMBER '85 -
RIAA Preamplifier Input Selector 8509-01 £2.40
Transducers Resistance Thermometer 8509-03 £2.64
Transducers Semiconductor Temp. Sensor 8509-04 £2.72

Transducers Strain Gauge - OCT '85 - 501 £2.87
Soldering Iron Power Controller 504 £2.40

Transducers- - NOV '85 -
Magnetic Flux Density Amplifier 505 £3.93

Hallowe'en Projects (single board price) 506 £2.68

Electronic Building Blocks -5 to 8t 508 £3.07
Opto Intensity Transducer - DEC '85 - 509 £2.70
Digital Capacitance Meter 512 £5.22

Mains Delay 503 £2.40
Musical Doorbell - JAN '86 - 507 £2.91
Tachometer -Transducers 513 £2.52

Touch Controller 510 £2.65
Function Generator - FEB '86 - 514 £3.10
Function Generator PSU Board 515 £2.40
pH Transducer 516 £2.75

Complete set of boards.
M.I.T. -Microcomputer Interfacing Techniques, 12 -Part Series.
tFour separate circuits.
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PROJECT TITLE Order Code Cost

Mains Tester & Fuse Finder 517 £2.40
BBC Midi Interface - MAR '86 -
Stereo Hi Fi Preamp

518
519

£3.26
£5.70

Interval Timer 520 £2.40

Stereo Reverb - APRIL '86 - 521 £2.89

PA Amplifier 511 £2.67
Mini Strobe - MAY '86 - 522 £2.40
Auto Firing Joystick Adaptor 523 £2.73

Watchdog 524 £2.81
Percussion Synthesiser - JUNE '86 - 525 £5.65
Personal Radio 526 £2.40

Tilt Alarm 527 £2.40
Electronic Scarecrow - JULY '86 -VOX Box Amplifier

528
529

£2.40
£2.40

Headphone Mixer 530 £4.56

Solar Heating Controller - AUG '86 - 533 £3.32

Car Timer - SEPT '86 - 538 £2.40
Freezer Failure Alarm 534 £2.40
Infra Red Beam Alarm (Trans) 536 £3.32
Infra Red Beam Alarm (Rec) 537 £3.32
Scratch Blanker 539 £5.43

10W Audio Amp (Power Amp) 543 £2.58
(Pre -Amp) £4.78 Pair 544 £3.18

Light Rider -Lapel Badge 540 & 541 £2.70
-Disco Lights 542 £4.55
-Chaser Light - OCT '86 546 £3.23

Modem Tone Decoder - NOV '86 - 547 £2.76
200MHz Digital Frequency Meter 548 £4.12

Dual Reading Thermometer 549 £5.87
Automatic Car Alarm - DEC '86 -BBC 16K Sideways RAM

550
551

£2.40
£2.40

(Software Cassette) 551S £4.95

Random Light Unit - JAN '87 - 552 £4.70

Car Voltage Monitor 553 £2.40
Mini Amp. 554 & 555 £4.55
Video Guard - FEB '87 - 556 £3.05
Spectrum I/O 557 £3.78
Spectrum Speech Synthesiser 558 £3.88

Computer Buffer/Interface - MAR '87 - 560 £2.66
Infra Red Alarm: Sensor head 561 £3.35

PSU/Relay Driver 562 £3.60

Alarm Thermometer - APRIL '87 - 559 £2.40
Experimental Speech Recognition 563 £3.80
Bulb Life Extender 564 £2.40

Fridge Alarm -MAY '87 - 565 £2.40
EE Equaliser -Ioniser 566 £3.28

Mini Disco Light -JUNE '87 - 567 £2.40
Visual Guitar/Instrument Tuner 568 £3.18

Fermostat -JULY '87 - 569 £2.67
EE Buccaneer

Metal Detector 570 £3.28
Monomix 571 £3.80

-AUG '87 -
Super Sound Adaptor, Main Board 572 £3.37

PSU Board 573 £2.65
Simple Shortwave Radio, Tuner 575 £2.51

Amplifier 576 £2.40

Noise Gate -SEPT '87 - 577 £4.41
Burst Fire Mains Controller 578 £3.31
Electronic Analogue/Ditigal

Multimeter 579 £6.40

TEACH -IN -SOFTWARE

To complement each published part of the Teach -In series
(Oct. '85 to June '86), we have produced an accompanying
.computer program. The Teach -In Software is available for
.both the BBC Micromputer (Model B) and the Sinclair
Spectrum (48k) or Spectrum -Plus. The programs are de-
signed to reinforce and consolidate important concepts and

,principles introduced in the series. The software also allows
readers to monitor their progress by means of a series of
multi -choice tests, with scores at the end.

Tape 1 (Teach -In parts 1, 2 and 3), Tape 2 (parts 3, 4 and
5) and Tape 3 (parts 6, 7, 8 and 9) are available for E4.95
each (inclusive of VAT and postage) from Everyday Electron-
ics, 6 Church Street, Wimborne, Dorset BH21 1JH.
IMPORTANT State BBC or Spectrum; add 50 pence for
overseas orders; allow 28 days for delivery.

PLEASE TAKE NOTE
Warning to readers: From next month we will be dropping a

number of older p.c.b.s from our service, these will mainly be
those over two years old- if you want one or likely to want one
order NOW! The price of some other p. c.b.s will also be increased.

r EE PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD SERVICE
Please send me the following p.c.b.s.

Make cheques/P0 payable to. Everyday Electronics
(Payment in £ sterling only)

Order Code Quantity Price

I enclose cheque/PO for £

Name

Address

Please allow 28 days for deliveryL ..... .. =II .1

r
NEWSAGENT ORDER FORM

Please reserve/deliver a copy of Everyday
Electronics for me each month.
Signed

Name & Address
(BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE)

Everyday Electronics is published on the third Friday
of each month and distributed by Seymour.
Make sure of your copy of EE each month -cut
out this form, fill it in and hand it to your
newsagent.

mi

.1

r -

SUBSCRIPTIONS
Sell-out disappointment can upset any reader!
So why not take out a year's subscription and
make sure of every issue, by post, straight from
the Publisher? Complete the order form below
and post to:
EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS, Subscription Dept., 6
Church Street, Wimbome, Dorset BH21 1JH.
Tel. 0202 881749.

Annual subscription rates:
UK £14. Overseas £17 (£ sterling only)
Overseas air mail £33 (£ sterling only)

EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS
SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM

Annual subscription rates:
UK £14. Overseas £17 (surface mail) £33 (air mail)

To: Everyday Electronics,
Subscription Dept., 6 Church Street, Wimborne, Dorset
BH21 1JH.

Name

Address

I enclose payment of £ (cheque/PO in sterling
only payable to Everyday Electronics)

Subscriptions can only start with the next
Lavailable issue. For back numbers see the Editorial page_ j
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EVERYDAY

Reach effectively and economically today's enthusiasts anxious to know of your
products and services through our semi -display and classified pages. The prepaid rate
for semi -display spaces is £8.00 per single column centimetre (minimum 2.5cm). The prepaid
rate for classified advertisements is 30 pence per word (minimum 12 words), box number
60p extra. All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made payable to Everyday Electronics VAT
must be added. Treasury notes should always be sent registered post. Advertisements, to-
gether with remittance, should be sent to the Classified Advertisement Dept., Everyday Elec-
tronics, 6 Church Street, Wimborne, Dorset BH21 1 JH. Tel: 0202 881749.

Electronic Components

RESISTORS (metal film, full length leads): mixed
(I, 2, 5%) 1000 off £6.50, 100 off £1.10. Mixed
(1%) 70 off £1, (2%, (NV) 70 off £1, (1W) 35 off £1,
(2W) 30 off £1. Enclosed miniature cermet trim -
pots (assorted): 10 off £1.50, 50 off £5. Ten turn
wirewound potentiometers: 5 assorted £1.60. Low
profile turned pin d.i.l. sockets: 8 off 24 pin £2.30,
40 pin 60p each. Postage and packing 70p. SAE
for full list. Milner Electronics, 2 Elgarth Drive,
Wokingham, Berkshire RGI I 4HH.

MICRO TRANSMITTER KIT, 500m range, tun-
able 88-115MHz, sensitive microphone, £3.95.
Cheques/PO to: Quantum Electronics (EE), 267
Rednal Road, Kings Norton, Birmingham B38
8EB.

DELUXE WALKIE TALKIES long range,
49MHz £24.99/pair (normally £31.49). Satisfac-
tion or refund. Send £3 now, pay balance upon
receipt. 48 hrs. delivery. Xenon (Dept EE9), 24
Wharncliffe Street, Barnsley, Yorkshire.

TECH -SUPPLY. Variable power supply 3-30V
1.5 amp, fully tested, guaranteed. With meter
£45.50 inclusive. Without meter £38.50 inclusive.
Cheque/PO payable to: Tech Supply, I Holland
House, Bolton Road, Radcliffe, Manchester M26
OGW. Allow 14 to 21 days delivery.

Bargain Bags

BARGAIN BAGS. Resistors, tuners, panels,
speakers, caps, presets etc. Bargain at £10 + £2
p&p. Cheque payable to K. Pendlebury, 43 Cowpe
Road, Waterfoot, Rossendale, Lanes BB4 7DQ.

ROCK BOTTOM PRICES
FOR QUALITY COMPONENTS

Turntable belts Tape heads Multimeters
Soldering irons Styli Speakers Aerials
Crossovers Video copy kits Plugs Leads

SEND OR PHONE FOR FREE LISTS
STRACHAN ELECTRONICS,

9 CROALL PLACE, EDINBURGH EH7 4LT
Tel: 031-556 9549

TURN YOUR SURPLUS
ICS transistors etc into cash, immedi-
ate settlement. We also welcome the
opportunity to quote for complete fac-
tory clearance.
Contact COLES-HARDING & CO,
103 South Brink, Wisbech, Cambs.
*ESTABLISHED OVER 10 YEARS*
Tel: 0945 584188

PLEASE MENTION

EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS

WHEN REPLYING TO

ADVERTISEMENTS

Services

ELECTRONIC repairs and rebuild service. All
projects undertaken. Tel: D.G. Electronics,
Chelmsford (0245) 266160.

Service Manuals

SERVICE SHEETS from £2.50/1sae ctv/
music/combis £3.50/1sae. Sae Newnes & TV
Technic Books in stock. Thousands Service &
Repair Manuals. SAE Free Review/pricelists. TIS
(EE), 76 Church St, Larkhall (0698 883334),
Lanarkshire.

WORKSHOP SERVICE MANUALS
Thousands stocked, most makes, models, types,
audio, TV, video, test, amateur etc. LSAE enquir-
ies/quotation and FREE Review/price lists with
details of our Unique Repair and Data Guides,

from Valves to Videos.

MAURITRON (EE), 8 CHERRY TREE
ROAD, CHINNOR, OXON 0X9 4QY.

Printed Circuit Boards

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS produced to own
personal requirements. Please send sae for details:
Mr. B. M. Ansbro, 38 Poynings Drive, Hove,
Sussex.

Special Offers

FREE MEMBERSHIP to a new national elec-
tronics club. For details and a free pack of
components worth over £10 send only 1 p&p to
Dept. EE, Woodside, Dowsett Lane, Ramsden
Heath. Billericay, Essex CM1 I IJL.

rommommommwmmommmmmmmommumwmmimimioNimomommuommil
I ORDER FORM PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK CAPITALS

I Please insert the advertisement below in the next available issue of Everyday Electronics for Insertions. I enclose Cheque/P.O. for
(Cheques and Postal Orders should be made payable to Everyday Electronics)

I

HEADING REQUIRED:

NAME

ADDRESS

EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS
and ELECTRONICS MONTHLY
Classified Advertisement Dept.,
6 Church Street,
Wimborne,
Dorset BH21 1JH.
Telephone 0202 881749
RATE: 30p per word, rneurnum 12 words Box No 60p extra VAT must be added

9/87 II
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£1 BARGAIN PACKS
Buy 10 packs ... get one free (your choice)

PK 1 350 Assorted resistors. Tull length leads.

PK 2 400 Assorted resistors Pre-lormed leads.

PK I 60 Assorted resistors Wbe *round
PK 4. 203 Assorted inured capacitors

P1( 5 200 Assorted ceramic capacitors

PK 6. 60 Electrolytic capacitors.

PK 7. 2 2200µ1100 volt capacitors
PK 8 2 4700y130 iron capacitors

PK & 12 Assorted rotary potentiometers Single gang

PK 10.6 Assorted rotary potentiometers Dual gang

PK 11 12 Assorted slider potentiometers

PK 12.40 Assorted Pre-set PutentlomelerS

PK 13.5 1091 lin mullitum potentiometers.

PK 14.5 1 meg lin mulliturn potentiometers.

PK 15.12 Assorted switches
PK 16. 1 bank 4 -way push bunon switches ciw knobs

PK 17. 1 4 pole 5 -way water switch.

Pt( 16. 15 Assorted control knobs

PK 19 29 Assorted plugs and sackers

PK 20. 2 Pairs DC.Plugs 8 sockets caw leads 8 PP3 ciip PK 45 50 Assorted I F and tuning coils

PK 21 25 Assorted transistors All new & coded PK 46 35 Assorted resistors I% tolerance

Postal order or cheque with order. Please add £1 postage & packing per order.
Access and Barclaycard orders welcome, minimum £10 Please phone orders before 4pm.

Electronics magazines. we have an ostensive range of back issues 50p for current lists.

PK 22.15 Assorted I C's. All new & coded

PK 23.50 Assorted unmarked 8 untested I Cs
Pit 24 100 Assorted diodes.

PK 25 20 F lI T diodes

PK 26.3 Large power -tin healmnim T03

Pt( 27.1 4 section 7 segment I e d. clock display

PK 28. 20 Assorted neons. Panel mounting 8 wire ended.

PK 29 1 Microphone ciw lead. switch. plugs 8 stand.

PK 31 3 Dynamic earpieces crw lead 8 3 5mm plug.

PK 32 2 Telescopic aerials

PK 35 1 Large cassene motor

PK 36. 1 Wire pack Mains cable

PK 38. 1 Wire pack. Connecting pure Assorted colours.

PK 39 300 Assorted resistors I/2W or less. F/L leads.

PK 40.200 Assorted Polyester capacitors.

PK 41 12 Push to make switches pcb mounting

Pt( 42 12 Push on -Push ott switches

PK 43 4 Assorted toaster elements.

PK 44.3 Assorted record player styli

:\111t WHOLESALE, Unit :1, 238 Waterside,
Chesil:on. Illicki.:111'5 I 1)(:.17:04017710:1:;

Is

MAKE YOUR INTERESTS PAY!
More than 8 million students throughout the world have found it worth their while, An
ICS home -study course can help you gvt a better job, make more money and have more
fun out of life! ICS has over 90 years experience in home -study courses and is the largest
correspondence school in the world -ou learn at your own pace, when and where you
want under the guidance of expert 'personal' tutors. Find out how we can help YOu.
Post or phone today for your FREE INFORMATION PACK on the course of your choice.
!Tick one box only!)

Electronics n
`-'

Radio, Audio
and TV Servicing 0

Basic Electronic
Engineering (City & Guilds) 0

Radio Amateur Licence
Exam (City & Guilds)

Electrical Engineering 0 Car Mechanics 0
Electrical Contracting/
Installation 0

Computer
Programming III

GCE over 40 '0' and 'A' level subjects Ell

Address P cage
International Correspondence Schools. Dept ECS97, 312/314 High St..
Sutton. Surrey SM1 1,11. 01-643 9568 or 041-221 2326 124 hrsl.

wemso

I

BOXING

PROBLEMS??

LOOK

NO

FURTHER!!

Choose from our standard range below, or if you are looking
for a specific size, then we can produce YOUR OWN
CUSTOM BOX WITHOUT ANY TOOLING COSTS, with all
holes, slots, PCB grooves, etc, already machined in, ready to
assemble.

H W D

Cl. 30 x 50 x 80'
C2. 40 x 60 x 90'
C3: 50 x 70 x 110'

BA4: 20 x 85 x 120

D10:50 x 100 x 110'
D20:35 x 145 x 170'
030:40 x 120 x 170'
D40:70 x 110 x 145'
HO: 60 x 160 x 170
D60.100 x 180 x 210
D70:70 x 200 x 215
GA1. 93 x 280 x 160
GA2: 140 x 400 x 205

CONSOLE BOXES

PRG1: 20/60 x 130 x 160'
PRG2: 35/70 x 230 x 160'
PRG3' 35/77 x 290 x 190

All sizes are in millimetres,

and are internal.

All made from high impact resistant plastic which is easily drilled or
Cut.

Boxes marked  are available through Cirkit Distribution Ltd., Park
Lane, Broxbourne, Herts.

For other sizes and details of Custom Service contact us at the
address below.

Distributor enquiries welcome.

BAFBOX LTD.
Unit A, Park End Works, Croughton,

BRACKLEY NN13 5LX
Telephone: 0869 810830

ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN
FULL-TIME TRAINING

(FULL TIME COURSES APPRO /ED BY THE BUSINESS & TECHN CIAN
EDUCATION COUNCIL)

2 YEAR
BTEC National Diploma (OND)

ELECTRONIC &
COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING
I Electronics, Cornputmg, Television, Video, Testing & Fault Diagnosis)

1 YEAR
BTEC National Certificate (ONC)

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
(Electronics, Satellite TV, CD, Networks, Telecomms)

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT SERVICING
(Electronics, Television, Video Cassette Recorders, CCTV, Testing & Fault Diagnosis)

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
(Electronics, Assembler, BASIC, PASCAL, CADCAM)

COMPUTING TECHNOLOGY
IF rectronics Computing Soft ware 'Hardware, Microelectronic Testing Melt odsl

10 MONTHS
BTEC Higher National Certificate (HNC)
COMPUTING TECHNOLOGY & ROBOTICS

(Microprocessor Based Sys'ems, Fault Diagnosis, ATE, Robotics)

THESE COURSES INCLUDE A NCH PERCENTAGE OF COLLEGE BASED
PRACTICAL WORK TO ENHANCE FUTURE EMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS

NO ADDITIONAL FEES FOR OVERSEAS STUDENTS

SHORTENED COURSES OF FROM 3 TO 6 MONTHS CAN BE ARRANGED FOR
APPLICANTS WITH PREVIOUS ELECTRONICS KNOWLEDGE

O.N.C. 21st September 1987
FULL PROSPECTUS FROM

LONDON ELECTRONICS COLLEGE (Dept EE)
20 PENYWERN ROAD, EARLS COURT,
LONDON SW5 9SU. Tel: 01-373 8721.

lLZenith Electronics.®
Kits - Modules Hardware

* High quality TOUCH DIMMER
R/Built. finished in white plastic and
Brass touch plate. £12.99 inc. VAT &

P&P.
The following are examples of our proven product designs in
kit form:
* 10 Channel Variable Speed Running Light; Drives

LEDs or mains lamps. Kit £14.97
* 3 Note Electronic Door Chime unit; 9 volt operation,

3 melodious tones; variable frequency. Kit £9.83

* Miniature FM Transmitter; 60-145MHz. Kit £6.95

R/Built £8.95

* 3 Watt FM Transmitter, 80-108MHz. Kit £13.99

R/Built £18.99
* 300 Watt Light Dimmer unit for 240 volt mains lights. Kit £6.95
*4 Code Digital Code unit plus Key Pad -select own

code; 9 volt. Kit £15.95
* 5-100 Watt Electronic Loudspeaker Overload

Protector, adjustable. Kit £11.11
* VU Meter 10 LED indicator; -5 to +12dB range. Kit £12.59
* Automatic light controller; automatically turns on and off

lights at pre-set times and triggered by darkness. Kit £25.08

* Mains Wiring and Metal Detector. R/Built £11.00
* Digital Clock module; 12-24 hour timing; LED type £17.49

or LCD type £22.80
* Amplifier Power Meter; 10 LED indicator from

0.25-100 Watt Input -9 volt operation. Kit £9.52

* Light sensitive relay unit; variable sensitivity trigger
control; senses light or dark -selectable. Kit
ALL KITS CONTAIN FULL INSTRUCTIONS: P.C.B.e AND COMPONENTS
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND POSTAGE & PACKING.
OVERSEAS ORDERS -ADD 10% TO ABOVE PRICES.
PLEASE SEND CHEQUE OR POSTAL ORDERS WITH ORDER.

S.A.E. For
-FREE-
Data Pack

Zenith Electronics, 14 Cortlandt Business Centre,
Hailsham, E. Sussex, U.K. BN27 1AE.

Tel: 0323 847973
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Show (Heathrow

Penta Hotel) 19/20
(September 1987

The EE APEX
PREAMP

AND POWER AMP KITS
Build this superb preamp and power amp kit and enjoy high
fidelity sound at a fraction of the cost of comparable ready built
amplifiers.

Complete kits as described in March -June issues of Everyday
Electronics including high current transformers and attractively
styled cases with high quality components.

Preamp E 192.50
Power amp -stereo £1 92.50

Or build it with the very best components available including
IAR Wonder caps, Extended foil polystyrene capacitors, bulk
foil resistors, Holco precision resistors, silver plated switches,
gold plated phono sockets and Kimber cable for internal wiring

Preamp £410
Stereo Power amp £310
Mono Power amp £232

All components including PCBs available separately

For full parts price list of the EE Apex preamp and

details of 11D)00)KM: audiophile components and kits,
rni please send 9" x 4" SAE to:

111-00n 7P irtew-;Wrn CO(177r=!mairl:-
6 MILL CLOSE, BORROWASH, DERBY DE7 3GU. Tel: 0332 674929

CONSTRUCTIONAL

PH 0N OSO
KIT CATALOGUE

N I CS
MUSIC AND

FE

' %LOW COST .,,,'GEIGER -1-

A -D -A InterfaEce! Set 2S51 "t*Chip Test 16 Set 258S 32.50
Chip Test

-Pin'
-Pin* Set 258F 39.30

Chorus Flan9 er Dual Set 235 59.99

Compander Set 238 22.99
Cybervox Voice FX Set 228 44.76
Digital Delay & MCS Set 234RK 198.50
Disco Light Control Set 245F 62.50
Echo-Reverb Stereo Set 218 57.66
Equaliser 3 -Chan Set 217 25.33
Event Counter Set 278 39.50
Flanger (Mono) Set 153 28.45

Modulo Set 196 23.56
Micro -Scope Set 247 44.50
Micro -Trace" Set 261 19.50
Mini -Sampler Set 246 75.00
Mixer 4 -Ch Stereo Set 229S 8035
Mixer Simple 4 Chan Set 256 19.99
Mock Stereo Set 213 24.37
Morse Decoder' 269 22.16
Noise Gate Set 227 26.61
Phaser-Enhanced Set 226 42.36
Polywhatsit! FX Set 252 122.69
Rhythm Gen* Set 185 34.64
Ring Modulator Set 231 45.58
Storm Wind & Rain Set 250W 29.50
Thunder &Lightning Set 250T 29.50
Tuner -Micro" Set 257 55.32
Tuner -Simple Set 259 22.50
Vodalek Voice FX Set 155 18.31

 Computer controlled (BBC, CM, PET)
Most PCBs available separately

COUNTERS DETECTORS

NUCLEAR FREE ZONES?
CHECK THEM OUT -

GET A GEIGER

THE PE GEIGER WAS
SHOWN ON BBC TV

"TAKE NOBODY'S WORD
FOR IT" PROGRAM

Detectors tor enenvironmental and geoiogical
monaonng -know your background' ',bud be amazed
at the quantities sold since Chernobyl

METERED GEIGER (PE MK2)
in probe speaker. meter digital output Detectorguilt-inBu

tube options - ZP1310 for norman sensitivity. ZP1320
tot extrasensaway
Kit -form - SET 264 - (2P13101 £5950, (2P13201
C78 50

Ready -built -- TZ272 - (ZPI310) £75.50. (Z1.13201
194 50

AUDIO GEIGER (EE MK2)
Built-in probe tZP13101, speaker. digital output
Kit -form SET 265 MK2 C4950 Ready -built TZ274
C65 00

GEIGER -MITE SET 271 £39.50
Miniature geiger with ZP 1310 tube LED displays
radiation impacts Socket tor headphones or digital
monitoring Kit-lorrn only

FASCINATING ELECTRONIC

* BE KIT CREATIVE

* RAISE YOUR

* LEARN BY

* ENJOY BY

PROJECTS

PE
ror 'S/G CC- N

SKILLS "7-IMES

,BUILDING
THROUGH

USING ELECTRONICSGuitar
UNDERSTAND

....r.
I

-J....,. ESSENTIAL
TECHNOLOGY

o o o '7' * MUSIC
MODULES

* GEIGER=I 0 COUNTERS

*DIGITAL
INTERFACES . it

* MANY MORE .t tilt
-.::

FINE DESIGNS
,,,.. . 
tt-tit

POPULAR PROJECTS FROM
A LEADING AUTHOR KITS THAT FIT

Send A4 SAE for detailed catalogue, and with all enquiries (overseas send E1.00or 51.R.C.'s)

Add 15% VAT. Add P&P - Sets over £50 add E2.50. Others add E1.50. Overseas P&P in
catalogue. Text photocopies - Geiger & DDL Texts E1.50 each, others 50p, plus 50p post or
large SAE. Insurance 50p per £50. Mail order, CWO, CHQ, P0, Access, Visa.

PHONOSONICS, DEPT EE79, 8 FINUCANE DRIVE,
ORPINGTON, KENT BR5 4ED. Tel: 0689 37821

Published on approximately the third Friday of each month by Wimborne Publishing Ltd.. 6 Church Street, Wimborne, Dorset BH2I IJH. Printed in England by Benham & Co. Limited,Colchester, Essex. Distributed by Seymour. 334 Brixton Road. London SW9 7AG. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand - Gordon & Gotch (Asia) Ltd.; South Africa - Central NewsAgency Ltd. Subscriptions INLAND £14 and OVERSEAS L17 payable to "Everyday Electronics" Subscription Department. 6 Church Street. Wimborne, Dorset BH2IEVERYDAY ELECTRONICS is sold subject to the following conditions, namely that it shall not, without the written consent of the Publishers first having been given, be lent, resold, hiredout or otherwise disposed of by way of Trade at more than the recommended selling price shown on the cover, and that it shall not be lent, resold, hired out or otherwise disposed of in amutilated condition or in any unauthorised cover by way of Trade or affixed to or as pan of any publication or advertising, literary or pictorial matter whatsoever.



CM" POWER AMPLIFIER MODULES
OMP PoW R AMPL -  Now enjoy a
world-wide reputation for quality, reliability and performance at a realistic price. Four models
available to suit the needs of the professional and hobby market. i.e., Industry, Leisure,
Instrumental and Hi-Fi. etc. When comparing prices. NOTE all models include Toroidal
power supply, Integral heat sink, Glass fibre. P.C.B and Drive circuits to power compatible
Vu meter. Open and short circuit proof. Supplied ready built and tested.

OMP100 Mk II Bi-Polar
sO, Frequtput-power

110

ponse 15Hz - 30KHz -3dB, T.H.D. 0.01%,
S.N.R. -118dB, Sens. for Max. output
500mV at 10K, Size 355 X 115 X 65mm.
PRICE £33.99 + £3.00 P&P.

watts R.M.S. into 4 ohmuency Res-

OMP/MF100 Mos-Fet Output power 110
watts R.M.S. into 4 ohms, Frequency Res-
ponse 1Hz - 100KHz -3dB, Damping Factor
80, Slew Rate 45V/uS, T.H.D. Typical
0.002%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R
-125dB. Size 300 X 123 x 60mm. PRICE
PRICE £39.99 4 £3.00 P&P.

OMP/MF200 Mos-Fet Output power 200
watts R M.S. into 4 ohms, Frequency Res-
ponse 1Hz - 100KHz -3dB, Damping Factor
250, Slew Rate 50V/uS, T.H.D. Typical
0.001%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R.
-130dB. Size 300 X 150 X 100mm. PRICE
PRICE £62.99 + £3.50 P&P.

OMP/MF300 Mos-Fet Output power 300
watts R.M.S. into 4 ohms, Frequency Res-
ponse 1Hz - 100KHz -3dB, Damping Factor
350, Slew Rate 60V/uS, T.H.D. Typical

 0.0008%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R.
-130dB, Size 330 147 X 102mm. PRICE
PRICE £79.99 £4.50 P&P.

NOTE: Mos-Fets are supplied as standard (100KHz bandwidth & Input Sensitivity 500mV). If required
P.A. version (50KHz bandwidth & Input Sensitivity 775mVI. Order - Standard or P.A.

Vu METER Compatible with our four amplifiers detailed above. A
very accurate visual display employing 11 L.F.D. diodes (7 green. 4
red) plus an additional on/off indicator. Sophisticated logic control
circuits for very fast rise and decay times. Tough moulded plastic
case, with tinted acrylic front. Size 84 X 27 X 45mm.
PRICE £8.50 + 50p P&P.

* PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. PROMPT DELIVERIES FRIENDLY
SERVICE LARGE S.A.E. 28p STAMP FQR CURRENT L

BURGLAR ALARM
Better to be 'Alarmed' then terrified.
Thandar's famous 'Minder' Burglar Alarm System.
Superior microwave principle. Supplied as three units,
complete with interconnection cable. FULLY
GUARANTEED.
Control Unit - Houses microwave radar unit, range
up to 15 metres adjustable by sensitivity control.
Three position, key operated facia switch - off - test
- armed. 30 second exit and entry delay.
Indoor alarm - Electronic swept freq. siren.
104dB output.
Outdoor Alarm - Electronic swept freq. siren. 98dB
output. Housed -in a tamper -proof heavy duty metal
case.
Both the control unit and outdoor alarm contain re-
chargeable batteries which provide lull protection
during mainsfailure. Power requirement 200/260 Volt
AC 50/60Hz. Expandable with door sensors, panic
buttons etc Complete with instructions
SAVE t 138.00 Usual Price £228.85
BKE's PRICE .£89.99 + £4.00 P&P

IDEAL for Work-
shops, Factories,
Offices, Home,
etc. Supplied
ready built.

ry buy a c, ection of self assembly boards

OMP LINNET LOUDSPEAKERS
The very best in quality and value. Made specially to suit todays
need for compactness with high sound output levels. Finished in
hard wearing black vynide with protective corners, grille and carry
handle. All models 8 ohms. Full range 45Hz - 20KHz. Size 20"
15" X 12". Watts R.M.S.per cabinet. Sensitivity 1W. 1mtr. dB

OMP 12-100 Watts 100dB. Price f 149.99
per pair.
OMP 12-200 Watts 102dB. Price f 199.99
per pair. Delivery: Securicor (8.00 per pair

LOUDSPEAKERS 5" to 15" up to 400 WATTS R.M.S
Cabinet Fixing in stock. Huge selection of McKenzie
Loudspeakers available including Cabinet Plans. Large
S.A.E. (28p) for free details.
POWER RANGE
8" 50 WATT R.M.S. Hi-Fi/ Disco.
20 oz magnet. 1y," ally voice coil. Ground ally fixing escutcheon Res. Freq 40Hz Freq. Resp to
6K-1, Sens. 92d13. PRICEI10 99Avadable with black grille £11.99 P&P (1.50 ea.
12" 100 WATT R.M.S. Hi-Fi/Disco
50 oz magnet. 2" ally voice coil. Ground ally fixing escutcheon Die-cast chassis White cone Res
Freq
25Hz Frog. Resp to 4KHz. Sens 95dB. PRICE f28 60 - £300 P&P ea

McKENZ I E
tr 85 WATT R.M.S. C1285GP Lead Guitar/Keyboard/Disco.
2" ally voice coil. Ally centre dome. Res. Freq. 45Hz. Freq. Rasp. to 6-5KHz. Sens. 98dB.
PRICE £29.99 + £3.00 P&P ea.
12' 85 WATT R.M.S. C1285TC P.A./Disco 2" ally voice coil. Twin cone.
Res. Freq. 45Hz. Freq. Rasp. to 14KHz. PRICE £31.49 + £3.00 P&P ea.
15" 150 WATT R.M.S. C15 Bass Guitar/Disco.
3" ally voice coil. Die-cast chassis. Res. Freq. 40Hz. Freq. Rasp. to 4KHz. PRICE £57.87 + £4.00 P&P ea.
10" 80 WATT R.M.S. 1080GP Gen. Purpose/Lead Guitar/Keyboard/Mid. P.A.
2' voice coil. Res. Freq. 75Hz. Freq Rasp. to 7.5KHz. Sens. 99dB. PRICE E19.99 + £2.00 P&P.
10" 200 WATT R.M.S. C10200GP Guitar/Keyboard/Disco.
2" voice coil. Res. Freq. 45Hz. Freq. Resp. to 7KHz. Sens. 101dB. PRICE £44.76 + £3.00 P&P.
15" 200 WATT R.M.S. C15200 High Power Bass.
Res. Freq. 40Hz. Freq. Resp. to 5KHz. Sens. 101d8. PRICE £62.41 + £4.00 P&P.
15" 400 WATT R.M.S. C15400 High Power Bass.
Ren. Freq. 40Hz. Freq. Resp. to 4KHz. Sens. 102dB. PRICE £89.52 + £4.00 P&P.

WEM
5" 70 WATT R.M.S. Multiple Array Disco etc.
1" voice coil. Res. Freq. 52Hz. Freq. Rasp. to 5KHz. Sens. 89dB. PRICE £22.00 + £1.50 P&P. ea.
Et" 150 WATT R.M.S. Multiple Array Disco etc.
1" voice coil. Res. Freq. 48Hz. Freq. Resp. to 5KHz. Sens. 92dB. PRICE £32.00 + £1.50 P&P ea.
10' 300 WATT R.M.S. Disco/Sound re -enforcement etc.
1 r voice coil. Res. Freq. 35Hz. Freq. Resp. to 4KHz. Sens. 92dB. PRICE £36.00 + £2.00 P&P ea.
1r 300 WATT R.M.S. Disco/Sound re -enforcement etc.
1 }'voice coil. Res. Freq. 35Hz Freq. Rasp. to 4KHz. Sens. 94dB. PRICE £47.00 £3.00 P&P ea.

SOUNDLAB (Full Range Twin Conel
5" 60 WATT R.M.S. Hi-Fi/Multiple Array Disco etc.
1" voice coil Res. Freq 63Hz. Freq. Resp to 20KHz Sens 86d8 PRICE (9.99 T I1.00 P&P ea
6'y" 60 WATT R.M.S. Hi-Fi/Multiple Array Disco etc.
1" voice coil. Res. Freq 56Hz Freq. Resp to 20KHz Sens 89d13 PRICEf10.994- £1.50 P&P ea.
8" 60 WATT R.M.S. Hi-Fi/Multiple Array Disco etc.
1'4" voice coil. Res. Freq 38Hz Freq. Resp to 20KHz. Sens 89d8 PRICE f 12 99 - CI 50 P&P ea

10" 60 WATT R.M.S. Hi-Fi/Disco etc.

Professional 19" cased Mos-Fet stereo
amps. Used the World over in clubs, pubs,
discos etc. With twin Vu meters, twin
toroidal power supplies, XLR connections.
MF600 Fan cooled. Three models (Ratings
R. M.S. into 4ohms). Input Sensitivity ?75mV
MF200 (100 + 100)W. £171.35 Securicor
MF400 (200 + 200)W. £228.85 Delivery
MF600 (300 + 300)W. £322.00 £10.00

BSR P295 ELECTRONIC TURNTABLE
 Electronic speed control 45 & 33'/, r p m * Plus
Minus variable pitch control * Belt driven * Alu-
minium platter with strobed rim * Cue lever * Anti
skate (bras device) * Adjustable counter balance *
Manual arm  Standard y," cartage fixings *
Supplied complete with cut out template * D.C.
Operation 9-14v D.C. 65mA

Price £36.99 - /3.00 P&P.

ADC Q4 meg cartridge for above Price £4.99 ea. P&P 50p

PIEZO ELECTRIC TWEETERS MOTOROLA
Join the Piezo revolution The low dynamic mass (no voice coil) of a Piezo tweeter produces an
improved transient response with a lower distortion level than ordinary dynamic tweeters. As a
crossover is not required these units can be added to existing speaker systems of up to 100 watts
(more if 2 put in series). FREE EXPLANATORY LEAFLETS SUPPLIED WITH EACH TWEETER.

TYPE 'A' (KSN2036A) 3" roundwith protectivewire
mesh, ideal for bookshelf and medium sized Hi-fi
speakers. Price £4.90 each + 40p P&P.
TYPE 'B' (KSN1005A) 3,/," super horn. For general
purpose speakers. disco and P.A. systems etc. Price
£5.99 each - 40p P&P
TYPE 'C' (KSN6016A) 2" X 5" wide dispersion
horn. For quality Hi-fi systems and quality discos etc.
Price £6.99 each 40p P&P.
TYPE 'D' (KSN1025A) 2" X 6" wide dispersion
horn. Upper frequency response retained extending
down to mid range (2KHz). Suitable for high quality
Hi-fi systems and quality discos. Price £9.99 each
+ 40p P&P.
TYPE 'E' (KSN10313A) 314" horn tweeter with
attractive silver finish trim. Suitable for Hi-fi monitor
systems etc. Price £5.99 each + 40p P&P.
LEVEL CONTROL Combines on a recessed mount-
ing plate, level control and cabinet input jack socket.

1 K -WATT
SLIDE DIMMER

* Control loads up
to 1Kw

Compact Size
4%" X 1" X 2,/,"
* Easy snap in fix-
ing through panel
cabinet cut out
* Insulated plastic
case
* Full wave con-
trol using 8 amp
triac
* Conforms to

BS800
* Suitable for both resist-
ance and inductive loads. In-
numerable applications in
industry, the home, and
disco's, theatres etc.
PRICE £13.99 75p P&P

1 voice coil Res. Freq. 35Hz. Freq. Resp. to 15KHz. Sens. 89dB. PRICE £16.49 £2.00 P&P p

IPAOTIK
HOBBY KITS. Proven designs including glass
fibre printed circuit board and high quality
components complete with instructions.

FM MICROTRANStAfTTER (BUG) 90/105MHz with very sensitive
microphone. Range 100/300 metres. 57 x 46 x 14mm (9 volt)
Price: £8.62 + 75p P&P.
3 WATT FM TRANSMITTER 3 WATT 85/115MHz varicap controlled
professional performance. Range up to 3 miles 35 x 84 x 12mm
(12 volt) Price: £14.49+ 75p P&P.
SINGLE CHANNEL RADIO CONTROLLED TRANSMITTER/
RECEIVER 27MHz. Range up to 500 metres. Double coded modulation.
Receiver output operates relay with tamp/240 volt contacts. Ideal for
many applications. Receiver 90 x 70 x 22mm (9/12 volt). Price:
£17.82 Transmitter BO x 50 x 15mm (9/12 volt). Price: £11.29
P&P + 75p each. S.A.E. for complete list. 3 watt FM

Transmitter

11.11111.1. POSTAL CHARGES PER ORDER £1.00 minimum. OFFICIAL
sasA ORDERS WELCOME, SCHOOLS, COLLEGES, GOVERNMENT

,1 BODIES. ETC. PRICES INCLUSIVE OF V.A.T. SALES COUNTER- VISA/ACCESS/C.O.D. ACCEPTED.

STEREO DISCO MIXER
STEREO DISCO MIXER with 2 5 band L &
R. graphic equalisers and twin 10 segment
L.E.D. Vu Meters. Many outstanding features
5 Inputs with individual faderi providing a
useful combination of the following: -
3 Turntables (Meg), 3 Mics, 4 Line plus Mic
with talk over switch. Headphone Monitor.
Pan Pot. L. & R. Master Output controls. Out-
put 775mV. Size 360 X 280 X 90mm.

Price £134.99 - £3.00 P&P

Al! 42144! t

ei
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B. K. ELECTRONICS
UNIT 5, COMET WAY, SOUTHEND-ON-SEA,

ESSEX, SS2 6TR TEL: 0702-527572



A
 superb ready -built scale -m

odel off -road racer
com

plete w
ith a 2 -C

H
A

N
N

E
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IG
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A
L
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R

O
P

O
R

T
IO

N
A

L R
A

D
IO

 C
O

N
T

R
O

L S
Y

S
T

E
M

 -
for the price of the R

C
 system

 alone!
A

ll this is included in the price:
R

eady -built 1/14scale m
odel car

(overall size 325 x 186 x 130m
m

, 12.8 x 7.3 x 5.1in.).
F

ront and rear low
 -profile sem

i -pneum
atic rubber tyres.

F
ront w

heel independent suspension.
H

igh or low
 gear selection.

S
ealed box w

ith differential gearing.
P

ow
erful m

otor gives scale speeds up to 140 m
ph.

F
ront and rear coil -spring shock absorbers.

2 -channel digital proportional radio control transm
itter

(and receiver).
(S

tandard 27M
H

z A
M

 - no licence required in U
K

).
S

ervo -controlled proportional steering.
P

roportional m
otor speed control in forw

ard and reverse.

* B
atteries and ni-cad charger not included. C

ar requires 8
A

A
 cells

recom
m

ended Y
G

O
O

A
 £1.35 each).

T
ransm

itter requires 6 A
A

 cells, (alkaline F
K

64U
 55p each

or ni-cad as above). N
B

 - and if you have a collision at
100m

ph or m
ore, you'll be pleased to hear that spare parts

are available.

M
aplin E

lectronic S
upplies Ltd.

P
.O

. B
ox 3, R

ayleigh. E
ssex, S

S
6 8LR

. T
elephone, C

redit C
ard S

ales (0702) 554161 E
nquiries (0702) 552911

S
hops at: S

utton N
ew

 R
oad, E

rdington. B
irm

ingham
. T

el: 021-384 8411. 159-161 K
ing S

treet. H
am

m
ersm

ith, London W
6. T

el: 01-748 0926
8 O

xford R
d., M

anchester. T
el 061-236 0281. 46-48 B

evois V
alley R

d., S
outham

pton. T
el: 0703 25831.

282-284 London R
d., W

estclitt-on-sea. E
ssex. T

el: 0702-554000.

P
lease rush m

e m
y A

pache m
odel racer, w

ith 2 channel digital proportional radio
control system

I w
ish to receive:

C
ode

O
ty

P
rice

A
pache m

odel racer
Y

P
25C

A
A

 no -cad battery
Y

G
O

O
A

A
A

 alkaline battery
F

K
64U

A
ti prices prelude V

A
T

. P
lease add 50p tow

ards postage.
T

otal
If order below

 £5.00, please add 50p handling.

I enclose cheque postal order m
ade payable to M

aplin E
lectronic S

upplies Ltd., or
see credit card details.
H

ere are m
y personal details:

C
ustom

er N
um

ber

N
am

e

A
ddress

P
ost C

ode

I authorise you to debit m
y C

redit C
ard account for the cost of goods despatched.

C
redit C

ard N
um

ber

A
ccess'A

m
erican E

xpress/M
apcardN

isa/
D

elete as required

N
ote: G

oods w
ill be despatched only if the address given is the cardholder's address.

If ordering by C
redit C

ard please sign:

S
ignature:

E
xpiry D

ate
E

E
/9/87


